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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS 
(As of 16 August 2018) 

 
Currency unit – Myanmar Kyat (MK) 

MK1.00 = $0.000666 
$1.00 = MK1,501.00 

 
ABBREVIATIONS 

 
ADB − Asian Development Bank 
CDZ − Central Dry Zone 
CEC − Commodity Exchange Center 
CEMP − Contractor’s Environmental Management Plan 
DOA − Department of Agriculture 
EARF  − environmental assessment and review framework  
ECD − Environmental Conservation Department 
EHS − environmental, health and safety 
EIA  − environmental impact assessment  
EMP  − environmental management plan  
EU − European Union 
GMP − good manufacturing practices 
GRM − grievance redress mechanism 
HACCP − Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points 
IEE − initial environmental examination 
MOALI − Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation 

MOC − Ministry of Commerce 
MONREC − Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Conservation 
O&M − operation and maintenance 

PCO − Public Complaints Officer 

PMIC − project management and implementation consultants 

PMU − project management unit 

PPCU − Project Public Complaint Unit 
PPP − public-private partnership 
PPTA − project preparatory technical assistance 

REA − rapid environmental assessment 
SPS − Safeguard Policy Statement 
TOR − terms of reference 
WUG − water user group 

 
 
 

NOTES 
 

In this report “$” refers to United States dollars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
CONVERSION FACTORS 

 
Myanmar uses the Imperial system of weights and measures. Conversion factors to the Metric 
system for the most common units are noted as follow: 
 
Imperial  Conversion factor Metric 
Acre 0.4046856 hectare 
Mile 1.609 kilometers 
Cusec (cubic feet per second 0.28316847 cumec (cubic meter per second) 
Acre foot 1233.48 cubic meters 
Foot 0.3048 meter 
 

Myanmar official standard weight units for cereals, pulses and oilseeds 

Crop Unit Viss Pound Kg 

Sesame Basket 15 54 24.49 
Groundnut (with shell) “ 6.9 25 11.34 
Sunflower “ 8.9 32 14.51 
Niger bean “ 15 54 24.49 
Mustard “ 16 58 26.12 
Soybean “ 20 72 32.65 
Chickpea “ 20 69.2 31.4 
Greengram “ 20 72.1 32.7 
Paddy rice “ 20 46.1 20.9 
Sunflower “ 20 32 14.5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

I. SUBPROJECT SUMMARY 

A. Subproject Context and Rationale 

1. In the Central Dry Zone (CDZ) farmers face mounting challenges, such as insufficient 
and erratic rainfall, a lack of access to quality seed, rising labor costs, and increased foreign 
competition in the export markets. Taken collectively, these challenges threaten the production 
and productivity of both traditional and key export crops. The Government of Myanmar has 
passed a series of laws and policies to help smallholders to access better quality seed, with an 
emphasis on encouraging private investment in the seed industry. Moreover, the fact that 
Myanmar ranks in the top five in world production of five key crops (greengram (mung bean), 
pigeon pea, chickpea, sesame, and groundnut, all of which are grown in the CDZ), and its 
proximity to the large and buoyant export markets of India, PRC, and ASEAN, provides the 
Myanmar seed sector with perhaps its biggest opportunity.1 

2. The source of quality seed in Myanmar includes both public and private sources. 
However, quality seed from the public sector meets less than 1% of total farm-level seed 
demand for major crops (excluding maize, cotton and selected vegetable crops). In the CDZ, 
the use of good quality seeds is around 5% of all seed used, and, in rice, around 40% of seed is 
thought to be of improved types, however, most of this seed is not certified seed. There are 
15Department of Agriculture (DOA) seed farms in the CDZ that are the main source of quality 
seed, that is, registered and certified seed.  However, these seed farms are underfunded and 
understaffed and cannot meet the demand for quality seed for rice, pulses, beans, and oilseeds 
in the CDZ. The current situation is that government seed farms have received minimal 
investment over time and need significant refurbishment of field and facilities to operate 
efficiently and to increase production. 

3. The severe lack of access to quality seed of new varieties, particularly those of rice, 
pulses, and oilseeds, creates high variability in the quality and value of commercial products 
sold and in the ability to sustain high-value domestic and export markets. To address the quality 
seed shortage in the CDZ, the Seed Division of DOA has partnered with the World Bank’s 
Agriculture Support Program (ASP) in making an investment in productive infrastructure in four 
of the 15 CDZ seed farms. In addition, Japan International Cooperation Agency(JICA), with its 
Preparatory Survey for Intensive Agriculture Promotion Program (PIAP) coupled with its Two-
Step Loan (TSL) program, is spearheading the formation of seed centers and the development 
of Seed Growers Associations in Shwebo and other districts in the CDZ. The objective of DOA’s 
Seed Growers Association (SGA) is to organize the private seed growers of rice seed and other 
crops, including pulses, beans, and oilseeds. As association members, they will be eligible for 
some support from the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation (MOALI), including 
participation in various training programs, seed policy forums, and access to quality inputs, 
including registered seed. 

4. The rationale for selecting the Chepa seed farm for the subproject feasibility study is that 
this seed farm is one of the most strategic of the 15 DOA seed farm in need of a wide range of 
improved infrastructure that will improve productivity and address the access problem of private 
seed growers to registered seed. It is a crucial farm for DOA for the production of registered 
Paw San rice seed, a highly valuable Geographical Indication candidate rice seed, grown 

                                                
1 Opportunities for the Myanmar Seed Sector, ADB. 2016. Technical Assistance Completion Report: Innovative 

Financing for Agriculture and Food Value Chains. Manila. 
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principally in the Shwebo District, and as a showcase for climate smart agriculture and seed 
certification. This Chepa seed farm subproject fits well with MOALI’s SGA initiatives and with 
JICA’s PIAP project that is investing in major rehabilitation of the irrigation schemes in Shwebo 
District.  

 
B. Subproject Design 

5. The Chepa seed farm is 82 acres (33.2 hectares (ha)) in size with 70 cultivatable acres 
(28.3 ha). It has perennial irrigation from Kar Bo Dam Irrigation Project, however this is through 
earthen irrigation canals, prone to heavy water losses, and are in need of renovation by 
providing proper lining, intakes and outlet structures, and multiple checks. The seed farm’s 
roads need to be upgraded to all weather roads to allow for easy access for machinery and 
more effective and overall management, operation, and maintenance of the farm. New farm 
machinery and equipment are required to replace the farm’s outdated and dilapidated 
equipment, and new types of farm implements are needed to improve farm efficiency. New 
machinery and equipment for harvest and post-harvest activities, such as, threshing, seed 
cleaning, drying, sorting, packaging, and labelling are needed to maintain the high-quality 
requirements of registered seed.  

6. The subproject will also replace existing or add new buildings, including buildings for 
seed storage, seed laboratory, machinery, and training. The existing buildings have not been 
adequately maintained and/or are not adequate for the desired purpose. Replacement 
infrastructure would include: a machinery building; a covered cleaning and drying facility 
(vertical and flatbed types) and a drying ground with a transparent roof, to accommodate the 
seed cleaning and color sorting equipment and to improve seed drying while protecting the seed 
from the weather; a storage building with good ventilation that is able to keep out pests; and a 
multi-purpose building for training and other meeting purposes.   

7. The subproject will also invest in instrumentation for seed testing and for collecting 
weather information. A meteorological weather station will be installed to support the seasonal 
data demands of the seed farm, to provide accurate weather information for the crop insurance 
and weather indexed insurance projects underway, and to provide early warning, as well as 
post-disaster information.2Additional items include building a perimeter fence around the seed 
farm to keep out livestock and vagrants, and the provision of a computer laptop with 
accessories. 

C. Subproject Cost and Financing Plan 

8. The proposed subproject investment in improved infrastructure of the Chepa seed farm 
is an estimated $541,465, including(i) hiring a consulting engineer to survey, design, prepare 
bidding documents and supervise all the construction ($33,000), (ii) rehabilitating the irrigation 
system ($32,882) with plain cement concrete (PCC) lining, cross-drainage works, reinforced 
cement concrete (RCC) pipe outlets, and check structures,(iii) repairing the farm feeder road, 
constructing a larger bridge, construction of seed storage, seed laboratory, machinery, and 
training buildings, crop drying ground, and farm perimeter fence ($293,254); (iv) procuring farm 
and post-harvest machinery and equipment ($69,135); (v) procuring seed processing equipment 
($91,579), and (vi) procuring and installing a meteorological station, conducting a topographical 

                                                
2 It is proposed to provide meteorological stations at all nine DOA seed farm to be improved through the project and 

the station at Chepa seed farm will be part of the network. 
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survey of the cultivated area of the seed farm, and procuring a computer laptop and LCD 
projector ($21,615).   

9. An associated training and capacity building program for seed growers, industry leaders 
and government staff has an estimated cost of $658,592. 

10. The subproject will be financed by a loan from the ADB.  

D. Implementation Arrangements 

11. The overall project implementation decisions will be approved by the Project Steering 
Committee (PSC). The PSC will be responsible for approving the annual workplans of the PMU 
and the funding requirements for carrying out those workplans. The Ministry of Agriculture, 
Livestock and Irrigation (MOALI) will be the executing agency and will be responsible for 
allocating all funding to the various implementing agencies including Departments within 
MOALI. A Project Management Unit(PMU), and Project Implementation Units (PIUs) at regional 
and township level, will assist MOALI in carrying out all the day-to-day project administrative 
and financial operations, and coordinating and monitoring project activities, with assistance from 
the Project Implementation Consultants (PIC). 

12. This subproject will be implemented through the Department of Agriculture (DOA) of 
MOALI. DOA is represented by the Seed Division and the Chepa seed farm Manager. DOA’s 
implementation plan will be reviewed by the PSC at the start of the project and will then 
authorize the allocation of funds for the subproject based on the approved feasibility study. DOA 
will meet regularly with the PIU and PMU to review annual workplans and implementation 
progress of the subproject, and to manage the timely expenditures of the subproject. The 
coordination of implementation of subproject activities will be the responsibility of the Seed Farm 
Manager. 

13. The PMU, through the PIC, will recruit a consulting engineer, who together with DOA, 
will prepare detailed designs, bid documents, and supervise the construction of works. The 
PMU procurement specialist, with assistance from PIC, will oversee the procurement of 
machinery and equipment for this subproject and all other subprojects. 

14.  Detailed designs will be reviewed by the engineer from the PIC to ensure internationally 
acceptable design standards have been incorporated and that they address the potential impact 
from climate change. DOA will work together with the PIC and PMU for gaining final approval of 
the detailed design and also for the procurement of contractors to construct the works. The 
Seed Farm Manager, assisted by the PIC Engineer, will be responsible for the supervision of 
construction. 

E. Subproject Impact 

15. With improved infrastructure, the Chepa seed farm will be able to increase its 
productivity and the production of registered seed of rice, pulses, beans, and sesame. This will 
lead to a greater distribution of registered seed to an estimated 1,197 private seed growers 
each year for bulking-up resulting in an increased supply of certified seed from the private seed 
growers to farmers and ultimately increased yields of these crops. And taken together with the 
associated initiatives, an increased supply of export quality products.  

16. The economic internal rate of return (EIRR) for the subproject is 17.1%, this includes the 
registered seed produced by Chepa seed farm being distributed to private seed growers for 
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bulking up to certified seed which is then, in turn, supplied to producers for the production of 
grains for local consumption and export. The ultimate economic benefit from the subproject as a 
result of an increase in the quantity and quality of certified seed used by the producers is the 
production of a better quality and higher value end product, because it is produced from a more 
consistent and genetically superior seed material with a lower level of contamination with weed 
seeds and rogue strains.  

17. The impact of the subproject at full development will be an increase of 10.66 tons (t), 
9.72 tons and 7.28 t of registered seed of Paw San rice, greengram, and black sesame, 
respectively.  There will be a reduction in the production of Sin Akari rice seed of 64.22 t/year 
due to the change in cropping pattern from producing rice seed during the summer season to 
greengram and sesame seed. In addition, the private seed growers will produce an additional 
304 tons, 89 tons and 280 t/year of certified seed of Paw San rice, greengram, and black 
sesame, respectively.  There will be a corresponding reduction in Sin Akari rice seed of 2,193 
t/year.  Over a six-year period the project will result in an increase of certified seed of 1,827 t, 
579 t, 535 t and 1,680 t of Paw San, Sin Akari, greengram and black sesame seed respectively.  

F. Critical Risks 

18. DOA releases the funds for the subproject investments late, resulting in a delay by 
1 year or more before the infrastructure investments are made and the increase in productivity 
and the increase in registered seed is realized. 

19. DOA does not get the required amount of foundation seed from DAR to meet its 
registered seed targets. 

20. Seed growers do not take up the increased production of registered seed for 
multiplication and sale as certified seed. 

II. SUBPROJECT CONTEXT AND RATIONALE 

A. Need for Investment 

1. National, Regional and District Development Policies 

21. The Seed Division of DOA along with other Divisions of DOA are implementing a Seed 
Growers Association (SGA) initiative for private seed growers. The goal of this initiative is to 
organize the seed growers of rice seed and other crops, including pulses, beans, and oilseeds, 
into seed associations, seed cooperatives, or private seed companies where the seed is dried, 
pre-cleaned, and stored. The aim of MOALI is to establish government-owned seed centers that 
will purchase the seed from the associations, cooperatives, and companies and further process, 
package, and store the certified seed until it is sold to the farmers at a subsidized price. Some of 
the seed growers that have formed a SGA in the Shwebo District have been actively involved in 
guiding MOALI in seed policy reforms, including varietal selection of Shwebo Paw San for 
breeding and quality assurance on agricultural inputs. The development of the associations, 
mostly for rice seed growers, is an ongoing process by MOALI throughout the CDZ. These 
associations do not displace the agricultural cooperatives, but rather build capacity in the seed 
sector. 

22. On a regional level, DOA is interested in having a seed testing laboratory in each of the 
three regions (Sagaing, Magway, and Mandalay) of the CDZ. The Agricultural Officer of Sagaing 
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region stated that, if possible, each district should have a seed testing laboratory that would 
provide seed testing for certification as a service to the farmers. The only existing Seed Testing 
Laboratory in the CDZ is in Mandalay. The services are inefficient for the private seed growers 
who are in the business of selling certified seed. Having increased local seed testing and 
certification capability is another area of interest of not only the members of the SGAs but all 
seed growers in the CDZ. Other regional concerns are that there is only one DOA Seed Farm 
and one DAR Seed Farm in Magway region, while the other two regions have the other 
fourteen. The DAR Seed Farms are interspersed throughout the CDZ but their mission in 
breeding is different from DOA seed farm mission of multiplying from foundation seed. Seed 
Division officials speak frequently of the lack of registered/certified seed to meet the demand of 
the farmers in the nearby districts to DOA Seed Farm. Not surprising is that there are few 
private seed growers in Magway region as compared to the other two regions. Forming and 
supporting SGAs as well as supporting farmer groups and agricultural cooperatives in 
developing and/or improving their seed multiplication enterprises are needed especially in the 
Magway region and other areas of the CDZ that are distant from seed farms and access to seed 
production technologies. 

23. In Shwebo district, the Chepa seed farm is centered in a relatively progressive area 
where more farmers replace a higher percentage of their seeds each year with certified seed 
than any other area of the CDZ. This is particularly the case for Paw San rice. Paw San rice, Sin 
Akari, Ayeyarmin, and other rice seed growers, including seed companies, are utilizing quality 
inputs, accessing sufficient water resources through the district irrigation schemes, and using 
efficient cleaning, drying and storing techniques and facilities to maintain the quality of their 
seed and to achieve certification.  

24. At the township level, DOA Township Manager is through whom the registered and/or 
certified seeds are distributed to local seed growers or contact farmers. Quantities of these 
seeds vary, and the distribution of seeds is being done with minimal resources. The SGA 
initiatives even at the township level could serve the intended purpose of getting the registered 
seed into the right private seed growers hands who will more adroitly multiply the registered 
seed while practicing climate smart agriculture (CSA) and good agricultural practices (GAP), 
and the codes of practice in the drying and storage of seeds. 

2. Natural Features 

25. Shwebo Township, where the Chepa seed farm is located, is part of the CDZ of upper 
Myanmar. Climate change impacts can be seen through the declining rainfall pattern across 
much of the CDZ, coupled with increasing temperatures, which has increased stress on plant 
crops. Rainfall is becoming more erratic, causing the start and end of monsoon season to be 
become less defined. Irrigation potential to counter this is highly variable across the CDZ, with 
some existing formal irrigation systems, but with other areas constrained by water availability 
and limited access by farmers to water sources, usually ground water. Access to ground water 
through tubewells is relatively expensive and there is limited information on the availability, 
reliability, and quality of readily accessible ground water reserves. Saline ground water and high 
soil alkalinity are issues in some areas. In addition, increased intensity of storms and rainfall 
events is conversely increasing flood events and risks to farmers and households.  

3. Social and Cultural Environment 

26. Shwebo Township has a population of 277,777 (2016) with 50,171 families. The male to 
female ratio is about 46:54. Shwebo Township is predominantly populated with the Bamar 
majority and there are very few ethnic minorities in the township. Those ethnic minority 
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households living in the township have moved away from their traditional upland environs to 
lowland areas over a period of generations and are fully assimilated into Burmese culture and 
livelihoods. There are no indigenous people or ethnic minorities living or working on the seed 
farm or surrounding area and no ethnic minorities are clients of the seed farm. Per capita 
income was about $2,259/year in 2016. There is a total of 150,442 acres (60,883 ha) of 
cultivated land with 62% irrigated. In 2015-2016, the main crops produced were monsoon paddy 
(2.19 million t), summer paddy (~1 million t), summer sesame (48,188 t), monsoon greengram 
(89,841 t), summer greengram (18,886 t), pigeon peas (3,770 t), and chickpeas (~86,000 t). 

4. Subproject Rationale 

27. The supply of good quality seed is a limitation for all crops with farmer-saved seed the 
dominant seed source followed by farmer-to-farmer traded seed. The use of good quality seeds 
is around 5% of all seed used, and, in rice, around 40% of seed is thought to be of improved 
types, but most is not certified seed. True hybrid rice seed is only around 1% of rice seed used 
at present.  

28. The government seed farms (Department of Agricultural Research(DAR) and DOA) are 
the principal source for seed growers and farmers for quality seed. The seed farms vary 
considerably in scale and efficiency, although the multiplication of registered rice seed is better 
developed than the multiplication of pulses and oilseeds. The 15 DOA seed farms, with their 
approximately 2,987 acres (1,209 ha) of cultivated area for seed production, produce a limited 
quantity of foundation and registered seed, for supply to private seed growers. Moreover, DOA 
seed farms have constraints to much of their productive infrastructure that limits seed 
productivity and their operating efficiency. Because of these constraints, the actual registered 
seed output from DOA seed farms is significantly lower than the planned seed output each year. 
For example, at Chepa seed farm, the actual yield ranges from 77-89% (depending on the crop) 
of the planned yield per year(Table 1). 
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Table 1: Rice Seed Production in Chepa seed farm, 2015-2016 
 

No. Crop 
Seed 
Class 

Source 
of 

seeds 

Source of 
seeds 

location 

Quantity 
of seed 
needed 

(kg) 

Planning 
sown 
area 
(ha) 

PlannedYield 
(kg/ha) 

Planned 
Production 

(kg) 

Actual 
Sown (ha) 

Harvested 
area (ha) 

Actual 
Yield 
(kg 
/ha) 

Actual 
Production 

(kg) 

Percent 
of 

planned 
yield  

Foundation Seed 
1 Sin Akari 3 FS BS DAR   20.9     0.6      1,254            762   0.6           0.6   1,114            677  89% 
2 Aye Yar Min FS BS DAR  20.9    0.6      1,254            762   0.6           0.6  1,114            677  89% 
Total  

   
  41.8    1.2      2,508         1,524    1.2           1.2  2,228         1,354  89% 

             
Registered Seed 

1 
Shwebo Paw 
San 

RS FS Gwegone  627.0   10.1      1,254       12,697  10.1         10.1  1,045       10,581  83% 

2 Aye Yar Min RS FS Gwegone  731.5  13.0      1,359       17,606   13.0         13.0   1,045       13,543  77% 
3 Sin Akari 3 RS FS Gwegone  313.5    4.1      1,630         6,602    4.1           4.1   1,254         5,079  77% 
Total  

   
1,672.0    27.1      4,243       36,905    27.1         27.1    3,344       29,203  79% 

             
  
Total 

      1,713.8    28.4      6,751       38,429    28.4  28.4   5,572       30,556  80% 

BS = breeder seed, DAR = Department of Agricultural Research, FS = foundation seed, ha = hectare, kg = kilogram, RS = registered seed. 
Source: Seed Division, DOA. 
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29. The seed farms have received minimal investment for improving infrastructure over 
recent years and their productivity has become more vulnerable to climate change. DOA seed 
farm rely on annual funding from the Government and do not make a profit on their operations. 
The seed farms need to improve water management and drainage to increase uniformity of 
production across the fields. Improved drainage will also facilitate the introduction of better 
agricultural practices that can be tested and demonstrated to farmers, including alternate 
wetting and drying (AWD), and improved timeliness of field operations through better control of 
field drying for harvesting, cultivation and other activities. Climate smart agriculture (CSA) 
practices to mitigate and adapt to climate change could be introduced over time including 
incorporation of rice straw, improved crop rotation, and bedding systems to reduce water use 
and increase productivity. 

30. Rebuilding farm roads is necessary as there are currently few all-weather roads to allow 
access and easy movement around the seed f arms. This will also prevent damage to irrigation 
and drainage systems that currently are adversely impacted at key points by farm machinery 
moving back and forth along the inadequate farm roads.  

31. The existing buildings, sheds, drying ground, and storage facilities are generally in poor 
shape for adequate safekeeping and protecting seed stored under cover, or as a storage or 
workspace for housing equipment, agricultural inputs, farm machinery, etc. Currently, more 
often, inputs are stored together, machinery is left in the open with only a makeshift cover, 
drying grounds are uncovered with no proper threshing area, and the contents of sheds 
unprotected from infestation with pests. Replacement would include, as described in detail later 
in the feasibility study, a machinery shed, a covered drying ground to improve seed drying and 
to protect seed from the weather and seed storage sheds that are vermin proof, ventilated and 
raised above ground level to minimize storage losses and to maintain seed quality.  

32. A multi-purpose building is needed for training purposes. At present, this is lacking and 
could include an office, toilets, and kitchen to support staff as well as workers and training of 
contact farmers and extension staff. Seed farms have an important role in training and 
demonstrations so there is a need to facilitate this role with an appropriate facility. This should 
include a seed testing station that includes a moisture meter to demonstrate the process of seed 
testing to extension and contact farmers. This does not need to be a full testing laboratory but 
could be used by DOA staff for checking seed viability and germination. 

33. An automatic weather station linked to a central collection facility is required to support 
crop insurance and weather insurance functions and provide early warning as well as post 
disaster information. Crop and weather insurance is to be started in Myanmar soon (through 
JICA) and the seed farms are an ideal point for collecting this information as part of an 
integrated national system to support weather department information. The information will also 
provide daily climatic information to assist the seed farms in reacting to trends induced by 
climate changes.  

34. Existing farm equipment is generally outdated and not fully operational. The seed farms 
use hired equipment from the Agricultural Mechanization Department (AMD), or rent from 
private equipment companies, depending on location and availability. While this has a cost, it 
reduces maintenance issues, particularly where seed farms are not large enough to fully utilize 
the equipment. Small seed farms that currently hand harvest need a small-scale combine to 
improve efficiency and timeliness. Improved and appropriate farm machinery would improve 
efficiency and timeliness of seed farm operations, such as, the movement of harvested grain, 
fertilizer, inputs, and labor around the farm. 
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35. Machinery for seed drying, cleaning, sorting and storage is needed to maintain the 
quality of the seed, to screen out contamination efficiently, and to facilitate seed testing and 
certification to registered seed. Seed harvested with the combine does not need threshing per 
se but must be adequately dried post-harvest. For effective drying, crops that are harvested 
during the monsoon must be dried artificially since sun-drying is not so efficient due to cloud 
cover and higher humidity. The drying of paddy rice for the purpose of seed is different from 
drying for processing as food grain because seed is sensitive to heating during drying, which is 
not an issue when the crop is destined to be food. The seed farms need an artificial dryer 
capacity. Since Chepa seed farm is planning to only grow Paw San rice and Sin Akari in the 
monsoon season, the need for an expensive dryer like a vertical dryer to process oilseeds and 
pulses is negligible. Instead, a diesel-powered flatbed dryer of 5 tons capacity would be more 
suitable to meet the needs of the farm.   

36. After drying, the seed needs to be cleaned of debris and foreign matter and sorted to 
remove contamination by other seeds. Seed cleaning equipment and a color sorting machine 
are needed to ensure all seed passing through the seed farm meets testing standards and is 
weed-free to reduce the red rice and weed contamination on seed that is distributed to the 
contract seed growers and ultimately the farmers. 

37. Currently, DOA Seed Farm Managers have very little equipment to check the quality of 
the seed before the seed is sent to be tested at the Upper Myanmar Seed Testing and 
Certification Laboratory in Mandalay, (i.e., Chepa seed farms only has a borrowed moisture 
meter). The seed farms need to be able to test the quality of their seed before it is sent for 
testing and certification at the Mandalay laboratory. To meet the specifications that are needed 
for certified registered seed, seed farms need the facility to be able to measure the purity level 
of their seeds prior to submitting samples for testing and certification, including germination rate, 
weed seeds and other crop seeds, inert material (stones, soil, etc.), red rice seeds, and 
moisture content.3 

38. The government’s specifications and standards for the various seed classes for the CDZ 
crops are given in Table 3 below. The rejection or acceptance of the seeds for these various 
classes by the Upper Myanmar Seed Laboratory is of concern to both the government and the 
private seed farms. As indicated in Table 2, for paddy rice, the test results from 2013-2014 to 
2015-2016 show that DOA seed farm have made significant improvement over the past 3years 
from a registered seed rejection rate of seed samples of 44% in 2013-2014 to a rejection rate of 
12% in 2015-2016. Still there is much room for improvement. 

  

                                                
3 Contamination with red rice reduces the yield and value of the final product as it reduces the appeal of white rice to 

the consumer and requires more expense in crop husbandry and processing to remove it.   
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Table 2: Received Paddy Seed Samples and Test Results, Upper Myanmar Seed 
Laboratory (2013-2014 to 2015-2016) 

 
BS = Breeder Seed, DAR = Department of Agricultural Research, FS = Foundation Seed, RS = Registered Seed, CS = Certified 
Seed, F1 = First generation seed. 

 
Table 3: Specification and Standard of Seed Classes for Important Crops, Upper 

Myanmar Seed Laboratory

 
BS = Breeder Seed, FS = Foundation Seed, RS = Registered Seed, CS = Certified Seed. 

No. of 

sample

Accept Reject Reject % No. of 

samples

Accept Reject Reject 

%

No. of 

samples

Accept Reject Reject 

%

DAR BS 11 - 11 100% 6 6 - 0% 4 1 3 75%

Seed Farm FS 20 6 14 70% 21 8 13 62% 38 30 8 21%

RS 70 39 31 44% 76 54 22 29% 107 94 13 12%

F1 14 14 - 0% 10 7 3 30% 6 4 2 33%

CS - - - 9 3 6 67% 4 1 3 75%

States & 

Region
CS 1106 503 603 55% 1152 596 556 48% 1732 727 1005 58%

Seed 

Source & 

Region

Seed class 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

No Name of 

Crop

 seed 

class

Purity % 

(min)

Germin-

ation % 

(min)

Moist-ure 

% (max)

Inert 

matter % 

(max)

Other 

seed % 

(max)

Weed 

seed % 

(max)

Undesir-

able weed 

% (min)

Red rice 

% (max)

1 Paddy BS 99 90 13 1 0 0 0 0

Paddy FS 98 90 13 2 10 kg-1 10 kg-1 2 kg-1 1

Paddy RS 98 85 13 2 0.5 0.1 5 kg-1 3

Paddy CS 97 80 13 3 1 0.2 5 kg-1 5

2 Groundnut BS 98 80 9 2 0 0 - -

Groundnut FS 96 70 9 4 0.1 0 0 -

Groundnut RS 96 70 9 4 0.5 0 0 -

Groundnut CS 96 70 9 4 0.5 0 0 -

3 Sesame BS 99 85 9 1 0 0 - -

Sesame FS 98 85 9 2 0.1 0.1 - -

Sesame RS 98 80 9 2 0.2 0.2 - -

Sesame CS 97 80 9 3 0.2 0.2 - -

4 Sunflower BS 99 85 9 1 0 0 - -

Sunflower FS 98 85 9 2 0.1 0.1 - -

Sunflower CS 97 80 9 3 0.2 0.2 - -

5 Chickpea BS 99 85 9 1 0 0 - -

Chickpea FS 98 85 9 2 5 kg-1 5 kg-1 - -

Chickpea RS 98 75 9 2 0.5 0.1 - -

Chickpea CS 98 75 9 2 0.5 0.1 - -

6 Black gram BS 99 80 9 1 0 0 - -

Black gram FS 98 75 9 2 0.1 0.1 - -

Black gram RS 98 75 9 2 0.2 0.2 - -

Black gram CS 98 75 9 2 0.2 0.2 - -

7 Green gram BS 99 80 9 1 0 0 - -

Green gram FS 98 75 9 2 0.1 0.1 - -

Green gram RS 98 75 9 2 0.2 0.2 - -

Green gram CS 98 75 9 2 0.2 0.2 - -

8 Pigeon pea BS 99 80 9 1 0 0 - -

Pigeon pea FS 98 75 9 2 0.1 0.1 - -

Pigeon pea RS 98 75 9 2 0.2 0.2 - -

Pigeon pea CS 98 75 9 2 0.2 0.2 - -
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39. For Chepa seed farm, the last 2years results (2014-2015–2015-2016) for their seed 
samples tested at the Upper Myanmar Seed Laboratory indicated that 30 of 31 samples tested 
as registered seed were accepted, a rejection rate of only 3.2% (Table 4).  

Table 4: Seed Testing Result of Chepa seed farm (2014-2015-2015-2016) 

 
g = gram, RS = registered seed. 

 
B. Subproject Objective 

40. The overall objective of the Chepa seed farm subproject is to enhance the production 
and certification of quality seed of rice, pulses, beans, and oilseeds from DOA’s Chepa seed 
farm and the private seed growers accessing registered seed from the seed farm through DOA. 
The immediate outcome is increased seed productivity and seed quality from improving the 
infrastructure of the Chepa seed farm. To achieve these objectives, (i) improvements will be 
made to the irrigation system, farm roads, bridges, fence, various buildings;(ii) supply of 
production and post-harvest machinery and equipment;(iii) establishment of a meteorological 
station; and (iv) the associated initiatives and capacity building to enhance the impact from the 
improved infrastructure and farm management. 

C. Related Development Initiatives 

41. The World Bank Agricultural Development Support Project (ADSP), a $100 million loan, 
aims to increase productivity and create jobs by helping to make farming more resilient to 
drought and climate change in some of the country’s poorest areas. The project’s objective is to 
increase crop yields and cropping intensity in selected existing irrigation schemes in the Bago 
East, Nay Pyi Taw, Mandalay, and Sagaing regions. In the Farm Advisory and Technical 
Services Component, the project will improve the infrastructure of four of the 15 DOA seed 
farms (Yae Oo, Mandalay, Chaung Ma Gyi, and Kyay Mone Seed Farms) in the CDZ, and 
support crop variety development and seed multiplication.   

Sample 

No:

Total 

baskets

Pure 

seed (%)

Other 

varieties 

(%)

Inert 

matter 

(%)     

Germinat

ion (% )

Moisture 

content   

(%)

Red rice 

(grains/5

00 g)

Weed & 

other crop 

seed (%)

Rice Shwebo Pawsan RS 1 200 9.3.2015 99.8 0.1 0.1 94 10.8 2 0 acept 

Rice Shwebo Pawsan RS 1 600 9.3.2015 99.6 0.2 0.2 98 10.6 2 0 acept 

Rice Ayeyarmin RS 1 800 9.3.2015 99.3 0.5 0.2 97 10.2 0 0 acept 

Rice Sinakari (3) RS 1 240 9.3.2015 97.7 2.0 0.3 96 10.0 6 0 reject 

Rice Ywethay RS 1 32 5.2.2016 99.8 0.1 0.1 88 18.1 0 0 acept 

Rice Sinakari (3) RS 1 90 5.2.2016 99.9 0 0.1 96 12.0 2 0 acept 

Rice Sinakari (3) RS 2 300 5.2.2016 99.9 0.1 0 95 11.6 0 0 acept 

Rice Sinakari (3) RS 3 200 5.2.2016 99.9 0.1 0 95 11.8 0 0 acept 

Rice Ayeyarmin RS 1 80 5.2.2016 99.9 0.1 0 99 12.1 0 0 acept 

Rice Ayeyarmin RS 2 300 5.2.2016 99.7 0.1 0.2 95 11.5 0 0 acept 

Rice Ayeyarmin RS 3 100 5.2.2016 99.1 0.1 0.8 98 10.9 0 0 acept 

Rice Ayeyarmin RS 4 100 5.2.2016 99.2 0.1 0.7 98 11.6 0 0 acept 

Rice Pawsan baygyar RS 1 350 5.2.2016 99.9 0.1 0 86 12,8 0 0 acept 

Rice Pawsan baygyar RS 2 350 5.2.2016 99.9 0 0.1 88 13.6 0 0 acept 

Rice Pawsan baygyar RS 3 350 5.2.2016 99.9 0,1 0 89 11.8 0 0 acept 

Rice Pawsan baygyar RS 4 400 5.2.2016 100 0 0 85 11.4 0 0 acept 

Name of 

Crop 
Name of Variety

Seed 

Class 
Remarks 

Seed Pile Seed quality Finding 

Accepted 

date 
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42. The Livelihood and Food Security Trust Fund (LIFT) is a multi-donor trust fund, with over 
$400 million contributed from 13 developed countries and from the Mitsubishi Corporation, with 
the objective to improve the lives and prospects of rural poor people in Myanmar. LIFT’s goal is 
to sustainably reduce the number of people in Myanmar living in poverty and hunger, and to 
ensure that Myanmar's rural transformation is inclusive. In the CDZ, LIFT promotes livelihoods 
development and nutrition-sensitive food security in four townships in Mandalay Region and two 
townships in Magway Region. LIFT is also working with contract farming models to promote 
improved seed of pulses and beans.  

43. JICA has the largest portfolio of projects in the agriculture sector, including the PIAP, 
TSL Scheme for small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) development, and the Project for 
Improvement on Accessibility of Rice Certified Seed (PIARCS) from 2017-2023. These three 
projects will be working in the CDZ and other areas of Myanmar. The PIAP, a $100 million loan, 
focuses on increasing productivity and agribusiness development along with integrating TSLs in 
Shwebo District in Sagaing region. The TSL will disburse a loan of over $100 million to the 
Ministry of Planning and Finance (MOPF) which will, through the Myanmar Economic Bank 
(MEB), give a loan to the Small and Medium Industrial Development Bank (SMIDB) which will 
then disburse these loans to farmers and to agribusinesses. JICA, with the PIAP coupled with 
the TSL program, is spearheading the formation of Seed Centers and the development of Seed 
Growers Associations in Shwebo and other districts in the CDZ.  

44. ADB’s proposed 2014–2017 operational program for agriculture, natural resources, and 
rural development (ANR) is aligned with government priorities relating to food security and 
agricultural growth as stated in the Framework for Economic and Social Reforms (FESR). 
Within the FESR, the ADB ANR strategy places focus on: (i) rural infrastructure, including small 
and medium-scale irrigation systems and improved rural roads; and (ii) the restructure and 
redirection of key agri-support institutions and investments to drive broad-based agricultural 
productivity growth along the supply chains. The expected ANR outputs focus on developing 
effective agricultural value chains in rice, pulses, beans, oilseeds, and horticultural crops and 
improvements in irrigation infrastructure, while supporting capacity building and institutional 
strengthening.  

D. Subproject Justification 

1. Policy Fit 

45. There have been two important studies supporting Myanmar’s agricultural production 
with a focus on rice production, the country staple, and the supporting seed sector within 
agriculture, also covering rice seed. These are the Myanmar Rice Sector Development Strategy 
(IRRI, April 2015) and Opportunities for the Myanmar Seed Sector (footnote 1). These current 
documents present a strategic perspective on development needs and sound approaches for 
investment needs and interventions in the rice sector including seed quality and quantity, 
climate change issues, capacity building and mechanization needs. 

46. This subproject is also consistent with: 

(i) Recent Laws and Regulations and MOALI Second Five-Year Plan for Crop 

Sector (2016-2017 to 2020-2021); 

(ii) MOALI Second Five-Year Plan for Crop Sector (2016-2017 to 2020-2021); 

(iii) National Seed Policy; 
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(iv) National Export Strategy – Rice Sector as well as cross-cutting Quality; 

Management Working Group; 

(v) 2015 Climate Smart Agriculture Strategy by MOALI; and 

(vi) MOALI’s recently initiated seed multiplication programs. 

 

2. Climate Change Fit 

47. The subproject integrates climate change adaptation measures through: 

(i) Improved (climate-resilient) infrastructure at DOA seed farms that enhance 

climate-proofing of the seed farms; 

(ii) Multiplication of climate-resilient and shorter duration varieties that match 

consumer preferences in targeted expanding markets; and 

(iii) Measuring and adapting to changes in weather (temperature, humidity) and 

weather patterns. Adaptations include, but are not limited to, more efficient water 

management, drying and storage technologies. 

 

3. Value Chain Fit 

48. The subproject addresses the demand for certified seed by the farmers and the demand 
for a more uniform and improved product by the processors. From an estimated 5.6 million 
acres within the CDZ, an estimated 7.36 million tons of paddy is produced or 25% of the total 
national production (World Bank, 2014, KPMG) of which 5.9 million tons is produced from the 
wet season and 1.45 million tons in the dry season. Of that, 59%, 17.6%, and 23.4% was sown 
in Sagaing, Magway, and Mandalay regions, respectively. To sow that area, an estimated 
150,000 tons of rice seed is needed. However, rice farmers are using only 5% (7% in Sagaing 
Region according to World Bank, 2015) of good quality and/or certified seed, which means 
about 9,000 t/year. However, if farmers are replacing their seed every 3years, the demand 
jumps to 27,000 tons . With its Seed Growers Association initiatives and incentives for the 
private seed growers to produce more certified seed, MOALI is aiming at farmers being able to 
replace 100% of their seed annually. The rice millers also are keen on getting a more uniform 
and improved product to mill and seed purity lends itself to that end. 

49. For pulses and beans, the challenge is even greater as very little certified seed is 
available to farmers, despite the large cultivated areas of these crops in the CDZ (Table 5 and 
Annex 3). Not only are farmers in need of good quality and/or certified seed, but also the 
processors/exporters of pulses, beans, and sesame need a uniform and improved product to 
meet the demands of the high end domestic and international markets.  

Table 5: Total Sown Area and Seed Required for Rice, Oilseed and Pulses in the Central 
Dry Zone 

Type of Crop Total acres sown in the CDZ in 2014-2015 (rice) 

and 2015-2016 (pulses, beans, and sesame) 

(million acres) 

Total good seed required in the 

CDZ (tons/year) 

Rice 3.58  112,168 

Greengram 2.90  29,626 

Pigeon pea 1.53  12,502 

Chickpea 0.93  29,334 

Sesame  3.58  16,632 

CDZ = Central Dry Zone. 
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50. The subproject will aim to expand the seed value chain in the CDZ by promoting the 
Seed Growers Association initiatives of MOALI. For example, the Seed Growers Association in 
Shwebo is an initiative promoting the production of certified Shwebo Paw San rice seed that has 
reached seven villages in Shwebo Township. Thirty-three private seed growers in the 
association have sourced their registered seed from Chepa or Yae Oo DOA seed farm and are 
growing certified seed on 225 acres (91.1 ha). This group of seed growers represents the 
growing number of seed growers that are accessing registered seed from DOA seed farm for 
developing their seed businesses. The list and seed cultivation acreage of these farmers is 
given in Annex 3.  

51. Improved infrastructure of DOA seed farm, increased production and certification of 
registered seed, greater access to registered seed by the private seed growers, and more 
widespread use of certified seed by farmers will strengthen the seed value chains in CDZ. 

52. With the increased production and supply of certified seed of those varieties of rice, 
pulses, beans and sesame that are more climate-resilient and in high demand, the downstream 
value chain activities of processing, marketing, and exporting will be able to access higher 
quality, more uniform, and greater quantities of products to meet the demand of high end 
domestic and international markets.  

53. In addition, the subproject and its associate initiatives can help address some of the 
other weak links in the rice, pulses, beans, and sesame value chains, at the production and 
postharvest levels.  Weak links at the production level include use of low quality fertilizers, 
insufficient amount of fertilizer applied, use of grain as seed, shortage of labor, limited credit, 
and weak extension services. At the post-harvest level, weak links include poor quality of seed 
and grain due to mixing of different varieties, improper drying, insufficient and poor quality 
storage facilities, and limited investment in modern milling and processing facilities. Although 
the impediments causing the weak links are quite large, DOA seed farm, including Chepa seed 
farm, have a major role to play in increasing the quantity and quality of suitable seed available, 
as well as demonstrating CSA practices, GAP, small and large-scale mechanization, providing a 
training resource for farmer field schools, training extension staff, and demonstrating new 
technologies and approaches, especially in conjunction with private seed growers of certified 
seed. 

III. SUBPROJECT DESIGN 

A. Subproject Description 

54. The subproject will invest in improved infrastructure for ten DOA seed farm in the CDZ. 
The expected impact is increased production and yield of registered rice, pulses, beans, and 
sesame seeds, more efficient production and post-harvest practices with more modern and 
labor-saving machinery and equipment, combined with improved post-harvest handling and 
storage, packaging, and labelling. The improved quantity and quality of registered seed 
produced at the Chepa seed farm will be distributed to private seed growers for the 
multiplication of certified seed. 

1. Engineering Requirements 

55. Irrigation requirements. The Chepa seed farm is 82 acres (32.4 ha) in total and has 70 
acres (28.3 ha) of cultivated area with perennial irrigation - no water shortage in any season - 
from the Kar Bo Dam irrigation project (Figures 1 and 2). The irrigation canals are earthen, leak 
heavily, and have high maintenance costs. There are no intakes and related structures in the 
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irrigation system. The irrigation canals need to be rehabilitated with proper plain concrete 
cement (PCC)lining, intakes and outlet structures, cross drainage structures, and checks 
(Annex4). In order to determine how much improvement can be made to the irrigation system, a 
topographical survey is needed to decide on the cost and benefit of carrying out land levelling.  

 

Figure 1: Canals and Drains of Chepa Seed Farm, Shwebo 
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Figure 2 : Aerial View of Chepa Seed Farm, Shwebo 

 
 

 

56. Road repair. The feeder road network of Chepa seed farm includes four lanes of 
earthen road to the fields. It is not an all-season road, is in a state of disrepair and not adequate 
for traversing with farm machinery (Figures 3 and 4). To repair the farm’s road network, an all-
season, gravel road 12,300 feet (ft)in length, 8 ft in width, and 6 inches (in)(3,750 meters (m) x 
2.44 m x 15 centimeters (cm)) in compacted thickness is needed (Annex 4).  

57. New bridge. The bridge that connects the office area to the cultivated area is very 
narrow and does not support farm machinery (Figure 5). As a result, the farm staff must take the 
farm machinery out the front gate of the farm onto the main road, down the road to an inlet road 
which connects to the gain access to the fields. The bridge needs to be 20 ft long by 12 ft wide 
(6.1 m x 3.66 m) to allow the farm machinery direct access to the fields (Annex 4). 
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Figure 3: Farm Road in Disrepair 

 
 

Figure 4: Earthen Farm Road in Need of Repair 
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Figure 5 : Existing bridge to be renovated 

 

58. Farm machinery and equipment. The existing machinery at the Chepa seed farm 
includes a small tractor, paddy thresher, rice harvester, seed cleaner, and a small rice mill, all in 
need of maintenance and/or spare parts. A large tractor has to be hired from an outside source 
for ploughing. To conduct its field operations more efficiently, the farm needs: a large tractor, 
rotary-vator, disc, harrow, blade, rotary transplanter, transporter, 300-liter boom sprayer, paddy 
thresher of 33 horsepower (hp), bean thresher, and a 2-ton dumper truck. 

59. Buildings. The farm has one office building, three staff houses, and three warehouses 
(Figure 6). The warehouses serve as multi-purpose buildings. There is no proper machinery 
storage building, separate seed storage or seed laboratory building, nor training center, only old, 
dilapidated warehouses that are poorly ventilated, with cracked concrete floors, and inadequate 
to prevent the entrance of rodents, birds, etc. The farm needs new seed storage to 
accommodate 80t of seed, much of which would be stored in Hermetic bags4 of varying 
capacity, a seed laboratory to test the seed, machinery storage for all farm and post-harvest 
machinery and equipment, a warehouse for agricultural inputs and general storage, and a 
drying ground/building with a transparent roof. The farm also needs a perimeter fence (~8,000 
ft, 2,438 m) to keep out livestock, stray animals, and for preventing theft. The detailed design 
and bill of quantity for each of these items is given in Annex 4 and Annex 6, respectively.  

 

                                                
4 Hermetic bags are readily available in Myanmar and can be used to properly store the seed while letting the seed 

breathe, not take on ambient moisture, and not allow the infestation of insects. 
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Figure 6 : Multi-purpose Warehouse and Storage Building 

 

60. Drying ground. The present drying ground, a relatively small area given the quantity of 
seed being produced, is not covered, resulting in the risk of the grains being rained on when 
unexpected rainfall occurs, especially during the monsoon (Figure 7). A larger concrete slab 
drying ground sheltered by a transparent roof allows the crop being dried to be protected and 
the outside drying process more manageable. For artificial drying, the following section includes 
the machinery proposed. 

Figure 7 : Existing seed cleaner on drying floor 

 
 

61. Post-harvest and seed processing equipment. For seed processing a range of new 
equipment is needed including machinery for seed drying, cleaning, sorting, treating, and 
packaging. This is vital to improve and maintain the quality of seed, remove contamination 
efficiently and facilitate testing to foundation seed standard (shared between seed farms) and 
registered seed (for contact seed farmers). For seed drying, the roofed drying ground can be 
used during the dry season if the code of practices for drying the seed is effectively used, but 
during the monsoon season and other times of cloudy and rainy weather, an artificial drying 
mechanism is needed. For this, a diesel-powered, flatbed dryer is proposed with a 5-ton 
capacity. Crops harvested with the combine does not need threshing per se but following drying 
does need to be cleaned of debris and foreign matter and sorted to remove contamination with 
weed seeds and red rice. For cleaning the seed, an Indian-made, 1-ton cleaner exists on the 
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farm, although it is in need of repair. Since the Chepa seed farm will be producing a number of 
rice varieties and also pulses, beans, and sesame seeds, it is advisable to have a second seed 
cleaner (capacity 600 kg/hour) in order to prevent cross-contamination of seed. For sorting the 
seed, a colour sorting machine of 1-2 t/hour capacity is needed to ensure all seed passing 
through the farm meets testing standards and is clean to break the cycle of red rice and weed 
seed contamination of seed produced on the contact seed farms. For treating and packaging 
the seed, a seed coating machine and a vacuum seed seal machine are needed. To ensure a 
reliable power supply a new transformer is also required. 

62. Seed testing equipment. For seed testing, the Chepa seed farm only has a moisture 
meter which is rented from an outside source. The extent of seed testing and the corresponding 
investment varies with the purpose. The purpose for the seed testing equipment at the farm is to 
enable it to measure, for rice, pulses, beans, and sesame, the percentage purity, germination, 
moisture, inert matter, other types of seed, and weed seed; and for rice seed only undesirable 
seed and red rice. To this extent, the list of seed laboratory equipment has been prepared 
(Annex 6).  

63. Other equipment needed include a meteorological station, computer laptop, and LCD 
projector. 

2. Cropping Pattern 

64. Currently, the Chepa seed farm practices two cropping patterns, the first pattern includes 
growing a Paw San rice variety during the monsoon season followed by growing a high yielding 
variety (HYV) of rice during the summer season. The second cropping pattern includes growing 
Paw San rice during the monsoon season followed with mostly summer paddy and a small 
cultivated area of summer greengram (mung beans) in fields where the irrigation water is 
controllable, where the field does not get flooded from the summer rice fields (Table 6).  

Table 6: Cropping Patterns of Chepa Seed Farm in Shwebo Township, Sagaing Region 
 

 
Source: Chepa seed farm manager. 

 
3. Scale and Capacity 

65. In general, the scale, dimensions, capacities, and/or specifications of the subproject 
have been calculated as follows: (i) infrastructure has been designed based on professional and 
local irrigation engineering principles and on the norms and standards for rural infrastructure 
(road, bridge, storage building, seed laboratory, and other buildings) in Myanmar with detailed 
drawings given in Annex 4; (ii) farm and post-harvest machinery and equipment have been 
determined based on plot size, intensity of use, volume of product, and/or other considerations; 
and (iii) seed testing and meteorological recording instruments have been prescribed based on 
the types of tests or measurements that are needed.  

Crop season Monsoon Winter Summer

a. Current cropping pattern

1. Monsoon paddy & summer paddy Monsoon paddy rice Summer paddy rice

2. Monsoon paddy & summer greengram Monsoon paddy rice Summer greengram

Jan Feb Mar Apr May JunJul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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66. In specific technical terms, the irrigation system will be renovated by constructing the 
lining of the main and three distributary tertiary canals within the farm with PCC. The renovation 
will improve the water control system, water use efficiency, and heighten the opportunity to 
practice AWD in line with the new cropping pattern. The total length of main canal is 2,486 ft 
(758 m) and the total length of distributaries is 4,738 ft (1,444 m). 

67. The total length of 12,300 ft (3,749 m) of the four lanes of farm feeder roads will be 
repaired with a width of 8 ft (2.44 m) and a compacted thickness of 6 inches (15.24 cm). A 20-
foot long x 12-foot wide bridge (6.10 m x 3.66 m) made of reinforced cement concrete (RCC) 
will be constructed. 

68. In terms of machinery and equipment, the subproject will upgrade the seed farm by 
providing (i) a 75hptractor, rotary-vat or, transplanter, transporter, a paddy thresher (capacity 33 
hp), and a bean thresher (33 hp); (ii) a roofed drying ground and a vertical dryer (capacity 6 t)  
for drying rice, pulses, beans, and sesame;(iii), a list of equipment will be procured for seed 
testing for registered seed, with the main items being a gamet divider, purity board, moisture 
meter, seed counter, analytical balance, germination tray, magnifier and boxes, incubator, pH 
meter, and refrigerator; and (iv) for cleaning, treating, and packaging seed, a seed cleaner 
(capacity 600 kg/ hour), colour sorter (capacity 1-2 t/hour), seed coating machine for treating the 
seed, and a seed sealing machine. 

69. The seed storage building (60 ft x30 ft x12 ft) will have a capacity of 80t and be equipped 
with hermetic storage bags of different sizes giving the farm the capability of maintaining the 
seed in good condition for as long as needed before the next planting season. The seed testing 
laboratory building (80 ft x35 ft x15 ft) will be air conditioned and have refrigeration to conduct 
the tests needed. The machinery building (80 ft x30 ft x12 ft) will have six bays, enough space 
for the new machinery and equipment. The warehouse will have sufficient space (60 ft x30ft x12 
ft) to accommodate all agricultural inputs and miscellaneous items.  

70. In addition, a fence around the 8,000 ft (2,438 m) perimeter of the farm will be 
constructed so that free-range cattle or thieves are prevented from entering the farm.  

4. Associated Investments 

71. Associated initiatives to the subproject will include: 

(i) Training of Trainer (TOT) training of 300 lead seed growers, DOA extension 
agents, DOA seed farm technical staff, and regional DOA professional staff in 
CSA and GAP, rouging, seed cleaning and drying, water management 
technologies, and other types of practices that will increase the seed productivity 
and the value of the seed of rice, pulses, beans, and oilseeds; 

(ii) Training seed growers and farmers in these same practices; 
(iii) Facilitating the investment of the private seed growers associated with farmer 

groups, agricultural cooperatives or groups registered with the small-scale 
industries of MOALI in improved irrigation infrastructure, modern farm machinery, 
and post-harvest equipment that will lead to an increase in the supply of certified 
seed available to farmers in the Shwebo District and other districts in the CDZ; 

(iv) Facilitating the private seed growers, associations, and farmer groups in 
establishing cleaning, drying, and storage facilities that follow codes of practice in 
their operations; and  
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(v) Linking, through supply contract or contract farming, the farmers in farmer 
groups, associations, and/or cooperatives to seed companies and to primary and 
secondary processing plants of pulses, beans, and sesame to stimulate the use 
of certified seed and improved inputs and in production and traceability of the 
high-value crops (Annex 5). 

 

B. Location and Site 

72. The subproject DOA Chepa seed farm is located in Shwebo Township, Sagaing District 
and is described in the table below (Table 7).  

Table 7: Chepa Seed Farm Description 
Item Description 

Location Shwebo Township, Sagaing Region 

3 miles (4.82 km) from west of Shwebo and north of Shwebo-Saik Khun road, ,22 
º33.464' N 95 º 39.637' E elevation 102m  

Year Farm 
Established 

Since 1929 

Soil Type and pH Dark compact soil (Vertisol), 

Meadow soil (Gleysol), 

pH 7.3 to 8.8 

Elevation &Climate   

(a) Above sea 
level 

300 ft (91.44 m) 

(b) Average rainfall 34.55 inches (877.57 mm) 

(c) Temperature Maximum - 32.7◦C 

Minimum- 23.2◦C 

Farm area   

(a) Total farm area 82 acres (33.19 ha) 

(b) Cultivated area 70.00 acres (28.34 ha) 

Irrigated70 acres (28.34 ha) 

(c) Uncultivated 
area 

Building area 3 acres 

Road and Canals 9 acres 

Water availability Irrigation from Karboe Dam 

Tubewell 

Arable crops Monsoon rice 

Summer rice 

Staff Strength Staff Officer     1 

Deputy Staff Officer     2 

Assistant Staff Officer   1 

Office clerk                    1 

Farm Machinery Large Tractor - hired from outside, small tractor used for harrowing    

Thresher 1 (in need of maintenance) 

Rice harvester (in need of maintenance) – using DOA combine harvester 

Rice mill   1 (in need of maintenance) – not commercial 

Farm Building Office1 

Staff House   3 

Warehouse    3 

Source: Seed Farm Manager and Staff. 

73. Chepa seed farm is administered by the Seed Division of DOA along with the other seed 
DOA seed farms and is dependent on funds from DOA for its operating expenditure. The farm is 
not financially independent and has a shortfall of around 30% between revenue generated from 
sale of certified seed and its annual expenditure. The farm has  five managerial staff. Farm labor 
and contractors are hired when required for crop production and post-harvest activities. 
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74. The Seed Division of DOA along with other Divisions of DOA are implementing a Seed 
Growers Association (SGA) initiative for private seed growers. The goal of this initiative is to 
organize the seed growers of rice seed and other crops, including pulses, beans, and oilseeds, 
into these Associations across the nation. As association members, they will be eligible for 
some support from MOALI, including participation in various training programs, seed policy 
forums, and access to quality inputs, including registered seed. Some of the seed growers that 
have formed a Seed Growers Association in Shwebo District have been actively involved in 
guiding MOALI in seed policy reforms, including varietal selection of Shwebo Paw San rice for 
breeding and quality assurance on agricultural inputs. The development of the associations, 
mostly for rice seed growers, is an ongoing process by MOALI throughout the CDZ. These 
associations do not displace the agricultural cooperatives, but rather build capacity in the seed 
sector. 

1. District and Regional Plan 

75. The Seed Division of DOA along with other Divisions of DOA are implementing a Seed 
Growers Association (SGA) initiative for private seed growers. The goal of this initiative is to 
organize the seed growers of rice seed and other crops, including pulses, beans, and oilseeds, 
into these Associations across the nation. As Association members, they will be eligible for 
some support from MOALI, including participation in various training programs, seed policy 
forums, and access to quality inputs, including registered seed. Some of the seed growers that 
have formed a Seed Growers Association in Shwebo District have been actively involved in 
guiding MOALI in seed policy reforms, including varietal selection of Shwebo Paw San rice for 
breeding and quality assurance on agricultural inputs. The development of the associations, 
mostly for rice seed growers, is an ongoing process by MOALI throughout the CDZ. These 
associations do not displace the agricultural cooperatives, but rather build capacity in the seed 
sector. 

76. On a regional level, DOA is interested in having a seed testing laboratory in each of the 
three regions (Sagaing, Magway, and Mandalay) of the CDZ. The only Seed Testing Laboratory 
in the CDZ is in Mandalay. The services are inefficient for the private seed growers who are in 
the business of selling certified seed. Having more local seed testing and certification capability 
is another area of interest of the not only the members of the Seed Growers Associations but all 
seed growers in the CDZ. Other regional concerns are that there is only one DOA Seed Farm in 
Magway Region, while the other two regions have the other 14. The DAR Seed Farms are 
interspersed throughout the CDZ but their mission in breeding is different from the DOA seed 
farm’ mission of multiplying from foundation seed. Seed Division officials speak frequently of the 
lack of registered/certified seed to meet the demand of the farmers in the nearby districts to 
DOA seed farm. Not surprising is that there are few private seed growers in Magway Region as 
compared to the other two regions. Forming and supporting Seed Growers Associations as well 
as supporting farmer groups and agricultural cooperatives in developing and/or improving their 
seed multiplication enterprises are needed especially in the Magway region and other areas of 
the CDZ that are distant from seed farms and access to seed production technologies.     

77. In Shwebo District, the Chepa seed farm is centered in a relatively progressive area 
where more farmers replace a higher percentage of their seeds each year with certified seed 
than any other area of the CDZ.  This is particularly the case for Paw San rice. Paw San rice, 
Sin Akari, and other rice seed growers, including seed companies, are utilizing quality inputs, 
accessing sufficient water resources through the district irrigation schemes, and using efficient 
cleaning, drying and storing techniques and facilities to maintain the quality of their seed and get 
the seed certified.  
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78. On the township level, the DOA Township Manager is through whom the 
registered/certified seeds are distributed to local seed growers or contact farmers. Quantities of 
these seeds vary, and the distribution of seeds is being done with minimal resources. The Seed 
Growers Association initiatives even at the township level could serve the intended purpose of 
getting registered seed into the right private seed growers’ hands, who will more adroitly multiply 
the registered seed while practicing CSA and GAP and the codes of practice in drying and 
storage of seeds. 

2. Socioeconomic Conditions 

79. Identification Process. There are 15 seed farms that are producing registered seed on 
over 4,000 acres (1,619 ha) of cultivated land. Of the 15 seed farms, the World Bank’s 
Agricultural Development Support Project is supporting improvement in infrastructure and 
equipment and funding a portion of the operational costs on four seed farms, including Kyay 
Mone, Yae Oo, Chaung Ma Gyi, and Mandalay. In addition, Gway Gone seed farm will be 
privatized. The PPTA is proposing the support of improvements to the infrastructure of the 
remaining ten DOA seed farms. Of the ten seed farms, one farm, the Chepa seed farm in 
Shwebo Township and District in Sagaing region has been selected for conducting the feasibility 
study as representative of the proposed support to the ten seed farms.  

80. The five selection criteria used for selecting Chepa seed farm are given in Table.  

Table 8 : Selection Criteria for Feasibility Study for Improved Infrastructure at 
Department of Agriculture Seed Farms 

DOA = Department of Agriculture, Hi = high, Lo = low, Med = medium, Sel Crit = selection criteria. 

81. There are six DOA seed farm in Shwebo District, three for rice and three for upland dry 
land crops (beans and pulses, sesame and hybrid sunflower). The rice seed farms are Chepa, 
Ye Oo, and Gwegone, which provide registered seed to DOA to be distributed to contact 
farmers for seed multiplication to certified seed. Ye Oo Seed Farm will be upgraded by the 
World Bank Agricultural Support Project and Gwegone Seed Farm will soon be privatized. The 
rice seed distribution from each seed farm in Shwebo District is given in Table 9. 

 

1 Sagaing Myay Mone 585 3 0 0 17 1 L 3 3% 1 8

2 Sagaing Wettoe 1 450 3 0 0 100 3 M 2 22% 1 9

3 Sagaing Wettoe 2 400 3 0 0 130 1 M 2 33% 1 7

4 Sagaing Kantbalu 180 2 0 0 33 1 L 3 18% 1 7

5 Sagaing Chipar 70 1 30 3 70 3 L 3 83% 3 13

6 Magway Bwint Phyu 148 2 0 0 67 3 L 3 45% 2 10

7 Mandalay Sint Kiang 85 2 0 0 85 1 M 2 96% 3 8

8 Mandalay Ma Hlaing 210 3 0 0 23 1 L 3 11% 1 8

9 Mandalay Seit Htain 55 1 0 0 14 1 L 3 25% 1 6

10 Mandalay Kyet Mauk Taung 95 1 0 0 20 3 L 3 21% 1 8

Hi-Med-Lo (3-2-1) Yes-No (1-0)

No. Region
DOA Seed 

Farm

Sel Crit #1 Sel Crit #2

Total cultivated 

acres

Paw San Rice 

Seed Prodn

Sel Crit #4 Sel Crit #5

 Total 

Score% Area Sown 

in Dry Season

Land Status 

or Ownership 

Issues

% Actual versus 

Planned 

Production in 2015-

16

Hi-Med-Lo Hi-Med-Lo

Sel Crit #3

Hi-Med-Lo 
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Table 9 : Rice Seed Distribution of Seed Farms in Shwebo District, 2015-2016 

No 
Seed farm 
name 

Seed distribution (baskets) 8 pyi for 1 acrea Seed production 
(acre) Shewbo Paw San Ayar Min Total 

1 Chepa 1,068 1,028 2,095 4,190 
2 Gwegone 280 130 410 820 
3 Ye Oo 535 250 785 1,570 
 Total 1,883 1,408 3,290 6,580 
a There are 16 pyi to 1 basket of seed. 

Source: Extension Division, Shwebo District. 
 
 

82. According to the Paw San seed production in 2015-2016, Chepa farm produced 57% of 
the total Shwebo Paw San rice in Shwebo District, followed by Ye Oo Seed Farm with 28% and 
Gwegone Seed Farm with 15%. DOA’s Chepa seed farm has received minimal government 
investment in improved infrastructure but has well trained and dedicated staff that are expected 
to meet production targets for foundation and registered seed. This is not easy given the 
facilities and funding constraints. 

C. Technology and Equipment 

83. The lining of the irrigation canals will stop the incessant leakage and erosion currently 
affecting the water management on the seed farm. The addition of intakes and outlet structures 
along with checks will give the farm better water control and allow the farm to employ water use 
efficiency technologies, such as AWD, and take advantage of the more diversified cropping 
pattern, increase crop yields to more closely equate the planning and actual yields, and also 
improve the drainage system. 

84. The new farm machinery and equipment will save the labor otherwise needed for land 
preparation, transplanting, spraying, and harvesting.  

85. The portable bean and/or pulses thresher will give the seed farm the versatility needed 
to thresh where and when necessary, decrease post-harvest seed losses, and maintain a 
higher-quality seed.  

86. Rebuilding the farm roads and the bridge will help in timely transfer of the newly 
harvested seed to the drying and/or cleaning area, thereby reducing the exposure of the seed to 
unexpected rainfall and, by getting the seed dried faster, prevent moisture problems that may 
lead to mould or other seed infection.  

87. Using the combination of the transparent-roofed drying ground coupled with the vertical 
seed dryer will provide the seed farm with the necessary technology to more effectively and 
efficiently dry the seed and have the resources to employ the best codes of practice for seed 
drying. 

88. The new buildings will allow the seed farm to segregate the seed from the agricultural 
inputs; store the seed safely from rodents and other vermin under optimal conditions using 
Hermetic bags and by employing best codes of practice for storage; keep the machinery secure 
and protected from the elements; be able to train seed growers and farmers in a training venue 
that has the resources to make proper and effective presentations as well as the space to 
accommodate large groups.  
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89. The modern seed testing equipment will provide the seed farm with timely and detailed 
information to base management decisions on what is needed for the seed to pass the 
certification test. 

90. The seed coating machine will more uniformly and effectively coat the seed to protect 
the seed and the seed sealing machine will keep the seed well packaged regardless of how it is 
handled.   

D. Land Acquisition and Resettlement 

91. The Chepa seed farm is a state-owned farm producing seed for local contact seed 
growers. The seed farm benefits from irrigation supplied by a main canal that is around 40 miles 
(mi) (64.4 km) in total length. This main canal splits into three secondary canals about 1 mi 
(1.62 km) from the seed farm. The secondary canal then passes alongside the seed farm and 
the seed farm draws water from this secondary canal into its internal network of tertiary 
distribution canals. The seed farm area is used solely by the seed farm and no private farmers 
use any of the seed farm’s land.  

92. The proposed works for the seed farm include rehabilitating and concrete lining of the 
seed farm internal tertiary distribution system. No rehabilitation work is proposed under the 
subproject for the main or secondary canals of the Kar Bo Dam irrigation project that supplies 
irrigation water to the seed farm. In addition to concrete lining, a small bridge is proposed to 
cross one drainage canal to provide access to a proposed meeting and training room. In 
addition to the tertiary canal improvements, the subproject will supply new and upgraded 
machinery and equipment to the seed farm as well as storage sheds, a drying pad, a laboratory 
and a meeting and training room for farmers. The seed farm’s internal road system will be 
upgraded and covered with new all-weather laterite road base. 

93. The seed farm total land area is about 82 acres (33.2 ha) and of this, some 70 acres 
(28.3 ha) is cultivated, the remaining area is taken up with buildings, access roads, unproductive 
land, etc.  There is some 3.5 acres (1.42 ha) of unused land surrounding the office complex as 
well as a further 0.8 acres within the cultivated area that is not good for cultivation. This 0.8 acre 
(3,327 square meter (m2)) area is proposed as the site for the meeting and/or training room. 

94. The 3.5 acres (1.42 ha) of available land is deemed adequate to house a warehouse of 
some 60 ft by 70 ft warehouse (60 ft x70 ft x20 ft), a seed laboratory some 30 square feet (ft2), a 
concrete drying pad also some 60ft by 70 ft(18.3 m x 21.34 m) as well as a machinery shed 
some 40t by 70 ft by 20ft (12.2 m x 21.34 m x 6.1 m). There is therefore no need to acquire any 
new land. 

95. Sand and laterite needed for the road repair and canal concreting will be obtained from 
an area some 10 mi (16.2 km) away that is used by the township for most major construction 
projects. There is therefore no need to make borrow pits on or near the seed farm. The 
subproject is therefore assessed as Category C for land acquisition and resettlement as there 
will be no land acquisition or disruption to the surrounding farming community. 

E. Indigenous People and Ethnic Minorities 

96. Shwebo Township is predominantly populated with the Bamar majority and there are 
very few ethnic minorities in the township. Those ethic minority households living in the 
township have moved away from their traditional upland environs to lowland areas over a period 
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of generations and are fully assimilated into Burmese culture and livelihoods. There are no 
indigenous people or ethnic minorities living or working on the seed farm or surrounding area, 
and no ethnic groups are clients of the seed farm. There are therefore no impacts and the 
subproject are assessed as Category C for this safeguard area. No Indigenous Peoples Plan or 
Ethnic Minority Group Plan is required. 

F. Environment 

1. Environmental Criteria and Standards 

97. Based on the ADB’s Rapid Environment Assessment Checklist, the subproject is 
classified as Category C. However, an environmental due diligence initial environmental 
examination (IEE) has been completed, and has found that potential negative impacts can be 
mitigated by adherence to the environmental management plan (EMP) that has been prepared 
for the subproject. This is provided as a separate document. No further assessment is therefore 
required. 

98. The Sub-decree No. 31-70 of the Environmental Impact Assessment Process dated 29 
December 2015 sets out environmental impact assessment (EIA) procedures to be undertaken 
for every project that applies to a list of project types given in the annex to the sub-decree. 
Since the subproject involves the refurbishment of existing irrigation schemes, they do not 
require an EIA under Sub-decree No. 30 of Annex A, EIA Procedure Notification of the 
Government of Myanmar, 2015. Where the command area is substantially expanded by the 
refurbishment of a scheme to provide more than 3,000 ha of newly irrigated land, or land 
previously without reliable irrigation, the provisions of the sub-decree will apply. The IEE will 
therefore be forwarded to the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental 
Conservation(MONREC) by the Environmental Conservation Department for approval under the 
government’s requirements. 

2. Management Solutions for Environmental Protection 

99. An EMP has been prepared within the IEE that specifies required mitigation activities 
and measures during design, construction and operation. Prior to and during construction, 
activities will be planned in consultation with scheme users and high standards of construction, 
plant operation and site safety will be employed.  
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IV. TOTAL INVESTMENT COST AND FINANCING PLAN 

A. Total Investment Cost 

100. The civil work cost of the Chepa seed farm subproject investment includes the 
rehabilitation of irrigation systems ($32,882), the building construction cost ($278,745),farm 
machinery cost ($69,135), and seed processing equipment($91,579) and other costs for office 
equipment and the farm road ($36,124),see Table 10. The total estimated investment cost of 
the subproject is $541,465. The estimated investment cost of the associated initiatives is 
$658,592, comprised of ten seed cleaners, dryers, and storages and accessories, TOT and FFS 
training in all aspects of seed production and certification, CSA, WUE technologies, etc. for lead 
seed growers, extension staff, seed farm technicians, and farmers, on-farm demonstrations, and 
for organizing SGAs. A contingency of 10% of the total cost has been added to the total cost of 
infrastructure and a contingency of 5% added to the cost of the associated initiatives. The total 
costs are $1,200,056. An allowance for tax and duties is included in the investment costs at the 
rate of 7% for civil works, 5% for equipment and 1% for the associated initiatives training and 
capacity building. 

Table 10 : Summary investment costs for Chepa seed farm Subproject 

 
 

Ex Rate 1360 

  Description  Investment Cost 

    Mk'000 US$ 

 
Chepa seed farm 

  

1. 
Survey, design, bidding process and construction 
supervision  

     44,880.00   33,000  

2. Rehabilitation of irrigation system   
  

 
Main canal lining (2,486 ft, 758 m) 19,864  14,606  

 
Distributary canal lining (4,739 ft, 1,445 m) 19,208  14,124  

 
Cross-drainage structures (19) 4,610    3,390  

 
Pipe outlets (11) 1,036    762  

  
  44,718.93   32,882  

3. Buildings 
  

 
Warehouses and seed storage (2)       93,757  68,939 

 
Seed laboratory   105,127  77,299 

 
Machinery garage (2)       64,452  47,391 

 
Drying ground      35,009  25,742 

 
Training centre      18,226  13,401 

 
Perimeter fence    55,710  40,963 

 
Bridge 6,812 5,009 

  
379,093 278,745 

4. Farm machinery & equipment     94,024  69,135 

5. Seed processing equipment     124,548  91,579 

6. Cost of other items  
 

 
 

Office equipment & topo. survey    29,396  21,615 

 
Farm road 19,732 14,509 

 
Total Seed Farm Infrastructure Cost   736,392 541,465 
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Associated Initiatives 

1. Ten seed cleaners, dryers, storages with Manager & hired 
labor, hydraulic lifts, hermetic bags, test kits, MRL tests               

   696,320  512,000 

2. Training in Seed Production and Certification for seed 
growers (2 groups) 

   35,632  26,200 

3. Training in Codes of Practice for Drying and Storage (2 
groups)  

  35,632  26,200 

4. Training on Seed Certification (1 group of farmers)     47,600  35,000 

5. Establish and conduct on-farm demonstrations     6,800  5,000 

6. Training on GAP and CSA    4,080  3,000 

7. Training on Water Use Efficiency Technologies, Post-
Harvest Technologies 

        6,569  4,830 

8. Organize Seed Grower Associations      13,600  10,000 

9. Conduct impact assessment        6,800  5,000 

 
Subtotal     853,033  627,230 

 
Contingency 5%     42,652  31,362 

 
Total Associated Initiatives    895,684  658,592 

  Grand Total  1,632,077 1,200,056 

Notes: (i) Includes physical contingency of 10% for Chepa seed farm and 5% for Associated Initiatives. 

 (ii) Includes tax of 7% for civil works, 5% for machinery and equipment and 1% for training and capacity building. 

 

1. Estimation Methods 

101. The estimation methods included assessing the condition and functionality of the 
existing infrastructure at the Chepa seed farm. A list of priority infrastructure with specifications 
and estimated costs was drafted by the Chepa seed farm Manager with assistance from the 
DOA Seed Division, and the justification for each type of infrastructure discussed in depth with 
the Director of the Seed Division. Since the World Bank had already decided on improving the 
infrastructure for four DOA seed farm in the CDZ, the specifications and the estimated costs of 
the infrastructure for these four seed farms were referenced and the extent of infrastructure 
covered by the World Bank Project examined. Where there was justification, additional 
infrastructure, such as, a meteorological station with equipment, was added to the World Bank’s 
infrastructure support to these four farms. Of the remaining eleven DOA seed farm in the CDZ, 
the PPTA has proposed improving the infrastructure of ten, given that the Government of 
Myanmar has decided to privatize the Gewgone seed farm.   

102. For all irrigation and rural infrastructure, detailed designs and the bill of quantity (BOQ) 
were developed by the PPTA consulting engineer. Estimated costs for materials and labor were 
based on local costs. Standard software was used, based on the designed infrastructure type to 
estimate the quantities of materials, labor, and services. 

103. Estimates of the cost of the associated activities were prepared from PPTA consulting 
reports and estimates from field observations and sources. 

2. Unit Prices and Ratios 

104. The cost of civil works was estimated based on local unit prices collected during field 
investigations. Cost estimates for the detailed design preparation, bid document preparation, 
and construction supervision were based on 10% of the total infrastructure investment cost. The 
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unit costs for infrastructure construction are given in Table 11 with detailed unit costs for all 
construction materials, labor, etc. given in Annex 6. 

Table 11 : Unit costs for civil works 

Description Unit Cost per Unit (US$) 

Plain Cement Concrete Cubic ft 2,002 
Sand  Cubic ft 506 
Earthwork Cubic ft 176 
Kankar (gravel)  Sud 28,000 
Chipping Sud 70,500 
Brick Each 157 
19mm (3/4)"ǾM.S bars Ton 525,000 
Formwork for concreting Square foot 741 

Ref: PPTA consultants 
 
B. Financing Plan 

105. The subproject will be financed by the ADB loan. Funds will be made available for 
subproject purposes through the PMU’s imprest account and a sub-account at DOA. 
Counterpart contributions will include the payment of taxes and the secondment of government 
employees.  

106. Operational Financing: The additional O&M costs for Chepa seed farm associated with 
the capital investment is estimated to be MK33.216million per year ($24,424), based on 2.5% of 
the capital cost of irrigation infrastructure, 1.5% for buildings, and 10% of the initial investment 
cost of machinery and equipment. The new irrigation infrastructure and buildings are assumed 
to have an economic life of 25 years, and machinery and equipment 10 years before requiring 
replacement.  Higher periodic maintenance costs after the initial years will be incurred as the 
infrastructure depreciates.  

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATING ARRANGEMENTS 

A. Execution and Implementation Agencies 

107. The overall project implementation decisions will be approved by the Project Steering 
Committee (PSC). The PSC will be responsible for approving the annual workplans of the PMU 
and the funding requirements for carrying out those workplans. The Ministry of Agriculture, 
Livestock and Irrigation (MOALI) will be the executing agency (EA) and will be responsible for 
allocating all funding to the various implementing agencies including Departments within 
MOALI. A project management unit(PMU), and project implementation units (PIUs) at regional 
and township level, will assist MOALI in carrying out all the day-to-day project administrative 
and financial operations, and coordinating and monitoring project activities, with assistance from 
the project implementation consultants (PIC). 

108. This subproject will be implemented through the Department of Agriculture (DOA) of 
MOALI. DOA is represented by the Seed Division and the Chepa seed farm manager. DOA’s 
implementation plan will be reviewed by the PSC at the start of the project and will then 
authorize the allocation of funds for the subproject based on the approved feasibility study. DOA 
will meet regularly with the PIU and PMU to review annual workplans and implementation 
progress of the subproject, and to manage the timely expenditures of the subproject. The 
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coordination of implementation of subproject activities will be the responsibility of the seed farm 
manager.   

109. The PMU, through the PIC, will recruit a consulting engineer, who together with DOA, 
will prepare detailed designs, bid documents, and supervise the construction of works. The 
PMU procurement specialist, with assistance from PIC, will oversee the procurement of 
machinery and equipment for this subproject and all other subprojects. 

110.  Detailed designs will be reviewed by the engineer from the PIC to ensure internationally 
acceptable design standards have been incorporated and that they address the potential impact 
from climate change. DOA will work together with the PIC and PMU for gaining final approval of 
the detailed design and also for the procurement of contractors to construct the works. The seed 
farm manager, assisted by the PIC engineer, will be responsible for the supervision of 
construction. 

111. Detailed implementation arrangements for the project are described in the program 
administration manual (PAM).  

1. Detailed Design Phase 

112. Seconded PIU engineers (from the IAs), supported by the PIC, will be responsible for the 
detailed design for all works and to supervise the construction works.  The design concept 
presented in this feasibility study and the preliminary design of the subproject detailed 
construction drawings will be utilized and further consultations undertaken. Technical 
documents will include the Bill of Quantity and the Technical Specifications.  

113. The engineers detailed designs will be reviewed and approved by the Seed Division of 
DOA. The PIC engineer will ensure internationally acceptable design standards have been 
incorporated into the designs. The approved detailed designs and accompanying budget will be 
submitted to the PMU for approval and preparation of bidding documents. 

114. The bidding documents will be in accordance with ADB’s and Union Government of 
Myanmar’s requirements as presented in the procurement plan. The PMU will invite bids for the 
renovation of the irrigation canals and the construction works. DOA’s Seed Division will review 
all bids prior to recommending the selection of a construction company. The engineering 
documents to be incorporated in the bidding documents include the detailed technical drawings, 
technical specifications, bill of quantities, and the conditions of contract.  

115. It is advisable that the bidding process, including the contract award, be done during the 
monsoon (wet) season, or before the beginning of the dry season, as the construction and 
installation activities should ideally happen in the dry months, usually between November and 
May.  

2. Construction Phase 

116. The PIU and PIC engineers will provide continuous supervisory assistance and help the 
Seed Division in enforcing strict adherence by the contractor to maintaining quality standards in 
the civil works being performed. The PMU’s Environment Officer will be tasked to monitor the 
implementation of the EMP. Progress reports from the Seed Division will be submitted through 
PIU to reach the PMU.  
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117. The regional PIU engineer will sign off on contractor payment milestones so that the 
PMU can approve payment release.  

3. Operational Phase 

118. The routine and seasonal maintenance of the improved infrastructure, irrigation canals, 
machinery and equipment, buildings, etc. will be the responsibility of the Chepa seed farm 
Manager. 

119. The Seed Division will coordinate and work closely with the Department of Agricultural 
Research in planning the seed flow and the multiplication of the various classes of seed, in 
distributing the foundation seed based on the DAR resources and the needs of DOA seed farm.  

120. The DOA, together with the PIC, including different sector specialists will organize the 
technical training and guidance in water management and water use efficiency, GAP, GSP, 
GMP and other relevant techniques during the implementation of the Subproject. 

121. The Sagaing Regional DOA will: 

• manage the coordination between different DOA regional sections, including 
extension, plant protection, and land use, to achieve the subproject’s 
implementation objectives and outcomes and 

• collaborating with the different departments, such as, IWUMD, AMD, under 
MOALI through the Agriculture Supervisory Committee at the regional level. 

122. The Shwebo District and Township DOA Extension is responsible for establishing the 
group of seed growers associations by coordinating with the Chepa seed farm for capacity 
building, and in distributing the suitable varieties and classes of seeds to support the seed 
growers for improving seed quality and increasing the quantity of certified seed. 

123. The subproject beneficiaries will be responsible for improving the seed flow and seed 
multiplication process by following the training, FFS, farmer to farmer knowledge sharing to 
replicate, participation in the capacity building program, learning by doing and finding the ways 
to adaptable on new technology to user friendly practices. Seed farmers association can be 
registered as private industries through the Small Scale Industries Department. 

4. Subproject Implementation Schedule 

124. The implementation schedule for the subproject is dependent on a number of activities 
being accomplished before the actual implementation can start. These activities include the 
project approval by the ADB and the Government of Myanmar, the establishment of the PMU, 
the project readiness of the various implementing agencies and the establishment of the 
operational accounts. The implementation schedule is provided below in terms of number of 
months from the time these other aforementioned activities are completed (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Implementation Schedule of Subproject after PMU established 
 

 
B. Financial Management 

125. A financial management risk assessment of the executing agency was carried out using 
the standard Financial Management Assessment Questionnaire specified by the ADB. The risk 
analysis and mitigation are given below. 

126. Risk Analysis: The inherent risk was assessed as Substantial due to country-level 
risks. Control risk was also assessed as Substantial, mainly because of the outdated and 
inherent weaknesses of financial management systems and weak internal and external audit 
functions.  MOALI and DOA have limited experience in implementing a large project supported 
by an international agency. They will be recruiting staff who may have limited experience of 
ADB-financed projects.   

127. Risk Mitigation: The project includes substantial support for financial management to 
the PMU through provision of staff training and capacity building, and installation of a 
computerized accounting system and preparation of a financial manual. Specific mitigation 
measures recommended as being necessary to address underlying control risks include:  

(i) PMU to be established within one month after loan effectiveness ; 
(ii) A project management team including a qualified international financial 

management specialist and a qualified national financial management specialist 
will be recruited to provide the necessary support and to strengthen internal 
control of the PMU within three months of loan effectiveness; 

(iii) Development of a financial management training plan with all project financial 
staff to be trained before and during project implementation;  

(iv) A financial management manual will be prepared incorporating both government 
and ADB’s requirements within six months from project startup; 

(v) PMU to introduce and have operational a computerized accounting system within 
nine months of loan effectiveness; and  

(vi) The terms of reference for the required external audits to be agreed upon with 
the ADB for an audit organization or firm, whose qualifications, experience and 
terms of reference are acceptable to ADB, to be recruited to audit the Project 
financial statements. 

Activity  Month 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Approval of subproject                         

Preparation of detailed design of irrig renovation, bridge, road, bldgs                       

Review and approval of detailed design and procurement plan         
 

              

Preparation of bidding documents                          

Invitation to submit tenders           
 

            

Bid evaluation and contract negotiation                         

Construction of buildings                         

Installation of equipment                         

Construction & installation supervision                         

Associated activities                         
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1. Preparation of Financial Plan 
 
128. The PMU will prepare annual workplans and budget estimates for consideration by the 
PSC. The workplans will be prepared annually with the government’s fiscal year and their 
budgeting schedule and process in mind.  

2. Accounting, Financial Reporting, and Audit Arrangements 

129. The PMU will maintain separate project accounts and records by funding source for all 
expenditures on the project. Project accounts will follow international accounting principles and 
practices.  

130. The financing units established by the PMU will maintain records and accounts that 
identify goods and services from loan proceeds and financing sources, expenditures incurred, 
and use of government counterpart funds. These accounts will be established and maintained in 
conformity with the government’s accounting laws and regulations and in accordance with 
sound accounting principles and standards acceptable to ADB. The PMU will be responsible for 
the disbursement projections, the budgetary allocations for counterpart funds, supporting 
documents, and withdrawal applications.  

131. The Ministry of Finance and Planning (MOPF) will have the detailed consolidated project 
accounts to be audited in accordance with international standards on auditing by an auditor 
acceptable to ADB. The audited accounts will be submitted in the English language to ADB 
within 6 months of the end of the fiscal year by MOALI, the executing agency. The annual audit 
report will include a separate audit opinion on the use of the imprest accounts, second 
generation imprest accounts, and the statement of expenditure procedures. Compliance with 
financial reporting and auditing requirements will be monitored by ADB and the MOPF review 
missions and during normal program supervision, and followed up regularly with all concerned, 
including the external auditor. 

C. Procurement 

1. Procurement Plan 

132. All procurement of goods and works to be financed by the ADB loan will be in 
accordance with ADB‟s Procurement Guidelines. NCB procedures will be followed for contracts 
valued  between  $100,000 and $2,999,999 for civil works and between $100,000 and $500,000  
for goods. For NCB procedures, the provisions of the Governments standard operating 
procedures (SOP) will be followed. In case of inconsistency between ADB procedures and the 
SOP, ADB procedures will apply. The proceeds of the loan will be disbursed in line with ADB's 
Loan Disbursement Handbook.   

133. Procurement of civil works packages and goods and services following NCB procedures 
will be carried out by the PMU. Goods and civil works packages valued below $100,000 will be 
procured following shopping procedures acceptable to ADB. The first NCB civil works contract 
will be subject to ADB prior approval. Subsequent NCB contracts of similar nature will be 
subject to the ADB post approval. Prior and post review thresholds are included in the 
procurement plan for the overall project as part of the PAM presented in RRP web-linked 
documents. 
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134. Three main types of contracts will be required for the implementation of the subproject: 
(i) consulting services contract (the overall PIC unless contracted separately) for assistance with 
the preparation of detailed engineering designs, and procurement plan for the machinery and 
equipment, and for the subsequent bidding documents together with the supervision of the 
construction of the irrigation canals and the buildings and the installation of equipment, (ii) the 
contract for the construction of works, and (iii) the contracts for the associated activities to 
maximize the benefit from the subproject investment. Table 12 below presents the likely 
contracts, the method of procurement, and who will do the recruitment, procurement, etc. 
Procurement will be carried out in accordance with ADB requirements as specified in the PAM 
and those of the Government of Myanmar. 

Table 12:  Procurement Schedule 
General Description Contract 

Value  
(US$) 

Procurement or 
Recruitment 

Method 

Comments 

Subproject Infrastructure Investments    

Detailed design, bid document preparation, 
procurement plan, and construction and 
installation supervision 

33,000 
(portion of 
total PIC 

cost) 

QCBS (or if 
contracted 

separately from 
the PIC then CQS) 

To be recruited by 
the PMU 

Rehabilitation of irrigation system 32,882 Shopping To be procured by 
the PMU 

Construction of buildings 278,745 NCB To be procured by 
the PMU 

Procurement of farm machinery & 
equipment 

69,135 Shopping To be procured by 
the PMU 

Procurement of seed processing equipment 91,579 NCB To be procured by 
the PMU 

Procurement of all other equipment 21,615 Shopping To be procured by 
the PMU 

    

Associated Initiatives    

Procure 10 seed cleaners, dryers, hydraulic 
lifts, hermetic bags, etc. (seed growers 
associations) 

234,000 NCB To be procured by 
the PMU 

Construct 10 seed storage buildings (seed 
growers associations) 

146,000 NCB To be procured by 
the PMU 

MOALI Extension services - Train seed 
growers in seed production & certification, 
water use efficiency technologies, codes of 
practice for drying & storage, post-harvest 
technologies; train farmers in seed 
production and certification, GAP, CSA; 
establish on-farm demos; organize Seed 
Grower Associations 

110,230 Force Account Performance 
based contract 
with MOALI issued 
by the PMU 

Procure 40 rapid test kits 5,000 Shopping To be procured by 
the PMU 

Procure testing services for testing 150 
samples for MRLs  

45,000 CQS To be procured by 
the PMU 

Economic Impact Assessment Survey  5,000 CQS To be procured by 
the PMU 
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2. Contract Management 

135. National consultants seconded to the project, plus external engineers recruited at 
regional PIU level and from the PIC (plus external procurement staff hired at PMU), will prepare 
the detailed engineering designs, procurement plan for machinery and equipment, bidding 
documents, and supervise construction of the works and the installation of the machinery and 
equipment. The PIC will be recruited by the PMU and assist the Seed Division and the PMU in 
the management of the various contracts, procurement, and recruitment for the development of 
the subproject. Because of the need to incorporate social and environmental considerations, the 
PIC will provide technical support to the national consultants in the preparation of these 
documents. The safeguards officers of the PIC will be instrumental in assisting the PMU 
safeguard officers in developing the social and environmental safeguard documents as well as 
in monitoring their adoption leading up to and during implementation. Ultimate responsibility for 
performance under the detailed design contracts for the irrigation and drainage canal renovation 
and the construction of the buildings of the Chepa seed farm will remain with the PMU.  

136. Similarly, the works contract will be procured by the PMU on behalf of the government. 
Responsibility for the monitoring of the construction and machinery and equipment installation 
will be passed to the Seed Division of MOALI and the Chepa seed farm Manager with 
assistance from the PIUs and PIC. Routine reporting of physical progress will be completed by 
the Chepa seed farm manager and forwarded through the PIU to the PMU.  

 

VI. SUBPROJECT OUTCOME AND IMPACT 

A. Subproject Outcome and Impact 

137. At DOA’s Chepa seed farm, the subproject will invest in irrigation and drainage 
renovation, the farm roads and bridge repair, new buildings for seed storage, machinery and 
equipment, seed laboratory, and training, a drying ground with a transparent roof, farm 
machinery and equipment, seed cleaning and drying equipment and facility, meteorological and 
seed testing instruments, and miscellaneous items. The impact from these investments in the 
subproject will be increased yield of registered rice, pulses, and black sesame seed.  Based on 
recent years productivity records of the Chepa seed farm, the farm has not achieved the yield 
each cropping season as compared to the planned and target yields. In 2015/16, for example, 
the results for Paw San and Sin Akari paddy rice indicated a difference between planned and 
actual yields, of 10 baskets/acre (516 kg/ha) and 18 baskets/acre (930 kg/ha), respectively.  

138. In the future with project situation, the Chepa seed farm plans to produce green gram 
and black sesame registered seed during the winter or summer cropping seasons. Although 
these crops, have not been cultivated by the Chepa seed farm in substantial quantities in recent 
years, they have been produced at other DOA seed farm, where the difference between actual 
yields and planned yields follows a similar pattern as rice. For greengram, the expected yield at 
other DOA seed farm was an average of 7.95 baskets/acre (642 kg/ha) and the actual yield was 
only 5.85 baskets/acre (473 kg/ha), 74% of the planned yield. Similarly, with black sesame, the 
expected yield was 7.35 baskets/acre (445 kg/ha)compared with the actual yield of 3.3 
baskets/acre (200kg/ha), only 45% of the planned yield.  

139. The difference in the planned versus actual production provides a basis for estimating 
the impact of improving the infrastructure on the Chepa seed farm. The potential impact of the 
improved infrastructure, coupled with CSA and sound seed production and certification 
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practices, is that yields will reach 60 baskets/acre (3,100 kg/ha) for Paw San rice, 78 
baskets/acre (4,030 kg/ha) for Sin Akari rice, 10 baskets/acre (808 kg/ha) for greengram, and 
10 baskets/acre (605 kg/ha) for black sesame (personal communication, Chepa seed farm 
Manager). Of that output, it is estimated that about 85% will end up as certified registered seed, 
after allowing for the shrinkage and losses from cleaning, drying, sorting, storage and 
certification (Annex 1). 

140. The outcome from the increased yield of Paw San and Sin Akari rice, greengram, and 
black sesame will be increased supply of registered seed. The estimated incremental gain due 
to the subproject support over six years is that Chepa seed farm will produce an additional 64t 
of registered Paw San rice seed, 58t of registered greengram, and 44tof registered black 
sesame. The effect on the seed value chain will be that private seed growers will, in turn, buy 
and multiply the additional seed and produce more certified seed for sale to the farmers.  The 
cumulative outcome of the multiplication to certified seed over the six-year period is an 
additional 1,827t of certified Paw San rice seed, 535t of certified greengram seed, and 1,680t of 
certified black sesame seed that will be available for farmers to achieve higher production of 
better quality. 

141.  The associated initiatives of this subproject, including the training of seed growers and 
farmers in CSA practices, codes of practice for drying and storage, and access to cleaning, 
drying, and storage facilities, will ensure that the technologies the farmers need to practice are 
made available. 

1. Performance Indicators 

142. Performance indicators against which subproject success will be measured include the 
actual yields of Paw San rice, Sin Akari rice, greengram, and black sesame, the percentage of 
the production that gets accepted as registered seed after being tested, and the amount of 
registered seed that gets sold to the seed growers and farmers. To reach the projected levels of 
yield, incremental production, percentage certification, and quantity sold to private seed growers 
and farmers, the Chepa seed farm will need to perform the various seed multiplication, 
harvesting, post-harvest, cleaning, drying, storage, certification, treating, and packaging 
activities successfully. The farm’s performance on these various activities will be measured and 
correlated with the results.  

143. The performance, in terms of yield, production, and percentage of the seed certified, of 
the private seed growers and farmers that purchase the registered seed from DOA Extension 
Services (that came from Chepa seed farm) will also be measured. The investment impact will 
also be measured by the incremental change to household incomes among beneficiaries 
(recipient registered seed growers and contract farmers having bought certified seed from these 
seed growers or Chepa’s registered seed from DOA Extension) compared to those outside the 
subproject area. The general levels and relative distribution of poverty will be used as an 
indicator, particularly amongst those identified as vulnerable in the baseline socio-economic 
survey.   

2. Evaluation Arrangements 

144. A baseline survey will be done at the start of implementation of the subproject. The 
subproject is expected to take about 12 months to design, invite bids, award the contract, and 
complete the construction. Within 12 months of the completion, a survey will be done to 
determine the incremental benefits that the improved infrastructure may have afforded on the 
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registered seed production process of the Chepa seed farm. Annual surveys will be done to 
measure the relative impact of the improvements against performance indicators and to verify 
the findings of the design consultants and determine any climate change impacts that may have 
been overlooked. The subproject completion report will report the impact of the investment and 
post project impact studies at a later stage will test the sustainability of these impacts. 

3. Reporting Arrangements 

145. Four different kinds of monitoring will be carried out, including (i) implementation 
progress monitoring of the subproject, (ii) safeguards monitoring, (iii) climate change monitoring, 
and (iv) benefit monitoring and evaluation. Implementation progress monitoring will be one of 
the main tasks of the PMU M&E officer with assistance from the Safeguards Consultants and 
the Seed Division of MOALI.   

146. Safeguard monitoring with also ensure (i) the EMP plan is implemented and achieves its 
expected outcomes during subproject preparation, implementation and operation, and (ii) the 
gender action plan will be closely adhered to (Annex 9). A safeguards officer will be appointed 
to the PMU to undertake this task. 

B. Economic and Financial Analysis 

147. The feasibility of investing in improved infrastructure at the Chepa seed farm has been 
examined. The infrastructure, including irrigation, farm machinery, seed storage, etc., at the 
farm is in need of repair or replacement and or new infrastructure is needed to give it the 
resources to more efficiently produce registered seed. The improved infrastructure is projected 
to lead to increased production of registered seed of Paw San rice by 10.66t/year, greengram 
by 9.72t/year, and black sesame by 7.28t/year. Because of the change of cropping pattern for 
Chepa seed farm from summer paddy to greengram and sesame there will be a net reduction in 
the amount of Sin Akari HYV rice of 64.22 t/yr. The seed value chain affect will be an increase in 
certified seed production by private seed growers. The increased certified seed is estimated to 
be approximately 304 t/year of Paw San rice, 89t/year of greengram, and 280t of black sesame 
(Annex 3).  

148. The benefits (and costs) were calculated for both the with and without subproject 
scenarios so that increments in costs and benefits due to the subproject could be identified. For 
the economic analysis, all benefits and costs were valued using economic prices (which exclude 
transfers, value resources at their opportunity cost to the nation, etc.). The primary benefits in 
increased gross margin derive from the increased production of certified Paw San rice seed 
($212,384/year), certified greengram seed ($86,713) and certified black sesame seed 
($497,3480) between with and without project situation. There is a loss due to the reduction in 
the production of Sin Akari seed of $536,768 /yr. 

149. The economic internal rate of return (EIRR) of the Chepa seed farm and associated 
training and capacity building subproject is 17.1% and its economic net present value (ENPV) is 
MK 1,627 million ($1.197 million) which is a high return and net present value resulting from the 
cascading effect of superior seed entering the supply chain and being taken up by the farming 
population. The results of the sensitivity analysis show that the economic performance is robust 
to changes in the main parameters. A reduction to the overall increase in the farm-gate 
economic price of the outputs (rice, sesame and greengram) from 5% to 3.1% reduces the 
EIRR to 12%. The switching values, the percentage change in the parameter to reduce the 
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EIRR to 12% are 43% for Capex and 225% for Opex.  Revenue would have to decrease by 
27%. 

150. The beneficiaries of the subproject will be the Chepa seed farm producing a higher 
production and a higher yield of registered Paw San rice seed, Sin Akari rice seed, greengram 
seed, and black sesame seed and indirectly, an estimated 1,197 private seed growers buying 
registered seed each year from the Chepa seed farm and producing certified seed. The private 
seed growers will include about 121 growers (with 3.3 acres per farm) producing Paw San rice 
seed, 26 growers (with 3.3 acres of seed production area) producing Sin Akari seed, 350 
growers (with 2 acres) producing greengram seed, and 700 growers (with 2 acres) producing 
black sesame seed.   

151. Private seed growers and farmers will also benefit from the associated support program 
for seed production, certification, etc.  This group included farmers who also receive registered 
seed from other seed farms and are not restricted to the outputs from Chepa seed farm. The 
private seed growers represent 1,197 households each year with an estimated five family 
members per household.  Input suppliers may also benefit from increased demand for their 
agricultural inputs. The other major beneficiaries are the farmers in Shwebo district who receive 
the increased output of certified seed and who will increase their productivity as a result and 
receive a corresponding increase in their farm income and livelihood. 

C. Social Impact Assessment 

152. The subproject will directly impact 33 Seed Grower Association member farmers from 
seven villages. Currently, these beneficiaries farm approximately 225acres(91 ha) for seed 
cultivation. The subproject will enable higher production and a higher yield of registered Paw 
San rice seed, Sin Akari rice seed, greengram seed, and black sesame seed through the 
improved infrastructure and equipment at Chepa seed farm. Indirectly, an estimated 1,197 
private seed growers buying registered seed each year from the Chepa seed farm and 
producing certified seed will also benefit from the infrastructure investment and the associated 
support program for seed production, certification, etc. 

153. All farmers expressed a desire to learn and adopt new technologies to increase 
productivity and would welcome improved extension services which currently are not perceived 
as meeting their needs. The associated initiatives of this subproject, including the training of 
seed growers and farmers in CSA practices, codes of practice for drying and storage, and 
access to cleaning, drying, and storage facilities, will ensure that the technologies the farmers 
need to practice are made available. 

D. Environmental Impact Assessment 

154. The initial environmental examination carried out for this subproject has found that the 
subproject will not cause significant negative environmental impacts. Potential negative impacts 
relate mainly to the construction phase and can be managed and brought to acceptable levels 
through the implementation of the EMP. No further environmental assessment is therefore 
required. The EMP has clear stipulations for feasible and practicable mitigation measures to be 
undertaken during construction, substantially reducing or eliminating environmental concerns. It 
is recommended that the EMP is included in contract documentation for works contracts. 
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VII. CRITICAL RISKS 

155. Risk: Funds are released for the subproject investments late, resulting in the delay by 
one year or more before the infrastructure investments are made and the increase in 
productivity and the increase in registered seed is realized.  

156. Risk: DOA does not get the required amount of foundation seed from DAR to meet its 
registered seed targets. 
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ANNEX I. DESIGN AND MONITORING FRAMEWORK 
Design 
Summary 

Performance Targets and 
Indicators with Baselines 

Data Sources 
Reporting 
Mechanisms 

Assumptions and Risks 
 

Impact  
Improved 
productivity of 
DOA’s Chepa 
seed farm 

Productivity at the Chepa seed 
farm(i) increases in the 
monsoon season from 50 
baskets of Paw San rice 
seed/acre to 60 baskets/acre 
produced on 60 acres and 
from 65 baskets of Sin Akari 
rice seed/acre to 78 baskets 
per acre produced on 10 
acres; (ii) changes in the 
summer season from 
producing Sin Akari rice on 70 
acres to producing 10 
baskets/acre of greengram on 
35 acres and 10 baskets/acre 
of black sesame on 35 acres. 

2015/16 DOA Chepa 
seed farm and 
personal 
communication with 
the Seed Division 
Director  

Assumption: Yields of Paw 
San, Sin Akari, greengram, 
and black sesame reach 
expected levels partly due 
to improved infrastructure; 
no shortage of water from 
the Kar Bo Dam Irrigation 
Project to the seed farm.  
Risk: Water supply from 
the Kar Bo Dam Irrigation 
Project erratic and not 
available at volumes 
needed by the seed Farm 
throughout the year.  

Outcome 
Increased 
production of 
reserved seed 
from DOA’s 
Chepa seed farm 
and an increase 
in production 
and certification 
of certified seed 
by private seed 
growers 

Chepa seed farm will have an 
incremental gain in six years of 
subproject support of 64 t of 
registered Paw San rice seed, 
58 t of registered greengram, 
and 44 t of registered black 
sesame.  Private seed growers 
that buy this registered seed 
will produce an additional 
1,827 t of certified Paw San 
rice seed, 535 t of certified 
greengram, and 1,680 t of 
certified black sesame.   

Chepa seed farm 
reports on seed 
production results 

Assumption: Chepa seed 
farm properly rogues, 
utilizes IPM, practices CSA, 
cleans, dries, and stores 
the seeds, and gets ~100% 
of the samples of seeds 
accepted by the testing lab 
as certified. 
Risk: Disease, pest, or virus 
infestation adversely 
impacts the seed quality 
resulting in significant 
percentage of seed rejected 
from being certified. 
Risk: Limited foundation 
seed from DAR impacts 
adversely the potential 
registered seed supply from 
DOA seed farm and 
Extension  
 
Risk: Private seed growers 
incur heavy seed infestation 
of disease, pests, or virus, 
that lowers productivity and 
quantity of seed that gets 
certified 
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   . 

Output1: 
Improved and 
rehabilitated 
infrastructure at 
the Chepa seed 
farm 

Irrigation infrastructure – main 
canal (2,486 ft),3 distributaries 
(4,738 ft),and cross drainage 
canals lined with PCC. 
Farm feeder roads - 12,300 ft 
of farm feeder roads repaired 
to a width of 8 ft and a 
thickness of 6 inches.  
A 60’x30’x12’seed storage 
building, an 80’x30’x12’ 
machinery building, a 
60’x30’x12’ warehouse, 
60’x100’x14’ drying ground, 
and a 30’x40’x12’ training 
building constructed, along 
with a 20’x12’ bridge and an 
8,000-foot fence around the 
compound constructed. 
A 75 hp tractor, rotary vtaor, 7 
and 18 disc, harrow, blade, 
transplanted, transporter, 200-
liter boom sprayer, and 2-ton 
dump truck purchased and 
being used.  
Meteorological instruments, 
seed equipment, and a soil pH 
meter purchased.  
A 100 KV transformer and a 
laptop, PP projector, and 
accessories bought.  
 

PMU quarterly 
monitoring reports 

Assumption: DOA Seed 
Division and the Chepa 
seed farm assist in getting 
the various types of 
infrastructure renovated 
and/or constructed on time 
on the seed farm.  
Risk: Delay in the 
renovation and/or 
construction of the 
infrastructure on the seed 
farm. For instance, delays 
in construction may move 
the start into the monsoon 
season when construction 
is difficult, if not impossible.   
 
 
 

Output2: 
Associated 
initiatives to 
enhance the 
impact 
implemented 

Private seed growers obtained 
the quantity of registered seed 
from DOA as mentioned above 
and received training and 
technical assistance in CSA 
from MOALI and the PIC.  
Farmers trained in CSA 
practices by lead seed 
growers, on-farm demos 
conducted, FFS operated 
Seed growers and their 
associated Farmer groups, 
Associations, or Cooperatives 
established cleaning, drying, 
and storage facilities and 
receive training in codes of 
practice. 
 

PMU quarterly 
monitoring reports 

DOA Extension provides 
registered seed to seed 
growers and extends 
training programs regularly; 
trained seed growers 
successfully produce 
certified seeds at expected 
quantities; and farmers 
organize themselves into 
groups that receive and 
efficiently manage the 
cleaning, drying, and 
storage facilities.  
 

Output 3: 
Efficient 
Subproject 
Management 
and 
Implementation 

PMU established within 1 
month of loan effectiveness; 
PMU hired a Civil Engineer 
within 2 months of loan 
effectiveness to recruit the 
various contractors working on 

Notice to proceed 
issued by EA; PMU 
progress and 
quarterly reports; 
PMU registry of 
contract awards and 

Assumption: Civil Engineer, 
Detailed Design and 
Supervision Consultant, 
and Construction 
Consultant hired and able 
to implement their tasks in 
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the design and construction; 
Detailed design and 
supervision contract and 
Construction contract awarded 
within 3 months and 6 months 
of loan effectiveness. 

contract 
management reports  

the subproject  
Risk: Qualified Civil 
Engineer and Consultants 
not available  
 

Activities and Milestones 
Output 1: Improved and rehabilitated infrastructure at the Chepa seed farm 
1. Prepare detailed engineering drawings (for irrigation canals, road, and buildings) and prepare specifications 

of machinery and equipment by Q1 20195-Q3 2019  

2. Review of engineering drawings by the Civil Engineer hired by PMU and PIC Engineer and the machinery 
and equipment specs by PIC engineer, Chepa seed farm Manager, Seed Division, and PMU by end March 
2019  

3. Prepare bid documents by end April  2019 
4. Collect quotations for ‘shopping’ for irrigation canal rehab, farm and post-harvest machinery and equipment, 

seed processing and other equipment by end April 2019 
5. Evaluate and award construction contract and shopping contracts by end May 2019 
6. Monitor construction works and machinery and equipment procurement, delivery/installation between June 

2019 –Nov 2019 
7. Handover completed works and complete the delivery/installation of machinery and equipment by Nov 2019 
8. Monitor impact of infrastructure improvements and new machinery and equipment annually to project 

completion (2025) 
Output 2: Associated initiatives to enhance the impact implemented 
2.1 MOU issued with DOA/MOALI for private seed growers to receive registered seed and TOT training in certified 

seed production and CSA and technical assistance from May-October 2019 and annually thereafter until end of 
project (2025) 

2.2 MOU issued with DOA/MOALI for farmers, as members of farmer groups, agricultural cooperatives, or seed 
grower associations, to receive certified seed and training in CSA practices from May-October  

2019 and annually thereafter until end of project (2025) 
2.3 Provide assistance to seed growers and their associated farmer groups, associations, or cooperatives in 

establishing cleaning, drying, and storage facilities and receive training in codes of practice by end September 
2019 

Output 3: Efficient Subproject Management and Implementation 
3.1 Establish and operationalize the PMU to do recruiting and facilitate implementation  
3.2 Train PMU staff in procurement and disbursement procedures required by ADB and other funding sources 
3.3 Undertake annual audits, mid-term review and the preparation of a Project completion report  
3.4 Carry out procurement associated with subprojects. 

                                                
5Assumes an implementation start date of Q1 2019  
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ANNEX 2. LIST OF MEMBERS OF SEED GROWERS ASSOCIATION IN SHWEBO 
TOWNSHIP 

 

 

Sr. Village Tract Village Name Name of Farmers # of Acres have cultivated 

for Seed (CS)

Contact number Source of R.S 

seeds Farms

1 Min Kone Min Kone U Chit Thein 30 09- 776735922;    

 09- 2100887

Chi Par Farm

2 ။ Min Kone U Soe Tint 20 09- 527685;           

 09-974603896

။

Total (2) Farmers from Min Kone village 50

3 Aung Chan Thar Aung Chan Thar U Win Bo 10 09- 973217555 Yay Oo  Farm

4 ။ ။ U Tun Po 10 09- 253205312 ။

5 ။ ။ U Win Mar 5 ။

6 ။ ။ U Thein Ko 5 ။

7 ။ ။ U Kyi Lwin 5 ။

8 ။ ။ U Tint 4 ။

9 ။ ။ U Tin Win 4 ။

10 ။ ။ U Thet Naing 3 09- 975829867 ။

11 ။ ။ U Khin Mg Swe 3 ။

12 ။ ။ U Mya Win 3 ။

13 ။ ။ U Tin Mg Myint 5 ။

14 ။ ။ U MinMin 3 ။

15 ။ ။ U Win Cho 4 ။

16 ။ ။ Daw Khin Win 3 ။

17 ။ ။ Daw Cho Htay 3 Yay Oo  Farm

Total (15) Farmers from Aung Chan Thar village 70

18 Bone Bwe Bone Bwe U Soe Win 5 09- 791373292 Yay Oo  Farm

Total (1) Farmer from Bone Bwe village 5

19 Chi Par Chi Par U Zaw Oo 5 09- 791247858 Yay Oo  Farm

20 ။ Chi Par U Aung Myint 10 09- 975506823 ။

21 ။ Chi Par U Than Maung 10 09- 975827955 Chi Par Farm

22 ။ Chi Par U Soe Myint 5   09- 962282300;   

  09- 400519300

။

23 ။ Chi Par U Tun Tun 5 09- 792207445 ။

Total ( 5 ) Farmers from Chi Par village 35

24 Myin Chin Zee Gone U Shwe Maung 16 09- 96961098 Yay Oo  Farm

25 ။ Zee Gone U Soe Naing 3 09- 789369701

26 ။ Zee Gone U Phoe Kan 5 09- 789369772

27 ။ Zee Gone U Aung Myint Naing 1 Yay Oo  Farm

Total ( 4 ) Farmers from Zee Kone village 25

28 Khon Taung Gyi Khon Taung Gyi U Soe Naing 5 09- 33399022 Yay Oo  Farm

29 ။ ။ U Min Oo 5 09- 79273500 ။

30 ။ ။ U Min Htay 5 09- 792735113 ။

31 ။ ။ Daw Sandar Win 5 ။

32 ။ ။ U Min Lwin 5 ။

Total ( 5 ) Farmers from Khon Taung Gyi village 25

33 Ta Khon Tine Ta Khon Tine U Aung Myint 15 09- 780738377 Yay Oo  Farm

( 1 ) Farmer from Ta Khon Tine village 15

Sub-Total 7 Village Tract (33) SGA members/ 

Farmers from 7 Villages

225
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ANNEX 3. SOWN ACREAGE AND SEED REQUIREMENTS FOR RICE, PULSES, BEAN, 
AND SESAME IN THE CDZ 

 
 Sown Acreage of Rice, Greengram, Pigeon Pea, Chick Pea, and Sesame in the 

CDZ 

    

Crop  

 

Seed rate per 
acre (basket) 

Yield  per acre 
(basket) 

Seed rate 
(kg/ha) 

Yield  

(kg/ha) 

 Crop  basket = 
KG 

Paddy rice 1.5 60 77.5 3,100  Paddy  20.9 

Greengram 0.3125 10 25.25 808  Greengram 32.7 

pigeon Pea  0.25 20 20.2 1,616  Pigeon Pea  32.7 

Chick pea  1.00 15 77.6 1,160  Chick pea  31.3 

Sesame  0.1875 10 11.35 605  Sesame  24.5 

    
 

   

Paddy Production (2014- 2015) 
  

 

   

Region and State  

Total sown area 
for Paddy rice 

(acre) 

Total sown area for 
Paddy rice (hectare) 

Total  good 
seed 

required  
(basket) 

 Total  
good seed 
required 

(Ton) 
  National   17,722,355 7,177,554 26,583,533  555,596 

  Magway Region 869,620 352,196.1 1,304,430  27,263 
  Mandalay Region 785,604 318,169.6 1,178,406  24,629 
  Sagaing Region  1,922,669 778,680.9 2,884,004  60,276 
   

 
Greengram, Pigeon Pea, Chick Pea, and Sesame (2015-2016) 
 

 

   Greengram 
   

 

   

Region and State 

Total sown area 
for Greengram 

(acre) 

Total sown area for 
Greengram(hectare) 

Total  good 
seed require  

(basket) 

 Total  
good seed 
require – 

32.7 
kg/bsk  
(Ton) 

  Myanmar Union  2,899,154 1,174,157 905,986  29,626 
  Sagaing  525,721 212,917.0 164,288  5,372 
  Magway 764,269 309,529 238,834  7,810 
  Mandalay 375,828 152,210 117,446  3,840 
  

    

 

   Pigeon pea  
   

 

   

Region and State 

Total sown area 
for Pigeon pea 

(acre) 

Total sown area for 
Pigeon pea  
(hectare) 

Total  good 
seed 

required  
(basket) 

 Total  
good seed 
required – 
32.7kg/bsk  

(Ton) 
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Myanmar Union  1,529,283 619,360 382,321  12,502 
  Sagaing  557,853 225,930 139,463  4,560 
  Magway 437,031 176,998 109,258  3,573 
  Mandalay 423,165 171,382 105,791  3,459 
  

    

 

   Chick pea  
   

 

   

Region and State 

Total sown area 
for Chick pea 

(acre) 

Total sown area for 
Chick pea (hector) 

Total good 
seed 

required 
(basket) 

 Total good 
seed 

required– 
31.3 

kg/ha(Ton) 
  Myanmar Union  934,198 378,350 934,198  29,240 

  Sagaing  431,670 174,826 431,670  13,511 
  Mandalay 245,454 99,409 245,454  7683 
  

    

 

   

    

 

   Sesame        

   Region and State  Sesame  
( early)  
(acre) 

Sesame (late) (acre) Total sown 
area for 
Sesame 
(acre) 

 Total sown 
area for 
Sesame 

(hectare) 

Total  
good seed 
required  
(basket) 

Total  
good 
seed 

required 
- 24.5 

kg/bsk 
 (Ton) 

Myanmar Union  2,703,308 917,368 362,0676  1,466,374 678,877 16,632 

Sagaing  454,254 536,617 99,0871  401,303 185,788 4,552 

Magway 1,222,402 115,896 1,338,298  542,011 250,931 6,148 

Mandalay 828,650 127,191 955,841  387,116 179,220 4,391 
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ANNEX 4. ENGINEERING DESIGNS 
 

A. Irrigation Canals 

1. The existing irrigation canals will be lined with PCC. The design and description is given 
below.  

 
Figure A4.1. Irrigation canal design 

 
 

Table A4.1 : Irrigation canal description of works 

S.No Description of Works  
 

No Unit  Length  Breadth  Height  Quantity  

1 PCC ( 1:3:6) lining of Distributary Canals  1 ft3 4739 5.242641 0.333333 8281.625 

2 Sand filling  
  

1 ft3 
   

6211.219 

 
Earthwork in filling and reshaping of canal  1 

 
4739 1.5 1 7108.5 

3 Form work for every 10 ft  
 

236.95 f2 11 
 

0.33 902.418 

6 Dewatering and Diversion  
        

2. The design and description of the cross drainage across the farm roads is given below. 

 
Figure A4.2. Cross drainage design across farm roads for irrigation channels 

 
 

0.333333

1

2

2.828427 7'

1

0.333333

Cross Drainage across the farm roads 

For Irrigation Channels 

11'

3'

1' ft dia 

Unit Length Breadth Height No Quantity 

ft3 17 2.5 3 1 127.5

ft3 17 2.5 2 1 85

ft 15 1 15

ft3 6.5 1.5 0.75 2 14.625

ft3 6.5 0.75 2.5 2 24.375 39

 

ft2 16 0.75 2 12

ft2 14.5 2 2 29 41

Walls 

Formwork 

Foundation 

Walls 

Description of Works 

Earthwork in excavation 

Backing filling of earth 

1' dia RCC pipe 

Abutment walls PCC (1:3:6)

Foundation 
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3. The description of works for the check structure is given below: 

 
Table A4.2 : Description of works for check structure 

S.No Description of Works  Unit  Length  Width  Height  No Quantity  

  Site Clearance   ft2 6 5   1 30 

1 Earthwork in excavation  ft 5 4 3 1 60 

  Earthwork in filling              24 

2 Plain Cement Concrete (1:2:4)  ft3 6 0.5 3 1 9 

3 Steel  lbs         75 

4 Formwork  ft2 7 
 

3 2 42 
 

B. Farm Road 

4. The existing seed arm feeder (earthen) road of four lanes to the fields is in disrepair, not 
an all-season road, and not adequate for traversing with farm machinery. To repair the farm’s 
road, 12,300 ft long, the road will be cleared and then kankar (gravel) mixed in with chipping 
and red earth laid and compacted to a thickness of 6 inches and with a road width of 8 ft (see 
design below).  

 
Figure A4.3. Design of Farm Road repair (12300’x8’x6’) at Chepa seed farm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. Warehouse 

5. Current warehouses are old buildings that are not built to efficiently store high-quality 
seeds up to seven months each year. The warehouses are also not adequate for storing 
fertilizer, pesticides, and small farm equipment. The designs for the new warehouse are shown 
in the figures below. 
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Figure A4.4. Warehouse design 

 
 
 

Figure A4.5. Front and Back Elevation of Warehouse 
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Figure A4.6. Side Elevation of Warehouse 

 
 
D. Seed Storage 

6. Currently, the seed farm has no separate seed storage building. The existing building 
used for seed storage is for multipurpose use and is not built to keep out birds, rodents, insects, 
etc. The new seed storage building will be designed in line with codes of practice, i.e., good 
storage practices. The building will be able to store the maximum expected production of Chepa 
seed farm, that being about 80 t(or 2,550 bags) of seed rice stored on about 47 pallets (@4.5’ x 
4.5’).    
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Figure A4.7. Line Plan for Seed Storage 

 
 
 

Figure A4.8.Front and Back Elevation of Seed Storage 

 
 
E. Seed Laboratory 

7. At present, there is no seed laboratory in the Sagaing Region for testing for certification. 
Seed farms from upper Myanmar, including from Sagaing region, must send their seed samples 
for testing to the Upper Myanmar Seed Laboratory in Mandalay. It can take up to one month to 
get the certification test results back.  
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8. Farmers from all the three regions in the CDZ usually go through DOA extension service 
to get their seed samples certified at the Mandalay laboratory. Most of the farmers and private 
commercial seed suppliers do not test their seed quality. Instead, they rely on only visual 
inspection of the grain when selling their seed.  

 

Figure A4.9.Cross Section View of Seed Laboratory 

 
 
 

Figure A4.10.Side Elevation for Seed Laboratory 
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F. Machinery Building 

9. Presently, there is no partially enclosed and roofed building for the farm machinery. Most 
of the farm machinery is placed in the open and covered with a plastic sheet or tarpaulin when 
rain is expected.  

 
Figure A4.11Cross Section View of Machinery Building 

 
 

Figure A4.12.Floor Plan of Machinery Building 
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Figure A4.13.Front and Back Elevation of Machinery Building 

 
 

Figure A4.14.Side Elevation of Machinery Building 

 
 
G. Drying Ground with Transparent Roof 

10. The present drying ground, a relatively small area given the quantity of seed being 
produced, is not covered, resulting in the risk of the grains being rained on when unexpected 
rainfall occurs (Figure 7). With a larger drying ground and a transparent roof over the concrete 
slab, the grains being dried will be much better protected and the drying process managed. 
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Figure A4.15.Cross Section View of Dried Ground with Transparent Roofing 

 
 

Figure A4.16.Floor Plan for Dried Ground 
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H. Training Centre Building 

11. The seed farm has no training center. A training center needs to be constructed to serve 
as a focal place for conducting farmer field schools, meetings, and many other uses.  

 
Figure A4.17.Side Elevation of Training Shelter 

 
 

Figure A4.18.Floor Plan of Training Shelter 
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Figure A4.19.Cross Section View of Training Shelter 

 
 

 
I. Bridge construction  

12. The present bridge connecting the seed farm office area to the fields is a narrow wooden 
bridge (Figure 5). The existing bridge cannot be used for taking farm machinery directly to the 
fields. Instead, a very long route must be used which requires the machinery to be taken via the 
main farm gate out the external road and around to another entrance to the farm fields.  

 

Figure A4.20.Plan Elevation of Bridge 
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Figure A4.21.Cross Section of Bridge 
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ANNEX 5: ASSOCIATED INITIATIVES PROPOSED 
 

1. Associated initiatives to the subproject will include: training of trainers (TOT) training, 
facilitating farmer groups with infrastructure, farmer field schools (FFS)and on-farm 
demonstrations, contract farming with seed growers, and nine other DOA seed farm receiving 
the improved infrastructure. TOT training of 300 lead seed growers, DOA Extension agents, 
DOA seed farm technical staff, and regional DOA professional staff in CSA and GAP, roguing, 
seed cleaning, drying, and seed certification, water management technologies, codes of 
practice for drying and storage, mycotoxin testing, the proper use and maintenance of all farm 
and post-harvest machinery and equipment. The extension agents and the lead seed growers 
will train other seed growers in these advanced practices and train farmers that are buying the 
certified seed and cleaning, drying, and storing their paddy, beans, pulses, and oilseeds. An 
estimated total of 400 trainers will be participating in the TOT. All TOT training will be done at 
the project-supported 10 DOA seed farm.   

2. Over 300 lead seed growers, many of them associated with about 50 project-supported 
SGAs, farmer groups or agricultural cooperatives will be supported by the project with improved 
infrastructure, including minor canal rehabilitation, improved water management structures, on-
farm road repair, and modern cleaning, drying, and storage facilities.  

3. Farmer Field Schools (FFS) and on-farm demonstrations. FFS will be established at 
various government sites and at the sites of the on-farm demonstrations and project-supported 
model cleaning, drying, and storage facilities. Farmers will be trained by DOA extension agents 
and those lead seed growers that sell them certified seed. Better quality seed and better 
adapted seed will be made available to seed growers from DOA seed farm and to farmers via 
certified seed. The benefits of using the climate-resilient seed will be demonstrated on farm 
through the seed growers. In terms of adaptation, other innovations, such as, incorporation of 
trees and or shelter crops for production, trees for soil fertility, and using these for shelter and 
climate modification, will be demonstrated. For each on-farm demonstration by the seed 
growers supported by the project, shelter and multipurpose plants will be provided by the 
project. Also, in an FFS setting, the project will train Irrigation Department professional staff, 
irrigation engineers working in the Townships, lead seed growers and farmers groups receiving 
support from the project, in WUE techniques. 

4. To take advantage of the need for seed companies and processing plants to access 
good quality (certified) seed and good quality raw products, contract farming models will be 
introduced in, especially, those areas where the project is supporting an array of subprojects in 
the production and certification of certified seed by the lead seed growers and their related 
organizations, improved access to certified seed for farmers clustered in these areas, improved 
irrigation, road repair, storage facilities, and in organizing farmers into farmer groups, 
cooperatives, and/or SMEs registered with small scale industries.   

5. Nine other DOA seed farm will receive similar infrastructure improvements for irrigation, 
roads, buildings, seed processing and testing, and meteorological stations. The production of 
registered seed from these seed farms will complement the production of the Chepa seed farm 
and lead to a similar incremental gain and compounding effect on the level of certified seed 
produced by seed growers in the CDZ. 

6. The total cost of the proposed associated initiatives for the investment in the 
rehabilitation and upgrade of the Chepa seed farm is $658,592, a breakdown is shown in Table 
A5.1A4.3.. 
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Table A5.1 : Cost of Associated Initiatives for Chepa seed farm 

 

    

Ex rate 1,360 

No. Description  
  MK'000 

Amount 
USD  

Percent 
of total 

      1. Ten seed cleaners, dryers, storages with 
Manager & hired labor, hydraulic lifts, hermetic 
bags, test kits, MRL tests  

 
696,320  512,000 77.7% 

2. Training in Seed Production and Certification for 
seed growers (2 groups of seed growers – 
training costs from standards section training in 
Interim report)  

 
 35,632  26,200 4.0% 

3. Training in Codes of Practice for Drying and 
Storage (2 groups)  

 
35,632  26,200 4.0% 

4. Training on Seed Certification (1 group of 
farmers)   

 
47,600  35,000 5.3% 

5. Establish and conduct on-farm demonstrations 
 

 6,800  5,000 0.8% 
6. Training on GAP and CSA 

 
   4,080  3,000 0.5% 

7. Training on Water Use Efficiency Technologies, 
Post-Harvest Technologies 

 
  6,569  

4,830 
0.7% 

8. Organize Seed Grower Associations  
 

13,600  10,000 1.5% 
9. Conduct impact assessment 

 
  6,800  5,000 0.8% 

 
Total Associated Initiatives 

 
853,033  627,230 95.2% 

 
Contingency 5%   42,652  31,362 4.8% 

  Total All    895,684  658,592 100.0% 

Note. 
Includes tax at 5% for machinery and equipment and 1% for training and capacity 
building. 
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ANNEX 6. INVESTMENT COST AND COST OF PRODUCTION 
 

A. Investment Cost sat the Chepa seed farm 

1. The summary of investment costs of infrastructure is shown in Table A6.1:, and the bill of 
quantities for each item is given in the following tables.  

 
Table A6.1:Summary investment costs for Chepa seed farm subproject. 

 

 
 

Ex Rate 1,360 

  Description  Investment Cost 

    Mk'000 US$ 

1. 
Survey, design, bidding process and 
construction supervision  

  44,880.00           33,000  

2. Rehabilitation of irrigation system   
  

 
Main canal lining (2,486 ft, 758 m) 19,864          14,606  

 
Distributary canal lining (4,739 ft, 1,445 m) 19,208          14,124  

 
Cross-drainage structures (19) 4,610            3,390  

 
Pipe outlets (11) 1,036               762  

  
 44,718.93           32,882  

3. Buildings 
  

 
Warehouses and seed storage (2)      93,757  68,939 

 
Seed laboratory   105,127  77,299 

 
Machinery garage (2)    64,452  47,391 

 
Drying ground   35,009  25,742 

 
Training centre   18,226  13,401 

 
Perimeter fence    55,710  40,963 

 
Bridge 6,812 5,009 

  
379,093 278,745 

4. Farm machinery & equipment      94,024  69,135 

5. Seed processing equipment    124,548  91,579 

6. Cost of other items  
 

 
 

Office equipment & topo survey    29,396  21,615 

 
Farm road 19,732 14,509 

    

 
Total Seed Farm Infrastructure Cost   736,392 541,465 

Includes physical contingency of 10%. 

 Includes tax of 7% for civil works, and  5% for machinery and equipment 

 

2. Survey, design, bidding process and construction supervision is 10% of the total 
investment costs of the civil works and buildings, a total of $33,000. 
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1. Rehabilitation of Irrigation System 

 

Table A6.2:Summary of Costs for Irrigation Infrastructure Improvement 

Item 
No. 

Description of Works Unit Quantity Unit rate Total cost 

  Materials          

1 
Main Canal Lining with PCC (1:2:4) 
with associated items of works on 
earthwork, formwork, sand filling, etc. 

no 1 19,864,358 19,864,358 

2 

Distributaries Canal Lining wit PCC 
(1L2:4) with associated items of works 
on earthwork, formwork, sand filling, 
etc. 

no 1 19,208,328 19,208,328 

3 
Cross drain age works for crossing of 
farm roads by drains and irrigation 
channels 

no 19 242,657 4,610,482 

4 
RCC Pipe Outlet from main and 
distributaries to the field 8" dia 

no 11 94,160 1,035,760 

  Total all     
 

44,718,928 

  US$ = MK     1360 $32,882 

  Total Length of Main Canal 2486 ft     

  Total Length of Distributaries 4739 ft     

Note. Includes commercial tax at 7% 

    

 

Physical contingency of 10% 
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Table A6.3:Bill of Quantity-  Lining work of Main Canal 

Item 
No. 

Description of Works Unit Quantity 
Unit rate 

MK 
 Total cost 

MK  

  Materials          

1 

Plain Cement concrete (1:3:6) for structure 
including supply of all materials and labor 
and placing according to drawing and 
specification 

ft3 5516.57       2,002    11,044,171  

2 
Supply and placing of graded sand on the 
slopes and sides of the canal according to 
the drawing and specification 

ft3 4137          506      2,094,475  

3 
Earthwork in filling with compaction 
according to drawing and specification  

ft3 16756          176      2,953,181  

4 
Formwork for concreting including 
shuttering and scaffolding according to 
drawing and specifications 

ft2 451          741         334,282  

5 

Improving drains on either side of the 
canals by reshaping the ditches and 
removing the bushes and debris and 
disposal 

ft 2510          100         251,000  

6 
Dewatering and diversion during the project 
duration 

LS 1   200,000         200,000  

  Total Cost          16,877,109  

  Commercial tax     7%     1,181,398  

  Total including Tax         18,058,507  

  Physical Contingency     10%     1,805,851  

  Total All         19,864,358  

  US$ = MK     1360 $14,606 
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Table A6.4:Bill of Quantity - Lining work of Distributary Canal 

Item 
No. 

Description of Works Unit Quantity 
Unit 
rate 
MK 

 Total cost 
MK  

  Materials          

1 

Plain Cement concrete (1:3:6) for structure 
including supply of all materials and labour 
and placing according to drawing and 
specification 

ft3 5516.57 2002  11,044,171  

2 
Supply and placing of graded sand on the 
slopes and sides of the canal according to 
the drawing and specification 

ft3 4139.28 506 2094475 

3 
Earthwork in filling with compaction 
according to drawing and specification  

ft3 16779.4 176   2,953,182  

4 
Formwork for concreting including shuttering 
and scaffolding according to drawing and 
specifications 

ft2 236.904 741 175546 

5 
Dewatering and diversion during the project 
duration 

LS 1 150000       150,000  

  Total Cost         16,417,374  

  Commercial Tax     7.00%    1,149,216  

  Total including Tax        17,566,590  

  Physical Contingency     10%    1,641,737  

  Total All        19,208,328  

  US$ = MK     1360 $14,124 
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Table A6.5: Bill of Quantity- Check for Cross Drainage works (19 of these) 

Item 
No. 

Description of Works Unit Quantity 
Unit 
rate 
MK 

 Total 
cost MK  

  Materials          

1 Site clearance ft2 30 25       750  

2 
Earthwork in excavation with all leads and lifts 
according to drawing and specifications including 
backfilling 

ft3 127.5 176.3    22,478  

3 
Earthwork in filling according to drawing and 
specification including back-filling 

ft3 85 178   15,130  

4 
Plain Cement concrete (1:3:6) for structure 
including supply of all materials and labour and 
placing according to drawing and specification 

ft3 39 2362.4     92,134  

5 Supply and fitting of internal diameter RCC pipe ft 15 488.6      7,329  

6 
Formwork for concreting including shuttering and 
scaffolding according to drawing and 
specifications 

ft 72 740.9     53,345  

7 
Dewatering and diversion during the project 
duration 

LS 1 15000    15,000  

  Total Cost          206,166  

  Commercial tax     7.0%    14,432  

  Total including Tax         220,597  

  Physical Contingency     10%     22,060  

  Total All        242,657  

  US$ = MK     1360 $178 

 
2. Repair of Farm Feeder Road 

 

Table A6.6:Bill of Quantity-  Farm Road Repair (12300'x8'x6") 

INo. Particulars Quantity Unit Rate Mk 
Total cost 

MK 

  Materials          

1 Gravel (kankar) 492 Sud 28000   13,776,000  

  Total Materials         

              Labor         

1 Foreman 49.2 No 6000        295,200  

2 Worker 598.6 No. 4500     2,693,700  

  Total Labor           2,988,900  

  Total Cost of Materials and Labour     16,764,900  

  Commercial Tax     7%     1,173,543  

  Total including Tax         17,938,443  

  Physical Contingency     10%     1,793,844  
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  Total All         19,732,287  

  US$ = MK     1360 $14,509 

 
3. Construction of Buildings 

 

Table A6.7: Bill of Quantity - Construction of Ware House and Seed Storage Buildings 
(each 60'x30'x12') 

 

No. Particulars Quantity Unit Rate MK Total cost MK 

  Materials          

1 Cement  520.54 Bag 8000 4,164,320 

2 Sand  27.42 Sud 25000 
              

685,500.00  

3 Brick  24401 No 157 3,830,957 

4 Chipping  16.45 Sud 70500 1,159,725 

5 6'~9" stone  4.84 Sud 57500 278,300 

6 Fuel  35.47 Gal  3500 124,145 

7 Jungle wood scantling  4.53 Ton 700000 3,171,000 

8 5-Plywood  3531.76 Sft 600 2,119,056 

9 $Hard wood (5"x3") 102 Rft 1900 193,800 

10 X-met 2.5" wide 163 Rft 30 4,890 

11 Binding Wire  52.6 Lb 833 43,816 

12 Nail 30.86 Viss 3000 92,580 

13 Roofing screws & washers 26.4 Gross 3000 79,200 

14 C.G.I sheet ( 8'x3')  132 Sheet  8500 1,122,000 

15 
G.I plain sheet with G.I 
screws 

296.53 Rft 1000 296,530 

16 
100mm x 50mm x 2.3mm 
$Hollow Rafter & Rail 

432.5 Rft 2000 865,000 

17 
75mm x 50mm x 2mm 
$Hollow Purlin & Bracing  

1120 Rft 1500 1,680,000 

18 Base plate 6" x 6" x 1/4 " 48 No  3000 144,000 

19 
1/2ǿ 1'-6" length 
Bolts&Nuts  

96 No 2500 240,000 

20 Welding rod (10G)  20 kg 6500 130,000 

21 Fully Panelled Main Door  48 Sft 6000 288,000 

22 Fully Panelled Window 80 Sft 6000 480,000 

23 Inside Fence window 5 No 15000 75,000 

24 
Rubber belt for inner of 
Door 

48 Sft 1000 48,000 

25 Butt Hinge (6") 72 No 800 57,600 

26 Tower bolt (8") 36 No 900 32,400 
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27 Handle (10") 36 No 1500 54,000 

28 Hook &Eye 32 No 300 9,600 

29 Door Lock  2 No 2500 5,000 

30 Ready mixed paint  51.91 Gal  20000 1,038,200 

31 Putty 28.52 Lb 2000 57,040 

32 Paint Brush 53 No 2500 132,500 

33 Sand Paper 35.65 Doz 1800 64,170 

34 Coal Tar 0.13 Gal  33000 4,290 

35 5-plywood 2737.97 Sft 350 958,290 

36 Glass Block (6"x6") 816 No 1200 979,200 

37 Ready-made Fence 17 No 10000 170,000 

38 16mm ǾM.S bars  2.4 Ton 850000 2,040,000 

39 6mm stirrup @6" c/c 0.36 Ton 800000 288,000 

   Total cost of Materials     27,206,108 

  Labor         

1 Mason  210 No 8000 1,680,000 

2 Carpenter  250 No 8000 2,000,000 

3 Steel fixer 50 No 8000 400,000 

4 Welder) 22 No 8000 176,000 

5 Painter 80 No 8000 640,000 

6 Worker  800 No 5000 4,000,000 

7 Machine driver  10 No 5000 50,000 

8 
Work done at cost for base 
plate $Hole 

28 No 2000 56,000 

   Total cost of Labor     9,002,000 

  Total cost of Materials & Labour Charges    36,208,108 

  
Transporting Charges of 
Labor & Materials (10%) 

    10% 3,620,811 

  Total including Transport       39,828,919 

     Commercial Tax 7% 2,788,024 

  Total Including Tax       42,616,943 

  Physical Contingency  10% 4,261,694 

  Grand Total       46,878,638 

  US$ = MK     1360 $34,470 

Nos of Machinery Building for Chepa seed farm   2 $68,939 
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Table A6.8:Bill of Quantity - Construction of Seed Lab Building (80'x35'x14') 

No. Particulars Quantity Unit Rate MK Total Cost MK 

  Materials          

1 Cement  732 Bag            8,000        5,856,000  

2 Sand  77 Sud          25,000        1,925,000  

3 Brick  32648 No               157        5,125,736  

4 Chipping  27 Sud          70,500        1,903,500  

5 6'~9" stone  16 Sud          57,500           920,000  

6 Fuel  50.5 Gal             3,500           176,750  

7 Jungle Wood (Scant) 5.7 Ton        630,000        3,591,000  

8 Jungle Wood (Plank) 4.58 Ton        650,000        2,977,000  

9 6"x1" Hard wood 0.25 Ton        750,000           187,500  

10 X-met 2.5" wide 3081 Rft                 30             92,430  

11 Binding Wire  106 Lb               833             88,298  

12 Nail 41 Viss            3,000           123,000  

13 Roofing Nail 16 Viss            3,500             56,000  

14 4 Angle Sheet 254 Sheet             8,500        2,159,000  

15 G.I plain sheet  183 Rft            1,000           183,000  

16 5"x2" U-Channel Rail 752 Rft            4,000        3,008,000  

17 4"x2" Hollow Rafter 1603 Rft            1,500        2,404,500  

18 2"x2" Hollow Purlin 1388 Rft            1,000        1,388,000  

19 Chowket Work  604.5 Rft            3,500        2,115,750  

20 Ready Made Door 126.75 Sft            6,000           760,500  

21 Ready Made Window 175.5 Sft            6,000        1,053,000  

22 Ready mixed paint  29 Gal           70,000        2,030,000  

23 Putty 1 Lb            2,000               2,000  

24 Paint Brush  15 No            2,500             37,500  

25 16mm ǾM.S bars  4.43 Ton        850,000        3,765,500  

26 6mm stirrup @6" c/c 0.85 Ton        800,000           680,000  

27 Ceiling Work  3477 Sft            4,500      15,646,500  

28 Air Conditioning & Lighting  One Work            5,000,000  

29 
Water Supply, Septic Tank 
& Latrine 

One Work            7,000,000  

     Total cost of Materials     70,255,464  

  Labor         

1 Mason  264 No            8,000        2,112,000  

2 Carpenter  240 No            8,000        1,920,000  

3 Steel fixer 80 No            8,000           640,000  

4 Painter 29 No            8,000           232,000  

5 Worker  930 No            5,000        4,650,000  
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6 Machine driver  13 No            5,000             65,000  

    Total cost of Labour        9,619,000  

  Total cost of Materials & Labor Charges       79,874,464  

  Transporting Charges of Labor & Materials        2,000,000  

  Total Cost including Transport        81,874,464  

  Commercial Tax      7%       5,731,212  

  Total including Tax           87,605,676  

  Physical Contingency     10%       8,760,568  

  Total ALL           96,366,244  

      Grand Total    105,126,812  

  US$ = MK     1360 $77,299 

 
 

 
Table A6.9:Bill of Quantity - Construction of Machinery Building (60'x30'x12') 

No. Particulars Quantity Unit Rate MK Total Cost MK 

  Material         

1 Cement  264 Bag          8,000        2,112,000  

2 Sand  30.5 Sud        25,000           762,500  

3 Brick  9383 No             157        1,473,131  

4 Chipping  10.6 Sud        70,500           747,300  

5 Fuel  23 Gal          3,500             80,500  

6 16mm ǾM.S bars  0.74 Ton       850,000           629,000  

7 6mm stirrup @4.5"c/c 0.03 Ton       800,000             24,000  

8 X-met 2.5" wide 430 Rft               30             12,900  

9 Binding Wire 13 lb             833             10,829  

10 4"x4" g-Beam 108 Rft          5,000           540,000  

11 5"x2" U-Channel 3000 Rft          4,000      12,000,000  

12 
4"x2" U-Channel 
Rafter 

340 Rft          2,500           850,000  

13 2"x2" hollow purlin 765 Rft          1,000           765,000  

14 4 Angle Sheet 180 No        18,000        3,240,000  

15 G.I plain sheet 350 Rft          1,000           350,000  

16 Roofing Nail 12 viss          3,500             42,000  

17 Ready Mixed Paint  5 gal        70,000           350,000  

18 Putty  2 lb          2,000               4,000  

19 Brush 3 No          2,500               7,500  

  Total Materials          24,000,660  

  Labor         

1 Mason  65 No          8,000           520,000  

2 Steel fixer 11 No          8,000             88,000  

3 Carpenter  47 No          8,000           376,000  
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4 Painter 5 No          8,000             40,000  

5 Worker 265 No          5,000        1,325,000  

6 Machine driver 6 No          5,000             30,000  

  Total Labor            2,379,000  

   Total cost of Material & Labor      26,379,660  

 Transporting Charges of Labor & Materials LS       1,000,000  

  Total including transport        27,379,660  

  Commercial Tax      7%       1,916,576  

  Total including Tax           29,296,236  

  Physical Contingency     10%       2,929,624  

   Grand Total       32,225,860  

  US$ = MK     1360 $23,695.5 

Nos of Machinery Building for Chepa seed farm   2 $47,391 

 
Table A6.10:Bill of Quantity - Construction of Drying Ground with Transparent Roof 

(60'x100'x14') 

No. Particulars Quantity Unit Rate MK Total cost MK 

  Material         

1 Cement  710 Bag 8,000 5,680,000 

2 Sand  115.5 Sud 25,000 2,887,500 

3 Brick  17458 No 157 2,740,906 

4 Chipping  32 Sud 70,500 2,256,000 

5 Fuel  68.5 Gal 2,500 171,250 

6 16mm ǾM.S bars  0.82 Ton  850,000 697,000 

7 6mm stirrup @6" c/c 0.06 Ton  800,000 48,000 

8 Binding Wire 16.8 lb 833 13,994 

9 4"x4" H-Beam 168 Rft 5,000 840,000 

10 5"x2" U-Channel 560 Rft 4,000 2,240,000 

11 4"x2" U-Channel Rafter 592 Rft 2,500 1,480,000 

12 2"x2" Hollow purlin 1908 Rft 1,000 1,908,000 

13 Transparent Sheet Work  6618 Rft 500 3,309,000 

14 Eave board & Ridding Work  589 Rft 1,200 706,800 

  Total Materials       24,978,450 

  Labor         

1 Mason  124 No 8,000 992,000 

2 Steel fixer 13 No 8,000 104,000 

3 Worker 516 No 5,000 2,580,000 

4 Machine driver 18 No 5,000 90,000 

  Total Labor       3,766,000 

  Total cost of Material & Labor      28,744,450 

  Transporting Charges of Labor & Materials    1,000,000 
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  Total including Transport       29,744,450 

  Commercial Tax      7% 2,082,112 

  Total including Tax       31,826,562 

  Physical Contingency     10% 3,182,656 

  Grand Total All       35,009,218 

  US$ = MK     1360 $25,742 
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Table A6.11:Bill of Quantity -Construction of Training Center Building (40'x30'x12') 

No. Particulars Quantity Unit Rate MK Total Cost  MK 

  Material         

1 Cement  257 Bag 8000                    2,056,000  

2 Sand  38.2 Sud 25000                       955,000  

3 Brick  16120 No 157                    2,530,840  

4 Chipping  9 Sud 70500                       634,500  

5 Fuel  19 Gal 3500                         66,500  

6 16mm ǾM.S bars  0.74 Ton  850000                       629,000  

7 6mm stirrup @4.5"c/c 0.05 Ton  800000                         40,000  

8 Binding Wire 15 lb 833                         12,495  

9 4"x4" H-Beam 96 Rft 5000                       480,000  

10 5"x2" U-Channel 170 Rft 4000                       680,000  

11 
4"x2" U-Channel 
Rafter 

120 Rft 2500                       300,000  

12 2"x2" Hollow purlin 644 Rft 1000                       644,000  

13 4 Angle Sheet 132 No 18000                    2,376,000  

14 G.I plain sheet 224 Rft 1000                       224,000  

15 Roofing Nail 11.6 viss 3500                         40,600  

16 Ready Mixed Paint  6 gal 70000                       420,000  

17 Putty  3.5 lb 2000                           7,000  

18 Brush 6 No 2500                         15,000  

  Total Materials                       12,110,935  

  Labor         

1 Mason  77 No 8000                       616,000  

2 Steel fixer 12 No 8000                         96,000  

3 Carpenter  34 No 8000                       272,000  

4 Painter 5 No 8000                         40,000  

5 Worker 264 No 5000                    1,320,000  

6 Machine driver 6 No 5000                         30,000  

  Total Labor                         2,374,000  

  Total cost of Material & Labor                      14,484,935  

  Transporting Charge of Labor & Materials                      1,000,000  

  Total Including Transport                      15,484,935  

  Commercial Tax      7%                    1,083,945  

  Total Including Tax                        16,568,880  

  Physical Contingency     10%                    1,656,888  

    
Grand 
Total  

                    18,225,768  

  USD     1360 $13,401 
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4. Construction of Bridge 

Table A6.12:Bill of Quantity - Construction of Bridge4 

No. Particulars Quantity Unit Rate MK Total Cost MK 

  Material         

1 Cement  135.65 Bag 6800 922,420 

2 Sand  4.41 Sud 22000 97,020 

3 Brick  11423 No 157 1,793,411 

4 Chipping  3.18 Sud 70500 224,190 

5 6"~9" stone  4.05 Sud 57500 232,875 

6 Fuel  5.64 Gal 2500 14,100 

7 19mm (3/4)"ǾM.S bars  0.85 Ton 525000 446,250 

8 Binding Wire 16.2 Lb 833 13,495 

9 Jungle wood scantling  0.36 Ton 700000 252,000 

10 5-Plywood  104.27 Sft 600 62,562 

11 Nail  2.27 Viss 3000 6,810 

12 Ready Mixed Paint 1.01 Gal 20000 20,200 

13 Putty  0.42 Lb 2000 840 

14 Paint brush  2 No  2500 5,000 

15 Sand Paper  1 No 1800 1,800 

  Sub-total materials       4,092,973 

  Labor         

1 Mason  54.2 No 8000 433,600 

2 Carpenter  16.32 No 8000 130,560 

3 Smith (Steel fixer) 12.15 No 8000 97,200 

4 Painter  3 No 8000 24,000 

5 Worker  137.85 No 5000 689,250 

6 Machine driver  2 No 5000 10,000 

7 Construction of temporary bund 1 
Ring 
Bund 

30000 30,000 

8 Hiring charges for water pump  1   180000 180,000 

9 
Transporting for Materials & 
Labours 

1 package 100000 100,000 

  Sub-total Labor       1,694,610 

   Total cost of Materials & Labor Charges    5,787,583 

  Commercial Tax      7% 405,131 

  Total Including Tax       6,192,713 

  Physical Contingency     10% 619,271 

  Total All       6,811,985 

    1$= MK 

 

1360 $5,009 
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5. Construction of Fence on Farm 

 

Table A6.13:Bill of Quantity - Fence on Farm 

No. Particulars Quantity Unit Rate MK Total Cost MK 

  Material         

1 Cement  278.59 Bag         8,000         2,228,720  

2 Sand  6.93 Sud       25,000            173,250  

4 chipping  13.87 Sud       70,500            977,835  

5 Readymade Concrete post  798 No         4,000         3,192,000  

6 Hard wood  29.4 Ton     900,000       26,460,000  

7 Nail 190.25 Viss         3,000            570,750  

8 Steel wire mesh (40' x 5 ') 200 Sheet        35,000         7,000,000  

9 Ready mixed paint  23.58 Gal        20,000            471,600  

10 Putty 48.58 Lb         2,000              97,160  

11 Paint Brush  61 No         2,500            152,500  

12 Ready-made Fence gate  72 Sft         4,000            288,000  

  Total Materials            41,611,815  

  Labor          

1 Mason  62.07 No         8,000            496,560  

2 Carpenter  420 No          7,823         3,285,660  

3 Painter  60.72 No         6,000            364,320  

4 Worker  349.79 No         4,500         1,574,055  

  Total Labor              5,720,595  

  Total cost of Material & Labor           47,332,410  

  Commercial Tax      7%        3,313,269  

  Total Including Tax            50,645,679  

  Contingency     10%        5,064,568  

  Total ALL            55,710,247  

  Grand Total (USD)             1,360  $40,963 
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6. Farm machinery 

 

Table A6.14:Cost of Farm Machinery for Chepa seed farm 

No. Item Description Quantity 
Unit price 

$ 
Total cost 

($) 

1 Tractor 75 HP 1     23,000         23,000  

2 
Rotary-vator, disc, 
harrow, blade 

7 disc, 18 disc 1       9,000           9,000  

3 Transplanter 
Rotary, forced 
planting, 6 cm x 30 cm 

1     15,400         15,400  

4 Transporter   1       3,500           3,500  

5 Boom sprayer 
Tank cap:300 l Spray 
width 8 m 

1       1,950           1,950  

6 Dumper truck 2 ton, diesel 1     10,000         10,000  

  Total               62,850  

  Contingency (10%)   10%            6,285  

  Grand Total              69,135  

Note. Includes tax of 5% 
     

7. Seed Processing Equipment 

 

Table A6.15:Cost of  Seed Processing Equipment for Chepa seed farm 

No. Item Description Number 
Unit price 

$ 
Total cost 

($) 

1 
Seed cleaner & grading 
machine (small 
capacity) 

approx. 300-
600kg/hour 

1     19,000         19,000  

2 
Colour sorting machine 
for multiple grains 

1 to 2 t per hr 
(CAMSORT PLUS 

360) 
1     25,000         25,000  

3 Grain moisture meter 
Moisture range 8% to 

25% 
1       1,000           1,000  

4 Seed dryer   Capacity 5 t, diesel 1       6,150           6,150  

5 Paddy thresher 33 hp 1       3,800           3,800  

6 Seed coating machine   1       3,000           3,000  

7 Bean thresher    1       1,615           1,615  

8 Vacuum seed seal    1       2,308           2,308  

9 
Meteorological 
instruments 

one set  1       2,000           2,000  

10 Seed lab equipment one set  1     19,231         19,231  

11 Soil pH meter   1          150              150  

  Total              83,254  

  Contingency (10%)   10%            8,325  

  Grand Total       91,579 

Note Includes tax of 5% 
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8. Cost of Other Items  

 

Table A6.16:Cost of other Items for Chepa seed farm 

No. Item Description Number 
Unit 
price $ 

Total cost 
($) 

1 Transformer 100 KV 1   15,000      15,000  

2 Laptop, projector & accessories   1    1,500       1,500  

3 Topographic survey acre 70       45       3,150  

  Total           19,650  

  Contingency (10%) 10%           1,965  

  Grand Total             21,615  

Note. Includes tax of 5% 
     

B. Cost of Crop Production 

 

1. Cost of Production of Rice and Other Crops 

3. Crop budgets for rice and dryland crops for the current situation at Chepa seed farm are 
shown in the tables below. 
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Table A6.17:Cost of Production for Paddy Chepa seed farm(2015-2016) 

 

  

Sr No Description Unit No: of unit unit cost Total cost 

(kyat)

Totla cost ( 

$)

1 Nursery stage 30000 23

Manure application man/day 1 4000 4000 3

Ploughing  (hand tractor) round 1 8000 8000 6

Land leveling (animal) One pair of 

bullock
1 6000 6000 5

seed bed preparation / burnt 

husk apply &Seeding man/day 5 2000 10000 8

water control /fertilizer appication man/day 1 2000 2000 2

0 0

2 Planting &  Post harvest 273500 210

Ploughing (Tractor) round 1 16000 16000 12

Ploughing ( Hand Tractor) round 1 8000 8000 6

Leveling One pair of 

bullock

1 6000 6000 5

preparing plot boundary acre 1 6000 6000 5

uprooting seedling package 1 15000 15000 12

Tranplanting package 1 35000 35000 27

water managing package 1 7000 7000 5

weeding man/day 10 2000 20000 15

Fertilizer application time 3 2500 7500 6

Spraying time 2 1500 3000 2

roughing man/day 25 4000 100000 77

Harvesting & threshing package 1 35000 35000 27

Tranport,drying,cleaning,packaging package 1 15000 15000 12

3 Input 106000 82

Seed  basket 1 10000 10000 8

Urea bag 1 20000 20000 15

compound fertilizer bag 1 36000 36000 28

Pesticide (phuradon & acephate) package 1 15000 15000 12

Herbicide package 5 2000 10000 8

manure & burnt huskapplication bullock cart 1.5 10000 15000 12

Total Cost of Production  per acre 409500 315

Total Cost of Production per hectar 1011465 778
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2. Cost of Production of Dry Land Crops 

 

Table A6.18:Cost of Production for Dryland Crops (includes Greengram and Black 
Sesame) (2015-2016) 

 

  

Sr No Description Unit No: of unit unit cost Total cost 

(kyat)

Total cost 

US$

1 Hiring price 

Ploughing ( machine) Acre 1 10000 10000 8

Harrowing ( machine) Acre 1 5000 5000 4

Line up & cover ( animal) Acre 1 4000 4000 3

Thining (animal) Acre 1 3000 3000 2

Mounting (animal) Acre 1 3000 3000 2

19

2 Labor cost 1

land cleaning & burning Acre 1 8000 8000 6

seeding Acre 1 6000 6000 5

Thining Acre 1 4000 4000 3

Weeding man/day 2 8000 16000 12

fertilizer application man/day 1 4000 4000 3

chemical spraying man/day 2 2500 5000 4

roughing man/day 3 8000 24000 18

Harvest Acre 1 15000 15000 12

Threshing Acre 1 4000 4000 3

Drying , cleaning Acre 1 4000 4000 3

69

3 Input

Seed Pyi 4 2500 10000 8

Compound fertilizer bag 1 35000 35000 27

Pesticide liter 0.5 10000 5000 4

Fungicide ( seed treating) package 4 2500 10000 8

46

Total Cost of Production  per acre 175000 135

Total Cost of Production per hectar 432250 333
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C. Seed Laboratory Equipment List 
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ANNEX 7. RESETTLEMENT PLAN 
 

A. Resettlement Screening 

 

Chepa Seed Farm Subproject - LAR Screening 
 
The following checklists are to be used in the identification and selection of subprojects for 
implementation. The objective of the checklists is to ensure that only Category B or C 
subprojects (SP) are selected according to project selection criteria. 
 
 Table A7.1: Involuntary Resettlement Impact Categorization Checklist 

 
Involuntary Resettlement Effects Yes No 

Not 

Known 

Not 

Applicable  

Remarks 

1.  Will the activity require permanent or 

temporary land acquisition? 

 X    

2.  Is the site and land needed for acquisition 

known? 

   X No new land acquired 

3.  Is the ownership status and current usage 

of land to be acquired known? 

   X No new land acquired 

4.  Is the area of land required from each 

affected HH known? 

   X No new land acquired 

5.  Will land be acquired involuntarily?   X   No new land acquired 

6.  Will land be acquired voluntarily?  X   No new land acquired 

7.    Will easement be utilized within an 

existing Right of Way (ROW)? 

   X No new land acquired 

8. 1 Was any facility constructed recently on 

new land in anticipation of obtaining 

further assistance for the facility from this 

ADB project? 

 X   No new land acquired 

9.  Was the land acquired legally under 

Myanmar Law? (unknown = No) 

X    No new land acquired 

10.  Are there any outstanding complaints 

about the land used or acquired for the 

existing facilities? 

 X   No new land acquired 

11.  Will the activity require permanent or 

temporary relocation or displacement of 

any people (titled or non-titled)? 

 X   No new land acquired 

12.  Are there any non-titled people 

(squatters) who live at the site or within 

the COI / Right of Way / public land? 

 X   No new land acquired 
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Involuntary Resettlement Effects Yes No 

Not 

Known 

Not 

Applicable  

Remarks 

13.  Will there be any loss of housing or 

accommodation or other residential 

structures?  

 X   No new land acquired 

14.  Will there be any loss of residential land?  X   No new land acquired 

15.  Will there be any loss of vegetable 

gardens or agricultural plots?  

 X   No new land acquired 

16.  Will there be any losses of crops, fruit 

trees or private structures? 

 X   No new land acquired 

17.  Will there be loss of income sources and 

means of livelihoods due to land 

acquisition? 

 X   No new land acquired 

18.  Will any small or informal businesses 

have to be moved or closed temporarily 

or permanently? 

 X   No new land acquired 

19.  Will there be temporary or permanent 

loss of employment as a result of the 

closure of any businesses resulting from 

the renovation? 

 X   No new land acquired 

  

20.  Will people lose access to natural 
resources, communal facilities and 
services? 

 X   No new land acquired 

21.   If land use is changed, will it have an 
adverse impact on social and economic 
activities? 

 X   No new land acquired 

22.  Will access to land and resources owned 
communally or by the state be restricted? 

 X   No new land acquired 

  Information on Displaced Persons: 

23.  Any estimate of the likely number of persons that will be 
displaced by the Project?             [  ]   No       [X  ]   Yes    
If yes, approximately how many? 
_______None_______________ 
 

  

24.  Are any of them poor, female-heads of households, or 
vulnerable to poverty risks?            [X ]   No       [  ]   Yes 

  

25.  Are any displaced persons from indigenous or ethnic minority 
groups?                                [ X ]   No       [  ]   Yes    
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B. Indigenous Peoples Screening 

 

Chepa seed farm IP/EG Screening 
 

. Screening Form for Impacts on Ethnic Groups          

Key concerns (Please provide elaborations on the remarks 
column) 

Yes No Not 
Known 

Not 
Applicable 

Remarks 

A Indigenous People Identification          

1 Are there socio-cultural groups present in or use the project area 
who may be considered as “tribes” (hill tribes, schedules tribes, 
tribal peoples), “minorities” (ethnic or national minorities), or 
“indigenous communities” in the project area?   

 X    No IP or EMG in SP 
area or impacted by 
SP. 

2 Are there national or local laws or policies as well as 
anthropological researches/studies that consider these groups 
present in or using the project area as belonging to “ethnic 
minorities”, schedules tribes, tribal peoples, national minorities, 
or cultural communities?   

    X Not applicable 

3 Do such groups self-identify as being part of a distinct social and 
cultural group? 

    X  

4 Do such groups maintain collective attachments to distinct 
habitats or ancestral territories and/or to the natural resources in 
these habitats and territories? 

    X  

5 Do such groups maintain cultural, economic, social and political 
institutions distinct from the dominant society and culture? 

    X  

6 Do such groups speak a distinct language or dialect?     X  

7 Has such groups been historically, socially and economically 
marginalized, disempowered, excluded, and/or discriminated 
against? 

    X  

8 Are such groups represented as “Indigenous peoples” or as 
“ethnic minorities” in any formal decision-making bodies at the 
national or local levels? 

    X  

B Identification of Potential Impacts 
  

9 Will the project directly or indirectly benefit or target indigenous 
peoples? 

 X     

10 Will the project directly or indirectly affect indigenous peoples’ 
traditional socio-cultural and belief practices? (e.g. child-rearing, 
health, education, arts, and governance) 

 X     

11 Will the project affect the livelihood systems of indigenous 
peoples? (e.g. food production, system, natural resource 
management, crafts and trade, employment status) 

 X    There are no IP/EMs 
in SP area and none 
are seed farm clients 

12 Will the project be in an area (land or territory) occupied, owned, 
or used by indigenous peoples, and/or claimed as ancestral 
domain? 

 X      

C Identification of Special Requirements 
Will the project activities include:  

13 Commercial development of the cultural resources and 
knowledge of indigenous peoples? 

 X      
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14 Physical displacement from traditional or customary lands?  X      

15 Commercial development of natural resources (such as minerals, 
hydrocarbons, forests, water, hunting or fishing grounds) within 
customary lands under use that would impact the livelihoods or 
the cultural, ceremonial, spiritual uses that define the identity and 
community of indigenous peoples? 

 X      

16 Establishing legal recognition of rights to lands and territories 
that are traditionally owned or customarily used, occupied or 
claimed by indigenous peoples? 

 X      

17 Acquisition of lands that are traditionally owned or customarily 
used, occupied or claimed by indigenous peoples? 

 X      

 
 Anticipated project impacts on Indigenous Peoples Anticipated positive effect Anticipated negative 

effect 
  Subproject activity 

1    N/A  N/A 

 
 

a. B. Project Data  

b. Country/Project 
No./Project Title 

c. : Myanmar - Climate-Friendly Agribusiness Value Chain Sector Project 

 d.   

e. Department/ Division f.  Southeast Asia Department/ Environment, Natural Resources and Agriculture 
Division(SERD) 

g. Processing Stage h. : Interim 

i. Modality j.   

[   ] Project Loan     [   ] Program Loan  [   ] Financial Intermediary      [   ] General Corporate Finance 
 
[  x ] Sector Loan          [   ] MFF [   ] Emergency Assistance [   ] Grant         [ ] Other        

C. Indigenous Peoples Category                     

 [      ] New      [      ] Re-categorization ― Previous Category [  X   ] 

[    ] Category A [    ]Category B [  X ]Category C {     ]Category FI 

D.  Project requires the broad community support of  
  affected Indigenous Peoples communities. 

         [     ]Yes  [  X   ]   No 

E.  Comments 
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ANNEX 8. INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION 
 
This is provided as a separate document. 
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ANNEX 9. SOCIAL AND GENDER IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND GENDER ACTION PLAN 
 

A. Introduction 

1. This annex contains findings of the social analysis carried out with staff of Chepa seed 
farm and associated seed growers during December 2016 in Shwebo.  

2. An assessment of the social, poverty and gender dimensions of Chepa village and 
community is presented here. 

i. Subproject Beneficiaries 

 
Table A9.1:List of staff at Chepa seed farm 

Sr. Name Gender Designation 

1 U Min Swe Male Seeds Farm Manager/ 
Deputy Staff Officer 

2 Daw Tin Moe New Female Deputy Staff Officer 

3 Daw Swe Mar Win Htike Female Assistant Staff Officer 

4 U Myo Khant Male Deputy Asst. Staff 
Officer 

5 Daw Nu Nge Female Deputy Asst. Staff 
Officer 

6 U Win Myint Mg Male Clerk 

 

3. From the total number of DOA staff working at the seed farm, three are women 
designated as technical staff. 

4. The following is a list of seed growers who obtain rice seed both from Chepa seed farm 
(and also from Yay Oo Seed Farm). Of the 33 seed growers, three are women farmers. Two 
farmers in Min Kone village (of Min Kone village tract) have relatively large areas for rice seed 
cultivation: 30 acres and 20 acres respectively and obtain seed from Chepa seed farm. From 
Chepa village, there are 3 farmers who obtain seed from Chepa seed farm and have 10 acres; 5 
acres and 5 acres respectively for rice seed cultivation. Seven farmers in Chepa village itself, 
who are not members of the SGA also currently purchase seed from Chepa seed farm. 

Table A9.2:List of Seed Growers Association members and their Shwebo Paw San 
cultivated acre in Shwebo (December 2016) 

Planned production of Registered Seed to Certified Seed in 7 villages of 7 Village Tracts 

Sr. 
Village 
Tract 

Village 
Name 

Name of 
Farmer 

Type of 
Seed 

(Monsoon 
Rice) 

# of Acres 
for seed 

cultivation 
(CS) 

Contact 
number 

Source of 
registered seed 

1 
Min 
Kone 

Min 
Kone 

U Chit 
Thein 

Shwebo- 
Paw San 

30 
09- 776735922; 

09- 2100887 
Chepa seed farm 

2 ။ Min 
Kone 

U Soe 
Tint 

။ 20 09- 527685; 09-
974603896 

။ 

Total (2) Farmers from Min Kone village 50     

3 
Aung 
Chan 
Thar 

Aung 
Chan 
Thar 

U Win 
Bo 

Shwebo- 
Paw San 

10 
09- 973217555 

Yay Oo Seed 
Farm 
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4 ။ ။ U Tun 
Po 

။ 10 
09- 253205312 

။ 

5 ။ ။ U Win 
Mar 

။ 5 
  

။ 

6 ။ ။ U Thein 
Ko 

။ 5 
  

။ 

7 ။ ။ U Kyi 
Lwin 

။ 5   ။ 

8 ။ ။ U Tint ။ 4 
  

။ 

9 ။ ။ U Tin 
Win 

။ 4 
  

။ 

10 ။ ။ U Thet 
Naing 

။ 3 09- 975829867 ။ 

11 ။ ။ U Khin 
Mg Swe 

။ 3   ။ 

12 ။ ။ U Mya 
Win 

။ 3   ။ 

13 ။ ။ 
U Tin 
Mg 
Myint 

။ 5   ။ 

14 ။ ။ U 
MinMin 

။ 3 
  

။ 

15 ။ ။ U Win 
Cho 

။ 4 
  

။ 

16 ။ ။ Daw 
Khin Win 

။ 3   ။ 

17 ။ ။ 
Daw 
Cho 
Htay 

။ 3   
Yay Oo Seed 

Farm 

Total (15) Farmers from Aung Chan Thar 
village 

70     

18 
Bone 
Bwe 

Bone 
Bwe 

U Soe 
Win 

Shwebo- 
Paw San 

5 09- 791373292 
Yay Oo Seed 

Farm 

Total (1) Farmer from Bone Bwe village 5     

19 Chepa Chepa 
U Zaw 
Oo 

Shwebo- 
Paw San 

5 09- 791247858 
Yay Oo Seed 

Farm 

20 ။ Chepa 
U Aung 
Myint 

။ 10 09- 975506823 ။ 

21 ။ Chepa 
U Than 
Maung 

။ 10 09- 975827955 Chepa seed farm 

22 ။ Chepa 
U Soe 
Myint 

။ 5 
           09- 

962282300;                 
09- 400519300 

။ 

23 ။ Chepa U Tun ။ 5 09- 792207445 ။ 

  Total (5) Farmers from Chepa village 35     

24 
Myin 
Chin 

Zee 
Gone 

U Shwe 
Maung 

Shwebo- 
Paw San 

16 09- 96961098 
Yay Oo Seed 

Farm 
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25 ။ Zee 
Gone 

U Soe 
Naing 

။ 3 09- 789369701   

26 ။ Zee 
Gone 

U Phoe 
Kan 

။ 5 09- 789369772   

27 ။ Zee 
Gone 

U Aung 
Myint 
Naing 

။ 1   
Yay Oo Seed 

Farm 

  Total (4) Farmers from Zee Kone village 25     

28 
Khon 
Taung 

Gyi 

Khon 
Taung 

Gyi 

U Soe 
Naing 

Shwebo- 
Paw San 

5 09- 33399022 
Yay Oo Seed 

Farm 

29 ။ ။ U Min 
Oo 

။ 5 09- 79273500 ။ 

30 ။ ။ U Min 
Htay 

။ 5 09- 792735113 ။ 

31 ။ ။ 
Daw 
Sandar 
Win 

။ 5   ။ 

32 ။ ။ U Min 
Lwin 

။ 5   ။ 

  
Total (5) Farmers from Khon Taung Gyi 

village 
25     

33 
Ta 

Khon 
Tine 

Ta 
Khon 
Tine 

U Aung 
Myint 

Shwebo- 
Paw San 

15 09- 780738377 
Yay Oo Seed 

Farm 

  (1) Farmer from Ta Khon Tine village 15     

  
Sub-
Total 

7 
Village 
Tracts 

(33) SGA member- 
farmers from 7 

Villages 
225 Total acreage for seed production 

 
Note: SGA = Seed Growers Association 
 

 

B. Chepa (North) village (Chepa Village Tract), Shwebo Township 

5. From mixed gender discussions and interviews with key informants such as village 
leaders, members of community-based organizations and farmers, the following information 
describing the local community was obtained:  

 
1. Key characteristics:6 

 

• Name of village tract: Chepa 

• Name of village: Chepa (North) 

• Total number of female-headed households in village: 15 

• Total number of households in village: 480 households 

                                                
6Data transmitted to PPTA Local Social Development Specialist by beneficiaries and village head on 30 November 
2016 
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• Total number of houses (buildings) in village: 450  

• Total number of farmers in village: approximately 200 

• Range of farm size: minimum   1 acre; maximum 60 acres 

• Total number of disabled people in village: 5 

• Migration: 18 people have out-migrated from the village 

• Ethnicity of target beneficiary group: all are Burman. No ethnic minority households 

• Religion: all Buddhist 

• List of crops cultivated: (1) Rice cultivation (Shwebo Paw San), (2) Pale Thwe, Shwe 

Wah Tun rice cultivation; (3) greengram; (4) Sesame 

 

6. Regarding the administrative and governance structure, Chepa is made up of four 
villages as follows (1) Chepa (South) village; (2) Chepa (North) village; (3) Mae Taw village; and 
(4) Ngar Suu village.  Currently,10 people have out migrated to Yangon and Mandalay: 3 men 
and 1 woman migrated to Thailand; 1 man migrated to Russia; 1 man plus 2 women went to 
Singapore.  

7. One female villager has received a government scholarship to study in Japan. 

2. Road access 

8. The access road to the village is considered to be in very good condition and the village 
is located close to Chepa seed farm at approximately 5 minutes drive by car or motorbike during 
both the rainy and dry season. The village is located about 10-15 minutes drive from Shwebo 
Township by motorbike or car.  

3. Source of household income 

9. The main source of household income in the village is from agriculture or rice cultivation. 
The sources include: (1) rice cultivation/ farming; (2) weaving, (3) small trading (4) casual work, 
(5) sewing, and (6) civil service employment.  

10. Estimated average monthly household income is between 80,000 - 100,000 kyats per 
month. The average number of days worked in casual employment per year is a total of 105 
days. Interviewed households reported that a few households need to borrow money from 
relatives, friends or neighbors because of low income levels, lack of resources and lack of 
employment opportunities.  

4. Work profiles in agriculture 

11. The following table illustrates which agricultural tasks are generally carried out by men 
and women in the area. The gender division of labor is quite fluid with many tasks 
interchangeable between men and women, and only land preparation and the feeding of large 
animals are principally the responsibility of men. 

 
Table A9.3: Agricultural Task Responsibility 

Tasks done by men Tasks done by 
women 

Tasks done by 
children 

Task done by both 
men and women 

Ploughing Weeding Collecting cow dung Harvesting 

Feeding cow Transplanting Pulling groundnuts 
from roots 

Spraying pesticides 

Spraying pesticides Collecting beans Sometimes harvesting  

Fertilizer application Harvesting   

Digging out plant roots Broadcasting seeds   
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Carrying farm products 
to the house 

Fertilizer application   

Selling farm products Spraying pesticides 
(about 2 or 3 times) 

  

 Drying harvested 
crop 

  

 
5. Type of household assets 

12. The following table indicates the type of household asset owned by the farmers. 
Motorbikes mobile phones and TV sets are common, while the amount and type of farm 
machinery and equipment is very limited. 

Table A9.4:Household Assets 
Item No. farmers 

Brick house 100 

Car 15 households own a car 

Motorcycle Approximately 450 households 

Rice mill 2  

Large Tractor 2  

Hand Tractor 160 households 

Trailer 25 

Harvester 8 hhs 

Thresher 1 hh 

Owning Grocery shop 15 hhs 

TV Owned by approximately 320 families 

Mobile phone 480 households 

Refrigerator 120 households 

Radio 25 households 

 

6. Membership of organizations and government assistance 

13. There are a few village-level organizations in the community. In the village, PACT 
Myanmar is present; a women’s self-help group has been formed; a village administration 
committee was formed under the local governance structure, and one social welfare association 
also exists.  

14. For this village, the government provided some financial resources for village road 
construction, however, the actual total expenditure was considerably more. All villagers 
therefore contributed both financially and with their labor in road construction. The PACT Global 
Microfinance Fund in Myanmar (PACT Myanmar INGO) has been actively supporting the village 
with microcredit programs in the village. 

7. List of Community Based Organizations in the village 

 

Table A9.5:Community Based Organizations in the Village 
Type of CBO Males Females 

Village Elders Group 6 0 

Agriculture and Livestock Association 5 0 

Women’s Group 1 5 

Village Youth Association 5 0 

Village Administration Committee 40 0 

Electricity committee 1 0 
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8. Access to credit in the village 

15. Usually, farmers received and take out small loans from three sources, (i) Myanmar 
Agriculture Bank (MAB) (ii) Myanmar Aww Bar company, (iii) PACT Myanmar. Most of the 
respondents reported that the loan repayment period is very short - only 6 months.  

16. A farmer can receive up to MK15,000 (1.5 lakh) from MAB at 0. 75 % interest rate; a MK 
450,000 (3 lakh) loan from Myanmar Aww Bar company at 2.5% interest rate as working capital 
for seasonal cropping, usually less than 6 months. 

 
9. Sources of water and water availability in the village 

17. The main sources of water for the village are from the Thone Ma Wa dam, through the 
Hla Taw irrigation water pumping branch canal, and from rainfall. In the summer season, there 
is also water from some village tubewells and small ponds. There is usually sufficient drinking 
water and domestic water throughout the year.  

10. Crop Production 

18. The main crops grown both during the monsoon season and in summer is Shwebo Paw 
San paddy. The other varieties of paddy crops cultivated are Pale Thwe, Shwe Wah Htun, etc. 
In this area, there is no significant cultivation of other cash crops. 

19. The challenges faced by men and women in agriculture production are: access to quality 
seeds, access to markets, systematic or advanced organic rice and crop cultivation techniques 
and methods, etc. Climate change impacts, lack of investment for storage, and instability of 
price for farm products are still challenging.  

11. Household Investment and expenditure-related decision making 

20. There is joint responsibility for purchasing household assets. Purchasing farm inputs and 
vehicles is mainly men’s decision. For starting a business, it is mainly men’s decision. Family 
food preparation and managing household expenditure is mainly decided by women, and 
decisions concerning children’s education and social affairs are done jointly.  

12. Main access to and control over productive resources 

21.  Men are considered to have greater access and control over resources such as land, 
money, training / technology, etc. Regarding income from farm production, both the husband 
and wife are considered to have control.  

13. Agricultural labor / construction work / employment in construction work / 

machinery use 

22. In this village male and female agricultural laborers do not receive equal pay for equal 
work. The daily rate for men is MK 5,000 per day and for women it is MK 4,000 per day. Women 
are mostly involved in weaving cloth and micro-business. Rural road repair work is voluntary, 
but women also participate.  

14. Access to skills training 

23. In this village, there are three people who cannot read or write. At the same time, there 
are a total of 110 university graduates – 70 are female graduates and 40 male graduates. The 
following list indicates the type of training men and women have received in recent years: 
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Table 13 - Access to Skills Training 
Subject Number of Men Subject Number of Women 

First Aid training 2 First Aid training 3 

Demonstration plot training 5   

 

24. Farmers reported that some agricultural extension officers from MOALI visit every year, 
however it is very rare for them to come inside the village and the visits are mainly for 
monitoring the paddy fields which are located along the road. The farmers would like the 
extension officers to visit their farms/ paddy fields and provide some advice and suggestions on 
their farming systems; pests control methods, and production methods.  

 

15. Recommended Training Needs for Men and Women 

Table A9.6:Recommended Training Needs for Men and Women 

 Type of Training Men Women 

1 Plant Protection and Pest Control X  
2 Proper use of Fertilizer, and pesticide usage X  
3 Land Utilization X  
4 Producing Certified quality seeds X  
5 Market Linkages   
6 Farm Machinery and operations X  
7 Gender Awareness and Development concepts X X 
8 Proposal writing, reporting and recording meeting minutes MK X X 
9 Organizational Development and CBOs functioning X X 
10 Income generation and Livelihoods  X 
11 Agriculture production  X 

 

25. The recommendations to improve the current situation are to improve women’s role and 
participation in community-based organizations and village administration committee. To 
provide gender awareness, gender equality and agricultural related trainings.  

 
16. Laws and regulations related to property and land ownership 

26. Regarding land ownership, the land title is in the name of the husband alone. It was felt 
that women were treated fairly regarding land and household assets following the husband’s 
death or after separation. Regarding inheritance rights of children, the youngest child who was 
living with the parents receives a greater share of the inheritance.  

27. For taking out a bank loan, men frequently take out bank loans without the need for the 
wife’s signature. 

17. Poverty 

28. Generally, most farmers are in debt and poor farmers are locked into a debt cycle. The 
reasons for requiring loans are for seasonal rice cultivation, buying fertilizers and pesticides. 
The average size of household debt is between MK300,000 to MK1.5 million. Poor households 
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find it very difficult to pay back loans within short periods of time and seek resources elsewhere 
to repay loans. 

18. Vulnerability and inclusion 

29. Regarding services and village infrastructure, the village has easy access to primary 
health care services at the rural health center. There is also a primary school for 100 children. 

19. Gender-based and domestic violence  

30. There were reportedly no cases of gender-based violence in the village. 

20. Climate Change 

31. The focus group participants were of the opinion that the climate today was different 
from that of a few years ago. In 2015-2016 there was unusually heavy rain which led to a loss in 
crop production. During the pre-monsoon period, the village pond dried out which caused 
shortages in drinking water.  

21. Identified Challenges/ Problems 

 

Table A9.7:Identified Challenges and Problems 
No. Problems Who faced Recommendation or 

coping strategies 

1 Reduced rice productivity because of 
pests 

farmers Require technical 
support from DOA 

2 Unable to store farm products farmers  
3 Narrow road space for transporting farm 

products from the fields 
Farmers Carry by motor bike 

4 Not enough water for summer rice 
cultivation  

farmers  

5 Lack of sufficient credit for farmers  Provide microcredit 
loan with long term 

6 Lack of knowledge and technical support 
for pest control and pesticide usage 

 Provide training 

 

32. The establishment of a seed bank was recommended including provision of regular 
technical support and monitoring.  
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C. Gender Action Plan (GAP) 

Project outputs Gender activities/actions Performance 
indicators/targets 

Gender Objectives  
1.1 Ensure critical 
agribusiness VC 
infrastructure is 
responsive to the 
needs of women and 
men 
 
 
 
1.2 Enhance income 
generating 
opportunities for 
women 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.1.1 Involve women and women’s 
organization representatives actively and 
meaningfully in each individual event for all 
consultations and planning activities related to 
improvement and climate resiliency of critical 
infrastructure supported by the project. 
This would mean paying attention to the 
following aspects: convenient time, adequate 
venue, information sharing with visual 
aids/illustrations, having female facilitators, 
child care arrangements even if informal during 
meetings, etc. 
 
1.2.1 Ensure women benefit from jobs created 
by the project related to infrastructure 
construction/rehabilitation as well as operation 
and maintenance. 
This would mean that information about such 
employment opportunities will be 
communicated through adequate channels to 
reach out women in the communities. Core 
labor standards will be complied with (equal 
pay for work of equal value, no child labor) for 
all civil works related to the project. 
Other measures that are needed will be taken 
(e.g. child care arrangements even if informal) 
so that interested women can grasp such 
opportunities.  
 
1.2.2 Provide skills enhancement for women in 
infrastructure related construction/rehabilitation 
(e.g. masonry and construction skills), and 
operation and maintenance (e.g. local irrigation 
schemes). 

Female beneficiaries in seed 
farm and rice growers 
association participating in 
most events for planning, 
decision-making, and 
implementation of Feasibility 
Study projects  
Baseline: 0 Target: >50% 
(2023) 
(point of reference: female 
beneficiary population in FS 3: 
4 DOA staff; 3 female farmer 
rice growers) 
 
Target: At least 30% of 
workdays disaggregated by 
skilled/unskilled and type of 
work to be allocated for 
landless/poor women 
Baseline:  
 (point of reference: women’s 
current involvement in similar 
infrastructure-related work)   
 
 
 
At least 30% women trained 
disaggregated by type of 
activity. Baseline: 0 Target: 
30% women  

Gender Objectives 
2.1 Strengthen 
women farmers’ 
(individual and 
member of 
cooperatives) 
involvement along 
climate-friendly 
agribusiness VCs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.1.1 Involve women farmers actively in the 
selection and multiplication of climate-resilient 
crops varieties and build on their local 
knowledge in this area.   
 
2.1.2 Involve women farmers actively and 
meaningfully in each individual event for all 
capacity-building activities (training, 
demonstrations, study tours) supported by the 
project: 
(1) agricultural extension and technical 
capacity-building activities including those 
related to climate change adaptation and 
mitigation; 
(2) training on how to operate and maintain a 
range of agricultural machinery; 
(3) management and business skills training. 
This would mean paying special attention to 

Number and % of women 
farmers involved 
 
 
For 2.1.2 (1) and (3): Women 
are 40% of participants in the 
majority of events (point of 
reference: female population: 3 
female farmers in subproject 
3). 
For (2): (i) Number and 
percentage of women farmers 
trained in each event; (ii) 
women represent 30% of 
increased labor pool of 
individuals who can operate 
agricultural machinery over the 
baseline (Baseline: 0). 
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2.2 Ensure female 
staff benefit from 
capacity-building 
activities related to 
climate-friendly 
agribusiness VCs 
 
 
 
2.3 Institutionalize 
gender 
mainstreaming in the 
climate-friendly 
agribusiness VCs 
sector 

the following aspects: adequate venue, timing, 
duration, way that invitation is being done (not 
to head of household), use of visual aids and 
other illustrated materials, use of female 
facilitators/demonstrators and extension 
agents, child care arrangements even if 
informal, etc. 
 
2.1.3 Strengthen linkages between women run 
small farms/cooperatives and agro-processing 
and agribusiness industry 
 
 
2.1.4 Raise awareness among women 
farmers/women run cooperatives using 
adequate channels about existing credit 
facilities, green financing and required 
formalities to access these 
 
2.1.5 Work with gender focal points to identify 
context-appropriate ways to address burden of 
household and care work for women farmers, 
especially female headed households, which 
prevents them to increasingly participate and 
move up along the VCs. 
 
2.2.1 Ensure relevant female staff participate 
in capacity-building activities that are targeted 
at government officials at national and local 
levels with regard to climate-friendly 
agribusiness VCs. 
 
 
 
2.3.1 At project inception, conduct a gender 
analysis for each of the 4 targeted VCs and 
develop a set of clear recommendations to 
strengthen women farmers’ involvement along 
the different VCs. 
 
2.3.2 Integrate key recommendations from the 
above-mentioned gender analysis of VCs into 
agribusiness policy and other related 
documents prepared under the project. 
This would also mean that gender 
stakeholders (MOALI gender focal points) 
participate in policy committees and meetings. 
 
2.3.3 Integrate a session on gender equality in 
climate-friendly agribusiness VCs (based on 
gender analysis report mentioned above) into 
the training program and awareness raising 
activities for relevant project stakeholders (i.e. 
relevant departments in MOALI, agricultural 
extension officers, local leaders and 
government officials and Gender Focal Points). 

 
 
 
Number and type of activities 
conducted; number and % of 
women-run small 
farms/cooperatives 
participated. 
 
 
Number and type of activities 
conducted; types of 
communication channels and 
materials used.  
 
 
Practical solutions identified 
and integrated in the project. 
 
 
 
30% women participants 
(aggregate).  
 
 
 
 
 
Report prepared with clear 
recommendations based on 
gender analysis of the 4 VCs. 
(Baseline: 0)  
 
 
Key recommendations from 
gender analysis of 4 targeted 
VCs integrated in the draft 
Agribusiness Policy. (Baseline: 
N/A)   
 
 
Number of sessions provided 
on gender equality in climate-
friendly agribusiness VCs; 
target groups; number of 
people trained disaggregated 
by sex. (Baseline: 0) 
 
 
MOALI and sub-national 
Gender Focal Points (province, 
district, village), are well aware 
of the GAP activities 
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2.3.4 Actively involve MOALI and Gender 
Focal Points (province, district, village), as key 
partners in project implementation and 
monitoring, especially for the GAP activities.  
This also entails partnering with local gender 
focal points in facilitating agricultural extension 
and technical capacity-building, awareness-
raising and information sharing targeted at 
farmers including provision of market 
information. 

*See DFR for GAP baselines: ** ToR of International and National Gender Specialists will verify quantitative data for GAP baseline 
and target indicators 

VC = Value Chain 
Project management gender related activities to be implemented by EA/IAs: 

• Appoint gender and safeguards office for EA MOALI; and project gender focal points for IAs from DOA 

• Prepare annual work plans to implement the activities of GAP. 

• Gender consultants (national and international) to be recruited and build capacity of the gender focal points and EA/IA 
staff in gender analysis and mainstreaming, and support GAP implementation, monitoring and reporting. 

• Collect and analyze data disaggregated by gender where relevant and integrate gender sensitive indicators (from the 
DMF and GAP) in the Project Performance Monitoring System. 

• Ensure regular monitoring and reporting (at least semi-annually to ADB) on the progress of GAP implementation. 
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ANNEX 10. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 

A. Background 

1. This Annex presents the economic analysis of the proposed support for the rehabilitation 
and upgrade of the Chepa seed farm in Shwebo Township. The economic analysis follows the 
ADB Guidelines for the Economic Evaluation of Projects, 1997, with the results shown as the 
Economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR), and the Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) and Net Present 
Value (NPV) and a discount rate of 12% representing the Opportunity Cost of Capital (OCC), 
according to ADB requirements.  

B. Methodology 
 
1. Economic impact 

2. The proposed comprehensive package of support to Chepa seed farm will assist all 
aspects of the production of registered seed for rice, oilseeds and pulses both during the 
production phase supporting land preparation, planting, crop management, harvesting and 
transport, and for post-production activities including drying, cleaning, storage and packaging.  
Support for seed testing will allow more timely analysis of seed samples and result in a higher 
quality product.  The outcome will be both an increase in yields, and in increase in the quality of 
the certified seed produced. 

3. Registered seed (RS) produced by Chepa seed farm is distributed to seed growers at a 
set price for bulking up to certified seed which is then in turn supplied to famer producers for the 
production of grains for local consumption and export. The ultimate economic benefit from the 
subproject as a result of an increase in the quantity and quality of certified seed used by the 
producers is the production of a better quality and higher value end product, because it is 
produced from a more consistent and genetically superior seed material with a lower level of 
contamination with weed seeds and rogue strains.  

4. For this economic analysis, the main benefit is the increased marginal value of the crop 
that is grown from the extra supply of certified seed resulting from the increase in the supply of 
registered seed from Chepa seed farm. 

2. Key assumptions 

5. For the economic analysis crop budgets for the four commodities produced by Chepa 
seed farm (Pawsan rice, Sin Akari HYV rice, black sesame and greengram/mung bean) were 
prepared using crop budget input and output data for the seed farm in Shwebo district.  
Economic output prices are based on border parity farm gate prices, which for rice, are based 
on the latest World Bank long term price forecasts for internationally traded commodities, and 
for sesame and greengram local market prices were used representing the long run trend. 
Where necessary the financial prices are converted to economic values through the removal of 
distortions to prices caused by transfer payments, taxes and subsidies, and allowing for a 
shadow value of unskilled labor.    

6. The main assumptions used in the economic analysis are noted as follows. 
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7. The analysis is conducted in local currency (MK) in constant 2016 prices, and where 
necessary a conversion rate of MK1360 = US$1.0 is used to convert foreign costs to local 
currency. 

8. The project period is 25 years. 

9. The cost of agricultural machinery and equipment imported for the project is assumed to 
be free of duty.  Tax is included in the costs at the rate of 7% for civil works, 5% for machinery 
and equipment and 1% for the associated initiatives. Machinery and equipment is assumed to 
have an economic life of 10 years before replacement, other investment in irrigation 
infrastructure and buildings is assumed to have an economic life of 25 years.  A salvage value is 
calculated based on the proportion of the economic life of the equipment remaining at the end of 
the 25-year project period. Costs include 10% contingency for the investment costs for Chepa 
seed farm and 5% for the cost of the associated investment for training and capacity building. 

10. Capital and O&M costs are converted to economic prices by applying conversion factors 
to the traded and non-traded components of the cost and the percentage of skilled and unskilled 
labor for the shadow value unskilled labor involved in agriculture and construction activities, tax 
and duty and inefficiencies in the local costs.  

11. Border parity prices are calculated to rice as this product is included in the World Bank’ 
forecasts for the prices of internationally traded commodities. For the other products (black 
sesame, greengram and chickpea) for which there are no World Bank projections, the local 
representative prices are used adjusted as necessary to represent economic farmgate border 
parity prices.   The financial price of registered seed produced by Chepa seed farm is based on 
the current price for certified seed and with a premium for the better-quality seed produced in 
the future with project situation. 

12. The OCC is taken as 12%, in accordance with ADB guidelines. 

C. Present and Future Situations for Chepa Seed Farm 

 

1. Present Status of the Chepa Seed Farm 

 

13. As described in this report, the current situation at the Chepa seed farm subproject area 
is that the production of registered seed for distribution to seed multiplication growers is 
constrained by the lack of, or poor condition, of the infrastructure, including irrigation and 
drainage canals, farm roads, buildings for seed storage, machinery storage, farm machinery 
and equipment, and post-harvest machinery and equipment.  

2. Present and Future with Project Crop Production and Cropping Patterns 

14. A key objective of the rehabilitation and support to Chepa is to change to a cropping 
pattern in line with developing climate-smart management options for stress prone production 
environments and with a change to the production of sesame and greengram. 

15. Currently, the Chepa seed farm practices two cropping patterns, the first pattern includes 
growing a Paw San rice variety during the monsoon season followed by growing a Sin Akari, 
high yielding variety (HYV), during the summer season. The second cropping pattern includes 
growing Paw San rice during the monsoon season followed with mostly summer HYV paddy 
and a small cultivated area of summer greengram (mungbeans) in fields where the irrigation 
water is controllable, where the field does not get flooded from the summer rice fields. With the 
current cropping pattern, the seed farm mostly focuses on cultivating summer rice seed 
production following the monsoon paddy rather than growing pulses during the winter season.  
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The overall cropping intensity is almost 200%.In the 2015/16 Chepa seed farm’s total production 
of registered paddy seed was recorded as 3,450 baskets, equivalent to 72 t.  In 2016/17 the 
planned production is 87 t of paddy seed. 

16. The current and proposed future cropping patterns are shown in Figure below. 

FigureA10.1.Current and Proposed Cropping Patterns Chepa Seed Farm 

 
Source: Personal communication from Chepa seed farm manager. 

 
17. The farm’s future cropping pattern, having developed the irrigation system and received 
the support of the farm machinery and equipment for crop production and post-harvest 
machinery and equipment including seed testing equipment, can have more emphasis on 
production of oilseed and pulses during the summer season with a switch from summer HYV 
rice to greengram and sesame. This will result in a reduction in the area and production of Sin 
Akari rice seed during the summer season. 

18. The present cropping pattern on the 70 acres (28.33 ha)Chepa seed farm and the 
projected future situation after infrastructure improvements have been made are shown in Table 
A10.1 below.   In the future with project situation the cropping intensity is projected to increase 
to 200%. 

Table A10.1: Present and Future Cropping Patterns Chepa Seed Farm 

  present future present future 

Crop/ season % % ha Ha 

Net cultivable area 
  

28.3 28.3 

acres 
  

70 70 

Monsoon (July-Nov) 
   

  

Paw San rice 87% 87% 24.6 24.6 

Sin Akari rice 13% 13% 3.7 3.7 

Subtotal 100% 100% 28 28.3 
Winter - Summer (Nov-
Jun) 

   
  

Sin Akari rice 90% 0% 25.5 0 

Greengram 0.04% 50% 0.1 14.2 

Black sesame 0%  50% 0 14.2 

Subtotal  1% 100% 0.3 28.3 

Total 190% 200% 53.8 56.7 

Source: Field visits and consultants’ estimates 
   

Crop season Monsoon Winter Summer

a. Current cropping pattern

1. Monsoon paddy & summer paddy Monsoon paddy rice Summer paddy rice

2. Monsoon paddy & summer greengram Monsoon paddy rice Summer greengram

b. Proposed cropping pattern

1. Monsoon paddy & summer sesame Monsoon paddy rice Summer sesame

2. Monsoon paddy & summer greengram Monsoon paddy rice Summer greengram

Jan Feb Mar Apr May JunJul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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3. Incremental Production and Other Benefits 

19. Crop yields.   In the future with project situation crop yields are assumed to increase 
considerably, as a result of the improved infrastructure and machinery and equipment, allowing 
better water management and more timely operations.  A summary of the crops yields for the 
four crops is shown in Table A10.2A10.2.. 

Table A10.2: Chepa Seed Farm Crop Yields 

Crop 
 

Without project Future With project 

 Kg/ha Kg/ha 

Monsoon (Jul-Oct)    

Sin Akari rice   3,100 4,030 

Paw San rice 
 

2,490 3,000 

Winter - Summer (Nov - Jun)     

Sin Akari rice   3,100 4,030 

Greengram 
 

475 808 

Black sesame1 - 605 

Source: Consultants estimates 
 Black sesame is not currently grown on the farm 

20. Incremental production from Chepa seed farm. Combining the cropping pattern with 
the yields per ha in the preceding tables results in the projected incremental increase in the 
production of seed from the farm resulting from the subproject investment due to the increase in 
actual yields and an increase in the quality of the seed produced.  This is summarized in Table 
A10.3 below. Due to the change in the cropping pattern for the summer season from rice to 
greengram and black sesame there is a reduction of the amount of Sin Akari rice seed grown 
during the summer season of 75.56 t per year.  It is assumed that 100% of the crop harvested 
will be certified as registered seed after allowing for a 15% loss from the harvested amount 
during the seed cleaning and drying process. (in the current situation it is assumed to be 10%). 
As a result of the improvement in drying, seed cleaning and sorting process due to the new 
equipment for drying and cleaning there will be a reduction in the percentage output of clean, 
higher quality seed certified seed as a result of the project.7 

Table A10.3: Incremental Increase in Seed from Chepa  Seed Farm 

Product Ton/year Baskets/year 
Ton Registered 

Seed/year 

Paw san rice  12.54 600 10.66 

Sin Akari HYV rice -75.56 -3,615 -64.22 

Greengram 11.44 350 9.72 

Black Sesame 8.58 350 7.29 

Source: Consultants 
 

21. Chepa crop budget input and output prices.  The input and output prices, in financial 
and economic terms for Chepa seed farm is shown in Table. The financial prices reflect the 
current situation with an increase in the output price in the future with project situation in 
recognition of the improved quality of registered seed produced by the farm.  Financial prices 
                                                
7 Improved seed cleaning, sorting and drying equipment to remove contamination, weed seeds and 
reduced moisture content from the drying process is likely to increase the percentage of the weight of 
harvested seed that is loss during processing for sale as certified seed because of the more effective 
cleaning and drying process.  
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are converted to economic prices based on the border parity price for rice and adjustment of 
financial prices by a standard conversion factor of 0.9 for other items. 

Table A10.4: Summary of Chepa Seed Farm Input and Output Crop Prices 
 

 
Constant 2016 economic and financial prices. MK/unit 

 
          Unit Financial Economic 

   

2016 F W/P 2016-025 

Agricultural outputs 
    Crop Sin Akari rice kg 383 478 250 

 
Paw San rice kg 478 718 407 

 
Greengram kg 1,223 1,835 1,101 

 
Black sesame kg 1,633 3,267 1,470 

Agricultural inputs         

Seeds Sin Akari rice kg 478   300 

 
Paw San rice kg 718 

 
488 

 
Greengram kg 1,716 

 
1,544 

  Black sesame kg 2,941   2,647 

Fertilizers Urea kg 400 
 

385 

 
Compound kg 720 

 
695 

 
Manure & rice husk ash cart 10,000 

 
9,000 

Agrochemicals Pesticide kg/lt 15,000 
 

13,500 

 
Herbicide kg/lt 2,500 

 
2,250 

 
Fungicide kg/lt 2,500 

 
2,250 

Mechanisation Plowing (tractor) ha 39,536   35,582 

 
Plowing (hand tractor) ha 19,760 

 
17,784 

 
Levelling (bullock) ha 14,820 

 
13,338 

 
Preparing plot boundary ha 14,820 

 
13,338 

 
Cultivation/harrowing ha 19,760 

 
17,784 

 
Line up and cover ha 9,880 

 
8,892 

 
Thinning (animal) ha 7,410 

 
6,669 

 
Mounting (animal) ha 7,410 

 
6,669 

 
Uprooting seedlings ha 37,050 

 
33,345 

 
Transplanting ha 86,450 

 
77,805 

 
Water management ha 17,290 

 
15,561 

 
Harvesting & threshing ha 86,450 

 
77,805 

 
Transport, drying & cleaning ha 37,050 

 
33,345 

Other Bags (107 lt) each 100 
 

90 

 
Tools & equipment set 10,000 

 
9,000 

Labour Male/female workday 4,000   3,200 

Source: Field data. World Bank price projections. 
    

22. Seed growers incremental certified seed. The incremental production of registered 
seed from Chepa seed farm will be sold and distributed to contact seed growers for bulking up 
to certified seed. The impact of the additional registered seed being propagated and bulked up 
into certified seed by the registered seed growers is dependent on the seeding rate and the 
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yields and certification percentage for their output. The percentage of seed passing the 
certification test for germination, purity, weed seed contamination is assumed to be 72%. The 
loss of product post-harvest due to drying, seed cleaning and storage losses which is assumed 
to be 15% of the harvest.  The resulting increase in certified seed per year produced by the 
seed growers available for uptake by producers is summarised in TableA10.5. 

TableA10.5: Incremental Increase in Certified Seed from Seed Growers 

Product Ton/year Baskets/year 

Paw san rice             304               14,566 

Sin Akari rice (net) -2,096 -100,300 

Greengram 89 3,640 

Sesame 280 8,562 

Source: Consultants 
 

23. Impact on producers.  The incremental increase in the certified seed would in turn 
result in an increased area of crop grown from certified seed and the resultant production.   
Based on the normal seeding rates for rice, sesame and greengram the increased area that 
could be grown from the certified seed is summarized in Table A10.6. 

 

Table A10.6: Increased Area Crop Grown from Certified Seed by Producers 
 

Crop Ton CS Baskets CS 
Seed rate 
(bsk/ac) 

Incremental area grown 
from CS 

    Acre ha 

Paw San rice             304            14,566 1.5 9,710 3,930 

Sin Akari HYV (gain)               97               4,618  1.5       3,078          1,246  

Sin Akari HYV (loss) - 2,193  -  04,919  1.5 -  69,946  -  28,307  

Greengram               89               3,640  0.5     7,280          2,946  

Sesame             280               8,562  0.25        34,250        13,861  

Source: Consultants      
CS = certified seed 
 

4. Benefits 

24. The use of certified seed by the farmer producers will not necessarily result in an 
increase in crop yields as this is also dependent on other crop production factors, such as the 
amount of fertilizer, availability of irrigation, water management, etc.    The use of purer certified 
seed will result in a more consistent product with less contamination of weed seed, rogue 
strains, red rice etc., and therefore giving a higher quality product commanding a higher price. 
The use of certified seed instead of using farmers using their own seed or non-certified seed 
may well result in a higher yield through lesser weed competition and as the use of better quality 
seed may encourage farmers to pay more attention to crop husbandry and for the purpose of 
the analysis it is assumed that there is no increase in production. The approach taken in valuing 
the benefits is to assume a marginal increase in the production price over that of the output of 
crops grown from non-certified seed, (which also allows for an increase in productivity), and the 
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economic benefit is assumed to be average increase in the farm gate product price of 5%.8 This 
benefit is assumed to build-up over several years. 

25. To quantify this incremental benefit, crop budgets for the crops grown from the increased 
supply of seed produced by the seed farms were prepared representative of Shwebo district, 
using economic farmgate prices.  A summary of the gross margin in MK per ha in the current 
and future with project situations is shown in Table A10.7below. The incremental benefit per 
hectare is the increased income assumed to result from the use of certified seed.  To allow for 
the reduction in the supply of certified Sin Akari rice seed resulting from the change in seed 
production for Chepa seed farm from this crop to greengram and black sesame a loss of value 
equal to half of the incremental benefit for improved Sin Akari seed was assumed.  Details of 
the crop budgets are included in the attachments. 

Table A10.7: Summary of Crop Gross Margins for Shwebo District 
 

(At constant 2016 economic prices (MK/ha/crop season)) 

  Economic gross margin / ha Incremental Benefit 
per ha Crops F w/o F w/p 

Monsoon (Jul-Oct) 
   Rice (Sin Akari) 496,627 548,206 51,578 

Rice (Paw san) 925,202 998,703 73,501 

Winter - Summer (Nov - Jun)    
 Greengram 591,643 631,673 40,030 

Black sesame 593,136 641,936 48,800 

Source: Consultants    
 
D. Economic Assessment 

 

1. Benefits 

26. Combining the increased area that is assumed to be grown with certified seed with the 
incremental benefit shows the economic benefit resulting from the projected cropping pattern, 
as is shown in the table below. As can be seem from the table, the incremental benefit at full 
development is MK417.418 million per year, equivalent to $306,925.  

 

Table A10.8: Incremental Economic Benefit for Shwebo District from Certified Seed 
 

Product Incremental area 
Incremental economic 

benefit per area 
Total economic benefit per 

year 

Product acres ha Mk/ha $/ha MK’000/yr US$/yr 

Paw San 9,710 3,930   73,501  $54.05 288,842  2412,384 

Sin Akari (gain)     3,078   1,246     51,578  $37.93       64,258  47,248  

Sin Akari (loss) - 69,946  -  28,307   25,789  $18.96 -   730,005 -  536,768  

                                                
8 There is no empirical evidence of the effect of certified seed on the market price of rice, pulses and oilseed in 

Myanmar, but some international studies have shown the impact of a lower contamination with red rice and weed 
seeds. For example, a study in the US estimated the economic loss due to red rice through yield reduction and 
discounted market price averaged $274/ha.  FAO Technical Paper No 188 Plant Production and Protection 
Technical Paper No. 188 2007 Weedy rices – origin, biology, ecology and control  describes the impact of red rice 
and weed contamination in rice. 
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Green gram    7,280    2,946    40,030  $29.43     117,930  86,713  

Sesame    34,250  13,861     48,800  $35.88     676,394 497,348  

Total 
    

    417,418   306,925 
 

Source: Consultants 
 

27. This benefit will build up relatively quickly after the increased supply certified seed 
becomes available and as the value of a superior product is recognized by the traders and 
exporters. The quantified benefits are based on the use of first generation certified seed only, in 
actual practice farmers will use the subsequent F1 and F2 generation seed as well with a similar 
but reducing benefit.   

2. Capital Costs 

28. The capital investment costs for the Chepa seed farm are $548,124 including a 10% 
contingency, plus an additional $658,592 and for the associated support for seed producers and 
farmers through a range of training and capacity development, as given in the tables below.  
Buildings make up a sizeable portion (53%) of the costs for Chepa seed farm. 

Table A10.9: Summary of Cost Estimates for Chepa seed farm Upgrade 

 
 

Ex Rate 1360 

  Description  Investment Cost 

    Mk'000 US$ 

1. 
Survey, design, bidding process and 
construction supervision  

          44,880.00           33,000  

2. Rehabilitation of irrigation system   
  

 
Main canal lining (2,486 ft, 758 m) 19,864          14,606  

 
Distributary canal lining (4,739 ft, 1,445 m) 19,208          14,124  

 
Cross-drainage structures (19) 4,610            3,390  

 
Pipe outlets (11) 1,036               762  

  
          44,718.93           32,882  

3. Buildings 
  

 
Warehouses and seed storage (2)                93,757  68,939 

 
Seed laboratory              105,127  77,299 

 
Machinery garage (2)                64,452  47,391 

 
Drying ground                35,009  25,742 

 
Training centre                18,226  13,401 

 
Perimeter fence                55,710  40,963 

 
Bridge 6,812 5,009 

  
379,093 278,745 

4. Farm machinery & equipment                94,024  69,135 

5. Seed processing equipment              124,548  91,579 

6. Cost of other items  
 

 
 

Office equipment & topo. survey                29,396  21,615 

 
Farm road 19,732 14,509 

  Total Seed Farm Infrastructure Cost   736,392 541,465 

Source: Consultants estimates  

Includes physical contingency of 10%  

 Includes tax of 7% for civil works, 5% for machinery and equipment and 1% for training and capacity 
building. 
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29. The associated subproject will provide support to the seed growers in Shwebo district 
through providing seed drying and cleaning equipment, and comprehensive training in GAP, 
seed certification, and associated initiatives to strengthen seed production.  The total cost is 
estimated to be $658,592 to be scheduled over several years.   

Table A10.10: Cost of Associated Support to Seed Production 
 

   

Ex rate 1360 

No. Description  

  MK'000 

Amount 
USD  

     1. Ten seed cleaners, dryers, storages with Manager & 
hired labor, hydraulic lifts, hermetic bags, test kits, 
MRL tests    

 
696,320  512,000 

2. Training in Seed Production and Certification for seed 
growers (2 groups of seed growers – training costs 
from standards section training in Interim report)  

 
 35,632  26,200 

3. Training in Codes of Practice for Drying and Storage 
(2 groups)  

 
 35,632  26,200 

4. Training on Seed Certification (1 group of farmers)   
 

 47,600  35,000 
5. Establish and conduct on-farm demonstrations 

 
   6,800  5,000 

6. Training on GAP and CSA 
 

  4,080  3,000 
7. Training on Water Use Efficiency Technologies, Post-

Harvest Technologies 
 

  6,569  
4,830 

8. Organize Seed Grower Associations  
 

13,600  10,000 
9. Conduct impact assessment 

 
  6,800  5,000 

 
Total Associated Initiatives. 

 
 853,033  627,230 

 
Contingency 5%   42,652  31,362 

  Total All   895,684  658,592 

Source: Consultants estimates 

Note. Includes tax at 5% for machinery and equipment and 1% for training and capacity 
building. 

 
3. Operating and Maintenance Costs 

30. The additional O&M cost for Chepa seed farm associated with the capital investment is 
estimated to be MK33.3216 million per year ($24,424), based on 2.5% of the capital cost of 
irrigation infrastructure, 1.5% for buildings and 10% of the initial investment cost of machinery 
and equipment.   A summary is shown in Table A10.11A10.11. 

Table A10.11 : Chepa Seed Farm Operating and Maintenance costs 
 

 
Financial Prices Economic Prices 

 Summary of O&M per year MK'000 $ MK'000 $ CF 

Irrigation infrastructure &road    1,774   1,305   1,587     1,167 0.89 

Buildings   6,645   4,886    6,028     4,432  0.91 

Machinery &equipment   24,797      18,233   23,616     17,365  0.95 

Total   33,216  $24,424  31,231     22,964  0.94 

Source: Consultants estimates 
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4. Conversion of costs to economic values 

31. The financial capital and O&M costs are converted to their economic values through 
applying conversion factors to the component parts of foreign traded costs, local costs, the 
removal of taxes and duties and using a shadow value of unskilled labor (80%) for each major 
activity and cost component.  Overall, this results in a conversion factor of 0.92 for the 
investment cost for the upgrade of Chepa seed farm and 0.96 for the associated support costs 
for training and capacity building.  Imported equipment and materials are assumed to be duty 
free.  A similar CF is applied to the O&M costs. Details of the conversion from financial to 
economic costs are included in the supporting tables. 

5. Results of Economic Assessment and Sensitivity Analysis 

32. The economic performance of the support to Chepa seed farm and the associated seed 
producers and farmers indicates an EIRR of 17.1%, which is a high return resulting from the 
cascading and multiplier effect of superior seed entering the supply chain and being taken up by 
the farming population. The cut-off of a 12% EIRR is comfortably exceeded. A summary of the 
cash flows in shown in TableA10.13. 

33. Sensitivity analysis. The results of the sensitivity analysis show that the economic 
performance is robust to changes in the main parameters, as shown in TableA10.12  below.  
The switching values show that capital costs would have to increase by 43% to reduce the EIRR 
to below 12%, the SV for O&M costs is 225% while the economic benefit would have to 
decrease by 27%.  

34. A reduction to the overall increase in the farmgate economic price of the outputs (rice, 
sesame, greengram and black sesame) from 5% to 2.7% reduces the EIRR to 12%.  

TableA10.12: Results of Sensitivity Analysis 
 

Particulars Change EIRR ENPV MK mill EIRR 12% SV 

Base Case 
 

17.1%        1,627 - 
Investment 
Cost 20% 14.4% 1,511 43% 

O&M Cost 20% 16.7% 1,569 225% 

Revenues -20% 13.3% 1,128 -27% 

SV = Switching Value 
 

35. The model does not allow for the impact of subsequent generations of improved certified 
seed by the farmers which would also have a superiority over the use of un-improved seed, and 
which would also increase the economic benefit.   
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Table A10.13: Summary of Economic Analysis for Chepa seed farm and Support Program 

 
 

 

MK'000

Base Case Capital O & M Revenue

Capital O & M
Residual 

Value
Total Costs Net 20% 20% -20%

2017 -                   965,378         -                 965,378               965,378-         1,158,454-      965,378-                   965,378-         

2018 -                   286,413         19,912            306,325               306,325-         363,607-         310,307-                   306,325-         

2019 139,139            286,413         39,823            326,236               187,097-         244,379-         195,061-                   214,925-         

2020 250,451            39,823            39,823                210,628         210,628         202,663                   160,537         

2021 354,806            39,823            39,823                314,982         314,982         307,018                   244,021         

2022 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2023 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2024 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2025 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2026 417,418            208,163         39,823            247,987               169,432         127,799         161,467                   85,948          

2027 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2028 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2029 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2030 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2031 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2032 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2033 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2034 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2035 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2036 417,418            208,163         39,823            247,987               169,432         127,799         161,467                   85,948          

2037 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2038 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2039 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2040 417,418            39,823            39,823                377,595         377,595         369,630                   294,111         

2041 417,418            39,823            104,082- 64,258-                481,677         481,677         473,712                   398,193         

EIRR 17.1% 14.4% 16.7% 13.3%

WACC 12.00% ENPV 1,627,494      1,510,837      1,569,050                1,128,266      

Year Revenue

Costs
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6. Financial impacts on Chepa seed farm 

36. Chepa seed farm is administered by the Seed Division of DOA of MOALI. Along with the 
other DOA seed farms, it is dependent on funds from DOA for its operating expenditure.  The 
farm is not financially independent and has a shortfall of around 30% between revenue 
generated from sale of certified seed and its annual expenditure.  The farm has five managerial 
staff.  Farm labor and contractors are hired when required for crop production and post-harvest 
activities. 

37. A farm budget prepared for the current without project situation and the future with 
project situation is shown in TableA10.14.  This is based on the cost for inputs and outputs for 
the crop budgets for the four seed crops grown (Paw san and Sin Akari rice, greengram and 
black sesame) and the additional cost of permanent managerial staff, administration and O&M 
expenses representing the current and future without project situation and the future with project 
situation. As can be seen from the table, on a cash flow basis the farm makes an annual loss of 
around M20.5 million ($15,000) in the current situation, which confirms information provided by 
DOA’s Seed Division.  In the future situation after redevelopment income is projected to 
increase by over 60%, but with a 18% increase in expenditure allowing the farm to achieve 
break-even on a cash basis with no allowance for debt servicing, depreciation or asset 
replacement.  In the future situation, it is likely that Chepa seed farm will continue to rely on 
support from DOA and will not achieve financial independence 

 

Table A10.14: Chepa Seed Farm Budget 

MK'000 2016 Financial Prices 
   Item   Current Situation Future with Project 

Income from Registered Seed 
   Paw san rice 

 
                      26,365                               45,000  

Sin Akari rice 
 

                      31,223                                 6,130  

Greengram 
 

                              5                               17,850  

Black Sesame 
 

                             -                                 23,794  

Total Income 
 

                      57,592                               92,774  

Expenditure 
   Ag Inputs 
   Seed 

 
                        1,582                                 1,423  

Fertilizer & agro-chemicals 
 

                      13,323                               11,616  

Mechanical & contract operations 
 

                      20,717                               11,749  

Other operations (contingency) 
 

                        1,781                                 1,239  

  

                      37,403                               26,027  

Farm Labour 
 

                      23,147                               17,564  

Subtotal Ag inputs & Labor 
 

                      60,550                               43,591  

Staff, Admin and O&M 
   Management staff 

 
                      10,000                               10,000  

Administration costs 
 

                        4,000                                 5,000  

Machinery and Equipment 
 

                        1,750                               24,797  

Buildings 
 

                        1,250                                 6,645  

Irrigation infrastructure 
 

                           500                                 1,774  

Subtotal Staff, Admin & O&M 
 

                      17,500                               48,216  

Total Expenditure 
 

                      78,050                               91,807  

Profit/Loss MK'000 -   20,457                                    967  
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  $ -  15,041.98                               710.88  

Source: DOA and consultants 
     Assumes seed cleaning, storage post-harvest losses of 10% in current situation and 15% future with 

  project 
 

38. Following the redevelopment of the farm, it is expected that there will be some reduction 
in the operating costs as some production activities that currently rely on hired services will be 
able to be performed using the farm’s new machinery, and also the change in the cropping 
pattern from summer rice to greengram and black sesame is less intensive in the crop inputs.  It 
is assumed that the post-harvest losses will increase from 10% to 15% because of the more 
effective seed cleaning that reduces the yield of certified registered seed available for sale, 
which is reflected in the higher price for seed in the future with project situation. 

39. The EIRR and the FIRR for the Chepa seed farm as a standalone is negative, which is 
to be expected as its main purpose is to supply registered seed for multiplication by the seed 
growers to certified seed for supply to the farmers.  Its operation should be viewed as part of the 
bigger picture to increase the penetration of the use of certified seed by the farming population.   
Raising the sale price of registered seed to a level to ensure profitability for Chepa seed farm is 
likely to have a negative effect on the use of the improved seed as seed growers and farmers 
may view seed as being too expensive.  To achieve an EIRR of 12% for Chepa seed farm alone 
without considering the multiplier effect of increasing certified seed production would require an 
increase in the annual incremental benefit of almost 3 times. 

7. Financial impacts for beneficiary households 

 

40. The beneficiaries of the subproject will be the Chepa seed farm producing a higher 
production and a higher yield of registered Paw San rice seed, Sin Akari rice seed, greengram 
seed, and black sesame seed and indirectly, an estimated 1,197 private seed growers buying 
registered seed each year from the Chepa seed farm and producing certified seed. The private 
seed growers will include about 121 growers (with 3.3 acres per farm) producing Paw San rice 
seed, 26 growers (with 3.3 acres of seed production area) producing Sin Akari seed, 350 
growers (with 2 acres) producing greengram seed, and 700 growers (with 2 acres) producing 
black sesame seed.    

41. Seed growers and farmers will also benefit from the associated support program for 
seed production, certification, etc.  This group included farmers who also receive registered 
seed from other seed farms and are not restricted to the outputs from Chepa seed farm. The 
private seed growers represent 1,197 households each year with an estimated five family 
members per household.  Input suppliers may also benefit from increased demand for their 
agricultural inputs.    

42. The other major beneficiaries are the farmers in Shwebo district who receive the 
increased output of certified seed and who will receive an increase in their farm income and 
livelihood as a result as a result.  
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E. Attachments and Supporting Tables 

 
Table A10.15: Chepa Seed Farm – Crop Yields and Inputs per ha 

 

 
 
  

Crop

WP/WOP wop wp wop wp wop wp wop wp

Season

mom, 

sum

mon, sum monsoon monsoon summer summer summer summer

Irrigated/rainfed irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated

Unit Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr

Yields/Returns

Sin Akari rice kg 3100 4030

Paw San rice kg 2490 3000

Greengram kg 475 808

Black seasame kg 445 605

Gross returns

Inputs/Costs

Sin Akari rice kg 50 50

Paw San rice kg 50 50

Greengram kg 10 10

Black seasame kg 5 5

Urea kg 125 135 125 135 30 35 30 35

Compound (NPK) kg 125 135 125 135 125 130 125 130

Rice husk ash tonne 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0

Agro-chemicals

Pesticide kg/lt 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1

Herbicide kg/lt 12 12 12 12 0 0 0 0

Fungicide kg/lt 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 10

Plowing (tractor) no/ha. 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

Plowing (hand tractor)no/ha. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Levelling (bullock) no/ha. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Preparing plot boundaryno/ha. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Cultivation/harrowing no/ha. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Line up and cover no/ha. 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Thinning (animal) no/ha. 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Mounting (animal) no/ha. 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Uprooting seedlings no/ha. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Transplanting no/ha. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Water management no/ha. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Harvesting & threshingno/ha. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Transport, drying & cleaningno/ha. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Other

Bags (107 lt) no/ton 19 19 19 19 12 12 16 16

Tools & equipment lumpsum 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Labour Family workday 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hired workday 108 104 108 104 53 52 53 52

Contingencies season 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Yields and physical inputs per ha

Agro chemicals 

& manure

Seeds & 

planting 

material

Main Crop

Equipment, 

materials etc

Details

Sin Akari rice Paw San rice Greengram Black seasame
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Table A10.16: Chepa Seed Farm – Financial Crop Budgets 
 

 
 
  

Crop

WP/WOP wop wp wop wp wop wp wop wp

Season

mom, sum mon, sum monsoon monsoon summer summer summer summer

Irrigated/rainfed irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated

MK MK MK MK MK MK MK MK

Yields/Returns

Sin Akari rice 1,186,603 1,928,230 0 0 0 0 0 0

Paw San rice 0 0 1,191,388 2,153,110 0 0 0 0

Greengram 0 0 0 0 581,040 1,482,569 0 0

Black seasame 0 0 0 0 0 0 726,827 988,158

Gross returns 1,186,603 1,928,230 1,191,388 2,153,110 581,040 1,482,569 726,827 988,158

Inputs/Costs

Sin Akari rice 23,923 23,923 0 0 0 0 0 0

Paw San rice 0 0 35,885 35,885 0 0 0 0

Greengram 0 0 0 0 17,157 17,157 0 0

Black seasame 0 0 0 0 0 0 14,706 14,706

Urea 50,000 54,000 50,000 54,000 12,000 14,000 12,000 14,000

Compound (NPK) 90,000 97,200 90,000 97,200 90,000 93,600 90,000 93,600

Rice husk ash 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 0 0 0 0

Agro-chemicals

Pesticide 37,500 37,500 37,500 37,500 18,750 18,750 18,750 18,750

Herbicide 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 0 0 0 0

Fungicide 0 0 0 0 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

Plowing (tractor) 39,536 31,629 39,536 31,629 19,768 15,814 19,768 15,814

Plowing (hand tractor) 19,760 19,760 19,760 19,760 0 0 0 0

Levelling (bullock) 14,820 14,820 14,820 14,820 0 0 0 0

Preparing plot boundary 14,820 14,820 14,820 14,820 0 0 0 0

Cultivation/harrowing 19,760 15,808 19,760 15,808 19,760 15,808 19,760 15,808

Line up and cover 0 0 0 0 9,880 9,880 9,880 9,880

Thinning (animal) 0 0 0 0 7,410 7,410 7,410 7,410

Mounting (animal) 0 0 0 0 7,410 7,410 7,410 7,410

Uprooting seedlings 37,050 37,050 37,050 37,050 0 0 0 0

Transplanting 86,450 43,225 86,450 43,225 0 0 0 0

Water management 17,290 17,290 17,290 17,290 0 0 0 0

Harvesting & threshing 86,450 103,740 86,450 103,740 0 0 0 0

Transport, drying & cleaning37,050 44,460 37,050 44,460 0 0 0 0

Other

Bags (107 lt) 5,890 7,657 4,731 5,700 570 970 712 968

Tools & equipment 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500

Labour Family 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hired 430,000 414,000 430,000 414,000 210,000 206,000 210,000 206,000

Contingencies 33,015 32,144 33,555 32,644 11,510 11,415 11,395 11,292

Total costs 1,123,314 1,089,026 1,134,657 1,099,531 451,715 445,714 449,291 443,139

Net returns - 63,288 839,203 56,730 1,053,579 129,325 1,036,855 277,537 545,020

Financial returns per ha. MK

Black seasameGreengram

Agro chemicals 

& manure

Seeds & 

planting 

material

Main Crop

Equipment, 

materials etc

Details

Sin Akari rice Paw San rice
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Table A10.17: Shwebo District – Crop Yields and Inputs Per Ha 

 
 

Crop Rice (HYV)

WP/WOP wop wp wop wp wop wp wop wp

Season mon, sum mon, sum monsoon monsson summer summer summer summer

Irrigated/rainfed irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated

Unit Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr Unit nr

Yields/Returns

Rice (HYV) tonne 4132 4132

Rice (Paw san) tonne 3615 3615

Greengram tonne 727 727

Black sesame tonne 545 545

Gross returns

Inputs/Costs

Rice (HYV) kg 50 50

Rice (Paw san) kg 50 50

Greengram kg 10 10

Black sesame kg 5 5

Urea kg 100 100 100 100 20 20 20 20

Compound kg 100 100 100 100 50 50 50 50

Agro-chemicals

Pesticide kg/it 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

Herbicide kg/it 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fungicide kg/it 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

Plowing ha 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Cultivation ha 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Harvesting ha 1 1 1 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Transport ha 1 1 1 1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00

Other

Bags no/ton 19 19 19 19 12 12 16 16

Tools & equipment lumpsum 1.0          1.0          1.0         1.0         0.25        0.25        0.25        0.25        

Labour Family workday 30 30 30 30 13 13 13 13

Hired workday 30 30 30 30 13 13 13 13

Contingencies season 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Yields and physical inputs per ha

Rice (Paw san) Greengram Black sesame

Details

Main Crop

Seeds & 

planting 

material

Agro chemicals 

& manure

Equipment, 

materials etc
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Table A10.18: Shwebo District – Crop Budget Input and Output Prices 

 
  

@ constant 2016 economic and financial prices. MK/unit

Unit Financial Economic

2016 2016-025

Agricultural outputs

Crop Sin Akari rice kg 383 250

Paw San rice kg 478 407

Greengram kg 1,223 1,101

Black sesame kg 1,633 1,470

Agricultural inputs

Seeds Sin Akari rice kg 478 300

Paw San rice kg 718 488

Greengram kg 1,471 1,324

Black sesame kg 2,614 2,353

Fertilizers Urea kg 400 385

Compound kg 720 695

Agrochemicals Pesticide kg/lt 15,000 13,500

Herbicide kg/lt 2,500 2,250

Fungicide kg/lt 2,500 2,250

Mechanisation Plowing (tractor) ha 39,536 35,582

Cultivation/harrowing ha 19,760 17,784

Harvesting & threshing ha 86,450 77,805

Transport, drying & cleaning ha 37,050 33,345

Other Bags (107 lt) each 100 90

Tools & equipment set 10,000 9,000

Labour Male/female workday 4,000 3,200

Source: Field data. World Bank price projections.
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Table A10.19: Shwebo District – Crop Budgets (economic prices) 
 

 
 
 
 

Crop

WP/WOP wop wp wop wp wop wp wop wp

Season mon, sum mon, sum monsoon monsson summer summer summer summer

Irrigated/rainfed irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated irrigated

MK MK MK MK MK MK MK MK

Yields/Returns

Rice (HYV) 1,031,567 1,083,145 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rice (Paw san) 0 0 1,470,030 1,543,531 0 0 0 0

Greengram 0 0 0 0 800,604 840,634 0 0

Black sesame 0 0 0 0 0 0 800,931 840,977

Gross returns 1,031,567 1,083,145 1,470,030 1,543,531 800,604 840,634 800,931 840,977

Inputs/Costs

Rice (HYV) 14,981 14,981 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rice (Paw san) 0 0 24,398 24,398 0 0 0 0

Greengram 0 0 0 0 13,235 13,235 0 0

Black sesame 0 0 0 0 0 0 11,765 11,765

Urea 38,463 38,463 38,463 38,463 7,693 7,693 7,693 7,693

Compound 69,491 69,491 69,491 69,491 34,746 34,746 34,746 34,746

Agro-chemicals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pesticide 27,000 27,000 27,000 27,000 13,500 13,500 13,500 13,500

Herbicide 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fungicide 0 0 0 0 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500

Plowing 35,582 35,582 35,582 35,582 17,791 17,791 17,791 17,791

Cultivation 17,784 17,784 17,784 17,784 17,784 17,784 17,784 17,784

Harvesting 77,805 77,805 77,805 77,805 0 0 0 0

Transport 33,345 33,345 33,345 33,345 8,336 8,336 8,336 0

Other

Bags 1,710 1,710 1,710 1,710 1,080 1,080 1,440 1,440

Tools & equipment 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 2,250 2,250 2,250 2,250

Labour Family 94,400 94,400 94,400 94,400 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000

Hired 94,400 94,400 94,400 94,400 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000

Contingencies 20,978 20,978 21,449 21,449 8,046 8,046 7,990 7,573

Total costs 534,940 534,940 544,828 544,828 208,961 208,961 207,795 199,042

Net returns - 496,627 548,206 925,202 998,703 591,643 631,673 593,136 641,936

Source: Consultant's estimates 

Economic returns per ha.MK

Details

Rice (HYV) Rice (Paw san) Greengram

Main Crop

Seeds & 

planting 

material

Agro chemicals 

& manure

Equipment, 

materials etc

Black sesame
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Table A10.20: Border Parity Price Calculations 

 

Myanmar Border Parity Price Calculations - @ 2016 economic prices.

Note

Export/Import Substitute Export Export

Marker product location 1/ Thailand Thailand

Quality of marker product 2/ 5% broken 5% broken

2016 2020 2025 2016 2020 2025

World  price Jul - Sep 2016 3/ = 414 414

Indicator price - 2010 base 4/ = 372 352 329 = 372 352 329

Indicator price - 2016 base adjusted by MUV 2010 to 2016 5/ = 400 379 354 = 400 379 354

Quality differential 6/ x 1.00 1.00 1.00 x 1.50 1.50 1.50

Equivalent value of Myanmar product 7/ = 400 379 354 = 600 568 531

Freight & insurance from Myanmar port na 0 0 0 na 0 0 0

Value at Myanmar port = 400 379 354 = 600 568 531

Value at Myanmar port 8/ = 544 515 481 = 817 773 722

Port charges - 6 6 6 + 6 6 6

Handling/transport/trader margin - between wholesaler and port - 15 15 15 + 15 15 15

Value at wholesale market = 523 494 460 = 796 752 701

Handling/transport/trader margin - between local and wholesale market - 23 23 23 - 23 23 23

Processing cost - 20 20 20 - 20 20 20

Value before processing 9/ = 287 268 247 = 458 431 399

Handling/transport/trader margin - from farmgate to local market - 8 8 8 - 8 8 8

Value at farmgate = 279 260 239 = 450 423 391

Crop form at farmgate

Note

Normally exported or imported Imported (bulk) Imported (bagged)

Marker product location 1/ Europe USA

Nutrient content of marker product 2/ N% 46 P% 36

2016 2020 2025 2016 2020 2025

World  price Jul - Sep 2016 3/ = 183 282

Indicator price - 2010 base 4/ = 186 202 225 = 279 284 289

Indicator price - 2016 base adjusted by MUV 2010 to 2016 5/ = 200 217 242 = 300 306 311

Quality differential 6/ x 1.0 1.0 1.0 x 1.0 1.0 1.0

Equivalent value of Myanmar product 7/ = 200 217 242 = 300 306 311

Freight & insurance (to/from Myanmar port) + 20 20 20 + 20 20 20

Value at Myanmar port = 220 237 262 = 320 326 331

Value at Myanmar port 8/ = 299 323 356 = 435 443 450

Port charges + 6 6 6 + 6 6 6

Handling/transport/trader margin - between port and sale point + 15 15 15 + 15 15 15

Value at sale point = 314 338 371 = 456 464 471

Handling/transport/trader margin - from sale point to farmgate + 30 30 30 + 30 30 30

Value at farmgate (fertiliser) = 344 368 401 = 486 494 501

Value at farmgate (nutrient) = 749 800 873 1,351 1,372 1,392

Form at farmgate

 1/ Source of marker product or of product exported/imported from/to Myanmar 7/ Marker price x quality differential factor

2/ Quality standard of marker product 8/ US$/ton value converted to MK/kg at 1 US$ = MK 1360

3/ World Bank. Pink sheets. 4 Oct 2016 9/ Assumes % conversion from paddy to milled rice 0.63

4/  World Bank Projections. 22 July 2016 10/ Conversion from shelled groundnuts to groundnut oil 0.4

5/ Price in constant 2016 US$. World Bank Commodity Price Projections, July 2016    groundnuts to groundnut meal 0.6

  having applied MUV factor  Oct 2016  of : 1.076    (Groundnut shelling 70%)

6/ Value of Myanmar product/value of marker product

U
S

$
/t

o
n

M
K

/k
g

bagged bagged

Rice (HYV) Rice (PawSan)

U
S

$
/t

o
n

M
K

/k
g

paddy paddy

Urea TSP
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Table A10.21: Chepa Seed Farm Economic Cost Conversion 

 
 

Economic Costs

Ex Rate 1360 CF CF SERF SWRF CF

Description 0 1 1 0.8 1

Mk'000 US$ Tax Local Foreign Unskilled Skilled

Econ 

Cost 

MK'000

Econ Cost 

$

Conversi

on Factor 

(CF)

Chepa Seed Farm

1. Survey, design, bidding process and construction supervision 44,880.00      33,000         7.0% 33% 0% 0% 60% 37,944     27,900      0.93

2. Rehabilitation of irrigation system  

Main canal lining (2,486 ft, 758 m) 19,864 14,606         7% 53% 11% 20% 9% 16,149     11,874      0.89

Distributary canal lining (4,739 ft, 1,445 m) 19,208 14,124         7% 53% 11% 20% 9% 15,617     11,483      0.89

Cross-drainage structures (19) 4,610 3,390           7% 54% 10% 20% 9% 3,753       2,760        0.90

Pipe outlets (11) 1,036 762              7% 56% 9% 19% 9% 845          621           0.90

44,718.93      32,882         36,364     26,738      0.89

3. Buildings

Warehouses and seed storage (2) 93,757           68,939 7% 39% 21% 17% 18% 76,788     56,462      0.90

Seed laboratory 105,127         77,299 7% 49% 22% 11% 11% 87,167     64,093      0.91

Machinery garage (2) 64,452           47,391 7% 47% 26% 8% 12% 53,822     39,575      0.92

Drying ground 35,009           25,742 7% 43% 23% 17% 10% 28,679     21,088      0.90

Training centre 18,226           13,401 7% 41% 24% 16% 13% 14,971     11,008      0.90

Perimeter fence 55,710           40,963 7% 48% 14% 16% 16% 45,685     33,592      0.90

Bridge 6,812 5,009 7% 42% 11% 23% 18% 5,499       4,043        0.89

379,093 278,745 312,611   229,861    0.91

4. Farm machinery & equipment 94,024           69,135 5% 20% 75% 0% 0% 81,406     59,857      0.95

5. Seed processing equipment 124,548         91,579 5% 20% 75% 0% 0% 107,834   79,289      0.95

6. Cost of other items 

Office equipment & topo survey 29,396           21,615 5% 23% 67% 1% 5% 25,409     18,683      0.95

Farm road 19,732 14,509 7% 46% 8% 30% 9% 15,675     11,526      0.87

Contingency 10% 61,723     45,384.60 0.922

Total Seed Farm Infrastructure Cost   736,392 541,465 678,964   499,239    0.922

Includes physical contingency of 10% for Chepa Seed Farm and 5% for Associated Initiatives.

Includes tax of 7% for civil works,  5% for machinery and equipment and 1% for training and capacity building.

Investment Cost
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Table A10.22: Support Training and Capacity Building Economic Cost Conversion 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conversion to Economic Prices

CF CF SERF SWRF CF

Ex rate 1360 0 1 1 0.8 1

No. Description 
MK'000

Amount 

USD 
Tax Local Foreign

Un-

skilled
Skilled

Econ Cost 

$

Econ Cost 

MK
CF

1. Ten seed cleaners, dryers, storages with Manager & hired 

labor, hydraulic lifts, hermetic bags, test kits, MRL tests                696,320 512,000 4.8% 20% 75% 0% 0% 487,619     663,161      0.95   

2. Training in Seed Production and Certification for seed 

growers (2 groups of seed growers)     35,632 26,200 1.0% 84% 15% 0% 0% 25,941       35,279        0.99   

3. Training in Codes of Practice for Drying and Storage (2 

groups)     35,632 26,200 1.0% 84% 15% 0% 0% 25,941       35,279        0.99   

4. Training on Seed Certification (1 group of farmers)         47,600 35,000 1.0% 84% 15% 0% 0% 34,654       47,129        0.99   

5. Establish and conduct on-farm demonstrations       6,800 5,000 1.0% 84% 15% 0% 0% 4,951         6,733          0.99   

6. Training on GAP and CSA       4,080 3,000 1.0% 84% 15% 0% 0% 2,970         4,040          0.99   

7. Training on Water Use Efficiency Technologies, Post-

Harvest Technologies       6,569 

4,830

1.0% 84% 15% 0% 0% 4,782         6,504          0.99   

8. Organize Seed Grower Associations     13,600 10,000 1.0% 84% 15% 0% 0% 9,901         13,465        0.99   

9. Conduct impact assessment       6,800 5,000 1.0% 84% 15% 0% 0% 4,951         6,733          0.99   

Total Associated Initiatives .   853,033 627,230 25,522  200,423     401,285  -        -      601,708    818,323      0.96   

Contingency 5%     42,652 31,362 30,085      40,916        0.96   

Total All   895,684 658,592 631,793    859,239      0.96   

Note. Includes tax at 5% for machinery and equipment and 1% for training and capacity building. 4.1% 32.0% 64.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%


